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The kindness of Professor C __zningha- has enabled me 
to carrer out the dissection of a gibbon in his possession 
durfró the bast '!:inter session, The dissection tuas 
carried out in the Anatomical Department of Edinburgh 
university. 
I have, at the risk of see:nin:- tedious, described the 
details of the muscles fully under the headin ga origin, 
insertion, nerve supply, structures and relations. 
reason for doing this is the lack of evidence, 
positive or negative, on certain points of interest 
in this dissction. which I looked for in the works of 
others. 
7nder the heading of comparatvie anatomy the observat- 
ions of other writers on the anatomy of the anthropoid 
apes have been fully referred to; as far as possible 
only tho.-e points in the lower animals have been noted 
which seemed to throw light on the anatomy of the apeJ 
and man. Many of the Points which have arisen during 
the investimation I have sought to elucidate by 
observations made in the Museum of the University . 
and in the Natural History Department of the Museum 
of Science and Art in Chambers Street, and by dissections 
PR ̂ yACE . 
made on sore of the lower animals, such as the cat, 
mole, and fish. 
Althou; ~h fully sensible of the futility of propounding 
theories on comparative anatomy from the results of 
short investigation, I have ventured to express opinions 
on certain views ,which this dissection seemed to deal 
with direct17 . 
As far as possible the points have been illustrated, 
the 1ra.cin7s are with the exception of three, the results 
of -nv own .work. 
In the :scalar s77tem the peculiar continuation of 
the muscular sheets of the trunk on to, and down the 
fore limb have been noted in connection with the habits 
of the animal. The musculature of the forearm and hand 
has been 'ully considered, I believe the right interpre- 
tation to have been put ^,.)n certain anomalous muscles 
found in the palm of this ape, and described 
under the name of the musculi interossei accessorii. 
1 
The true position of the flexor brevis digitorum has 
been dealt with, the conclusion formed tends to confire! 
that oriryinalla laid down in the Challenger Reports 
but not that interpretation which is depicted in 
Auaifs Anatomy. 
In the lower limbAmay be directed to the descripion 
and comparative anatomy of the following muscles! - 
the obturator internus, obturator externus, the adductor 
group, the flexors of the tee *, tibialis anticus, 
flexor brevis digitorum, and musculus accessorius. 
 ?RFA , . 
In the trunk eu_olen special attention was directe to 
the dissection of t he sheath of the rectus ani I was 
able in an unmistakeable manner to demonstrate the true 
condition of the parts. 
In the arterial sunp1y of the ïiebs, the lar e art.-re 
runni. e down the inner side of the tibia was the -post 
important point noted, I have attempted to show its 
ccnneotion with the superficial division of the 
anastoeotic artery. The veins of both limbs were peculiar. 
With regard to the nervous system the limb n eeee -es 
were di ceected, the likeness born by the brachial to 
the sacral n1 o.:us, is apparent in the diagrams. Throughout; 
th- iii -.section has been opposed to the theory formed 
h" Ruge as to the relations:in between the muscles and 
nerves. 'use holding that the muscles are to be looked 
upon as hein- the ende-organs of the ner7es which supply 
them; this view being, he considers, infallible. 
The facts here shewn demonstrate that if the euscles 
are to looked upon as the end -organs of any structure, 
and I think they are, then they dust be looked upon as the 
end-organs of the rotor cells in the anterior horn of 
crew matter in the spinal cord,from which their axons 
of sunnly are derived; The path by which these axons 
reach the muscle being immaterial. The distribution of' 
the dorsal nerves tends to shew that the intercostal 
:muscles are not to be regarded as being derived from 
from one mvotome nor are the ribs and lineae transeersae 
of the rectus abdominis to be looked upon as being 
strictly inter segmental structures. 
I have been able to corroborate Professor 
Hepburn's statement that in this animal the pronator 
quadratus muscle was supplied by the posterior inter - 
osseous nerve. This sent was followed up and the 
fabriis traced to the median nerve higher up the arm. 
In addition the significance of the communicatioh 
between thie median and uin.-tr nerves in the forearm 
wars. of the apes -lit in connection with the 
deep supply of the muscles of the palm. 
J 
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The r;I91307, for:i one of tbe four faAlies of the 
knni.opoid oter fa:Ailies being the 
chim'oanzees, and the Orangs. The Gibbons 
i'oun:, about t!-1 ',-outh,-East of Asia anti the alay 
Arr;hi* lao. Of t':e i..bois tfiere are mny different 
..seoies, many of wnich are cut i142erfectly known, Te 
folloain may be mentioned:- 
gyiobates syl-Liactylus or Siamang, the larest 1nown fo 
7. Lar, usually nown as the Lar. 
.landed Obbon often confounded 
the last s'oecies.* 
ortne re y Obbon. 
a. so 1,.now as huloc, or yoloci,.. 
Raff'sii, or to Tjnko. 1 1 
Thtello:des, or the dun-coloured gibbon. 
Pileatus, or the tufted Obbon. 
. 7unereus, or the dan,: 
econys; H. Concolor; H. Muelleri; H. Choromandu 
andl3tly H. A,Jlis or the qauwau or is Marten7.calls 
it the Uwa-uwa, of which this is a specimen. 
Of all tile anthropoids the gibbons most resemble 
Tian in tne shape of their teeth and in the fact that 
th:); are capable in a Marled degree of assuminf-, the 
upri:_ht and erect attitude. Hartmann says of them:- 





I':a`l'ROf3U tiT I ON . 
"Nome species,such as the lar,tne white- handed,and 
the slender gibbon, display special dexterity and endur 
arìce in maintaining this position. The , press the flat 
soles of the feet upon the Lround,turn out their :zees 
and toes,holci their oodies fairly orect,draw their 
shoulders to ,etiier,an._1 place their half bent arms b .. ÿ 
their siaes,wi h the sinder hanos iranOnÇ slackly 
clown." Their walkin . better in the upright position 
than the other anthropoids Tay be perhaps accounted fo 
bt; the fact that in the ,,ib;uon the patella surface of 
the femur is carries upwards ana outwards on the front 
y 
of the i.,one as in :ran ;:Zo other anthropoid presents this 
feature. The F;iboo-: is o_;l one of tiaiJ anthropoids 
that possesses callosities on the ischium ;they are 
devoid of hair and sma.l_+ in size,In 11.a0lis they =+'ere 
round ana :ieasurea atout tiffe size of a halfpenny. 
H .a0 i i s or the wauwau is one of the rarer species 
and inhabits the island of Sumatra, hey appear to 
live in pairs rather than troops as do other species 
,iboon, heir name is Geri iecl from their swiftness of 
motion and almost incredible agility. Hartmann says 
f 
"The i n :, ;._n;. two or three ti,e s to and fro,ancì then 
spring, R;itii arms outstretched so that the flat surfac 
of the ',_oast resists the air like a'parachute,and in ti is 
way they can pass tìrrou.h spaces of forty feet,and 
ego on for hours wi f.hout fatigue." :Marten describes how 
in Paris a live bird was let into the cage of an H. 
agilis. After watching its flight for sometime the gibbon 
l.ee, e..tt,xs-t+. 
I NTI; O:;!1C-:` I O;i . 
swum, itself up on to a distant bou0,whicti he sei.:,ed 
with one hand and the bird with the other. loth its 
obiects,the oird and the bough, were attainea with as 
much certainty as if only one ob,iect had arrested its 
attention.(Hart! ann) 
Sufficient has now been said on the gibbons in 
,eneral, ailu I therefore turn to consider this animal 
in more detail. The specimen which I ban the advantag 
of dis ectinr, was an adult female which had been pre 
er''ied many ;dears in spirit,but was in excellent condition 
of preservation. A mic section hau been r ade0agittal 
plan) and one half bad een used for other investigat_ons. 
professor ep ;_urn of i:ardiff had previously dissected 
the correspondins limbs of the other half of the body 
The 1e ;,? ;tn of the anima! i am about to describe 
measured ; -il cm. from its :erten to its ischial callos 
ities;tLe :_,odzj was covered b,n hair of a light brown 
colour,ab out one .uarter to two thirds of an inch in 
len;:tn. The direction of the hair on the body was 
generally downwards and forwards (the terms used will, 
as far as possibie, refer to the body in the erect atte - 
tude with the hang supine,as in the anatomical description 
of man). On the thigh the hair on the extensor aspect 
sloped away from the middle line of the limb downwards 
ana backwards until the lateral lines of the limb 
were reached, when it began to pass upwards and backwards 
towards the middle line of the limb posteriorly. 
I loe, p. 3 8 3, 
INThuDUGTIOti. 
On the limo below the anee the general direction of 
the hair was downwards botn on the back and front of 
the lilb,so that when the limb was in the position of 
complete fiexion the hair on the flexor aspects was 
Oinp. in the direction and not in opposition on 
the dillerent se..,,nts of the limo. n the upper limb 
the ;,air not so reularidisposedland had a general 
airr-ction downwards. ?he hair on the gluteal 
inner side of the thiAh and oh the puUis, is longer 
than eisewhere,bu-: Lhe iorì1 hair on the pubic region 
does not rt,_-,nd up to the aoaomen. In the human 
fr-Aal this is a .ery chracteristic difference comp- 
ared with male where the hair passes up freely 
on tot lower part of the abdomen. The palms of the 
h7,.nds and :oles of the feet were quite free of hair. 
In this animal trier was no ruli as is sometimes 
noscrir:od in tHose 7tni1als,norws the hair any longer 
on the than ,,,isewhere ,tehorall. The face is covered 
31±*ila with a lore scanty clothing of hair than elsewhere; 
a few coarse hairs seen round the meuth among 
the openins of t-ie lare follicular glands of the lips. 
.hore was no atIempt at the formation of a scalp 
With lorv.or hair t;:an on the body as is sometimes 
depicted in boo-s;the face was coloured dark brown- 
that of thr male of the same species is said to be 
of a bluish olac'k. The iiali46 palmar aspect of the hands 
and soles of the 1.0t wore of a dark sepia,considera-Lly 
darker than is indicated in Plate 1.,the ischial 
Ir,T.jc,DUCTION, 
callosities were of the same deep shade9i n the ::',aïe th 
head,uelly,inner sides of the arms and thighs are said 
to tie of a. ..arker tint than the rest of the animai,the 
neck and shoulders being of a lighter shaae,tne sides 
of the posteriors and thi _lis using of a chestnut 
colour or even white. None of these variations of co..o 
were noted in tris 
ar 
The face of the anir,ial as far as could be ,4u(4,ea 
from the remainin._; half was not in a marred sense prog 
nathous ;the eyes were deeply sunk in the orbits,tne 
supra- oriiital ridge was pro.riinent,there was no atte:;::t 
at a mental protuoerance in this ape;bùt 1íu: -.1ey states 
that in tige siamang, (H.sy_iaactylhìs) he found soi:f::thin 
approachin4, a chin.Tnis he says 'is the chi/ ape which 
iras any thins.. like »-.-.al pfe eraeea prominence.' 
In tris ani ai the ci.i., 'lt:ite rou:,cied off, and 
the line of t:;, 'aw swept up i ro.., the lower margin in 
a continuous cur »3. The ear was rounded with the narg ln 
folded and in- curved,al,µl s::iai_ barwinian tubercle o]ly 
c 
being present, and ,fuite unlike the ear in some of the 
lower apes, where tige i,iar %,in is not infolded and the 
arwinian tug erc1e fors a Uoint,lile tubercle is present 
in ti,,_ h ..la :ì r r. as _ ii :t tilicl ;eninf, in the in- 
turned ed i;, mutt cases, but in sortie it is a 
prominent feature of the auricle. 1 saw about a year 
L 
ado the most rer,iar;,abìe pair of ears I have over seen 
in the huhlan sub:ect ;tile person was a ¡hale of about 
Years o f a,_ e and his ears nad very ill developed 
BL.. Cb.. Ix, Ì1v....l.c...,rl.eÇ Sw..-0 o,- ctL,. a,,,d eta..; ,, 
VrtI t Ue .11. itt u. p 6 
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lobules ;the anterior margin and the posterior margin 
low clown were in- fole:ed slightl ,tire tubercle was well 
marked and prominent and not in the least in -f olaea,Tt i.s 
rave T.G t:Jri Fars a tria.n iiiar appearance, which was the 
more noT icaole as they stud: out from the head at a 
prominent an le ;t. e effect ias not prepossessing. 
The louuìe of the ear was entirely wanting in this ap :. 
'fhe anthropoids are the only animals which possess 
ears tnat sometimes show a tendency to the formation f a 
louie, which is hoer not a constant feature by any 
means, even i.; the auricle of man. iiiec:ersheim quotes 
the sttistics of Otto Am on of arisruhe,wüo examine 
4171 ears of recruits in the military district of 
.:osoach with the foiiowinr. results:- The free lobe 
was rant in£; in 36 %, i t was present in 64%. Theiarwini 
point .,,,a` not found in 74 %,ana was present in 26 %, 
being of large size in 9 %. 
On account of the fact that the ape hau been lying on 
its :ide ,chile storey it was impossible to say 
wh ther the ears had pro_ ectea prominently from tee 
side- 'ire head or not. 
There were no laryngeal pouches found and Hartmann 
staters that the ont, ape of this species to possessth 
is the sïa; ane (li.s:ndact\ius). 
The skull was rather small and rounded, and presen 
nona: of the coarse ridges which are seen on the verte 
of the adult sori i is ;the forehead was sloping and did 
LWuIJn061... "Atatruu rt.. p- is3. 
Aoe . 
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th2 first being if any thing s7ight1y larP'or than th. 
,;econi. T olar:7 al: o ar;-:.. cf I-ore equil,size hut 
pr" nt tho ame ;7harpn2s7 of tho br.+h »rz 
thry 7,:e-7: to hav,:: four cusp-. 
are ohi,.1-7hap.d and smooth c17 th 
rfl 311 +h. ')1M 'crd or Catarrhine apes,if w. excludeithe 
fin th.t th- nent'tion pres.nts the same 
fo-rm,!12 7-7 N.w World or Platyrrhinel 
7ary t- having an extra 
prem(,lar or 12- c.-neti-7,e-,. both. 
7entrale in th. carpus 
7.pgnmscaphoid 3nd 
cf th. cy.4.-.25it. side was examined 
thin ---;tions having found this 
bn71 %Yrit ci lying in Toish the same 
pc.7ition,'hat it 4,, always found in the crang has long 
1,c-r1 J, t4 i!1 ti iF not recognised widel) 
a, hoinc in of the gibbons. It W.?.0 
wor!.:;fc:lowihR that of aegenbaur on the 
71,v,leton,whion first brought atan into line with 
th2 lcer 7nil s in this ro;Tect. He showed that the 
0,7 "r?le is ala7F present in the carpus of man 
t. 
during foetal life,i,ut it remained for Leboucq and 
'!0n 9ard.12bn to show that it fused with the scaphoid 
and nim not merely disappear by absorbtion as RosenbeJg 
Wo!3 of opinion. The bonr:: fuses with the scaphoid 
i. Pt* "Tht tr.k Ù.YcL.j kai-i" P. I 
2 . Kt-. tp.io 
?I'VA"-itAjn" 
ett-iyAm 












to ',hat t)C}ne its square appearance in ran teGm'ti'e it 
rc ^c. forms a pI'C'''i1 t :'!, ü'i:1 ':1rdrS ° t whom I the }t., i T: t r ..it.!, , owe , ll ;
ral;(7ve referr-l^es) ..+a.t.,,, +,h-{ "This prominence is 
prSe.lt also in the r}simpa_:1`Le',tile gJriila,a:id Hylobat 
Th_e r^ -`. . no prominence needless say to ÿ i:, the :c-:ph 
of fois .'.f.e,r, r t.A.e none .ave the appearance of 
h'-';'lq, T . + ; ` :a.- hollowed in fact where it artic-a ' 
1;1 {,.,A with JylE os _ _r,;r?'.e. I"1 a set of sections 
rl:+,t}'r{T!Uh a fnF+tlC ^f about the ?th.or gth week 
1 c. . c. r .or perhaps a .tj. .._ _,sho7:i ., tt1e carpus by Dr. 




n r this o. centrale in its cartilaginous state 
ly i^. io close rel;lticn to the ça.Fp's sc2..13?oiú'it}le 
; 1 e +ions showed that it lay at the posterior e ..' rm r
p1 r` cf the wrist. T}:° oro .:T'rrnce of this bone in the 
o%'rp'lc Scri'e,Loen thought to be in favour Of t._le 
idea that a F a : tada^+ y l o -type O Ì hand t e ocr 
, 
Ad the no; 
p`ntar,^r 
The h r. 
}: thi 
VliF ; 
nYl er <-n r 
t..1 .. 
0'rilrrrnce of another 'oo`].°. which is possessed 
s 'L^ i= also thought to point in the same dire tion. 
the so sa :'cic? hone found in the tendon of the E 
I 
eosis ,+z^arpi pollicis,a.nd which is situatNd 
C as to articulate with the front of the scaphoid aI 
upper part of the riàUe of the trapexium. This bone 
occurs with g;rea.t frequency in the prang, though often 
of small si .e.Hepburn found it present in the orang, 
gibbon and chimpanzee. This structure is looked on 
by those in favour of 
thPe'' 
heptadactyle type,as the 
N 5.s. oC J a Ll..b . lAn (.wKLL MAlMy . LQAMLfV-f. UQ. éi 
1 4 
7N7T7tOTTOTION. 
remains o f P prepo 1 le:v.. Thil.endus 111.-.)raet r-.Apezium4 
in four ca!%e in 7_13 hands,,Re al so described 13 super- 
carpus of the numerar on e like the os centrale in the 
foetus fhi71an) fror,; the s.cond to the fourth month, 
their bartiiainous apl.,earahc differing, in no way 
from the apl;eF,ra:-.7, llir?sentea by the normal sight bones 
of the earpusfarm I.Initing later with the carpal ano 
metacarpal iJon. in their vicinity. Born in examining 
the tarsus of amphibians fi,:zures a supernumerary 
diOt 7,,,%2r.L1 on to the sloe of the limb .of Rana 
Insculent,00nil-11 of three seL,mets united by ointjs 
7."-ar]h--.I to the sa71,.. carpal ole:pents as the first 
T.Ivtatars.,1. Baur, in an inle2tiation carrieo on in 
ti e carLus,on to th-- conclusian that the 
1 
prpoliex element is the true radiale of the carpus 
L?ihieh has be,In crowded out,t4i its place in the carpu . 
ha-An been usurped 1) the raciale centrale,ano thus_ 
ntr:t-rt,,, the supernumerar iJ,..it theory. Baur also 
cc--)teis that the results of Palaeontological in'vest- 
iWirn arr. in favour of the 1,iew that terrestial Ver e- 
brata :1-,r.r st.,..1.5=x po1 more than five digits. 
n the other hand on Baraelebet is strongly of opin-on 
that the heptadactyle theory is the right one,and polits 
to two skeletons of South African rodents(Pedetes 
capensis) in which there was a prepollex possessing 
a nail and a postminimus in which there were two 
i 
sements. The same writer draws attention to the foss 1 
11 
of "Lheriodesmus phylarchus, an animal which was appar[mtly 
g. ckm.teiv," I It9+.p. 
2 .1. f3.A...v. kei.o.14A ag4 101:v uot 1. i7b r. 341:. 
3 (3 , am-&-rervtu-orAw (Lk, h 
. 'tip. p106. 
4. K -Be , A . && ago- 
TI:ITROIrCTION. 
,a reptile with Iliamalian charaoteristios,and was found 
the beds of South Africa. There are the eleme 
nfl,e of a praepollex 
betwer, the scaphoid, 
centrale,and trapeziuri!. 17i,-",yin discussing this the 
olrir!st known anir;:al draws atteicn to the fact that 
Lere the all that is een is a'rudienti;he 
unlii:ely that the original 
therefore that it is 
ertr!lrates reall a true Ipraepollex. In 
the oreinar:: 
hallux ì. familiar to ail Students of Nedicine 
w!lerr: tLere i the wel Larked prael 
it -17. stil, in 
lunliP 
1,0-1: in a fossilised conditic 




--Autio'» cf this auef,.ton :ut de 1-ft in the h:',rlds 
ci thr, Lalaeontolvist of the future,but it is 7ery 
HifficTilt to for an oii c: ,at his date ,which diffe 
IfrorA that ordinaril7 aocept,,d,and ;-Auch stronL4cr arguTi nts ft 
ha7e to br brOuF4,ht forward than ha-qe hitherto 
r)oen produced if tho herit:Idaotvle theory is to suceed 
in replacing the pentadact::le type as the t,e fror 
which all others in the isik-.11r animals have sprung. 
I. 4, lintk;A, WV (Ls t 1kev4. ?Ly & kr$K, ie 9 s to. 
1 J 
INTRODUCTION. 
Perhaps the most striving external feature of the 
gibbon is the enormous length of the upper extremitie., 
This fact arrests the attention at once,for the fore 
arm and hand of this animal measured 5 cm.more than 
the length of its whole trunk from vertex to callosities. 
The following were some of the measurements taken 
to ilustrate the lengths of the va rious bones etc; 
Length from the vertex to the ischial tuberosity 
41 cm. 
Do. from the tip of the acromian process to the 
external condyle 25 cm. 
Do. from the external condyle to the tip of the 
middle digit 46 cm. 
Do. of upper extrernity(last two figs.added) 71 cm. 
Do. from tip of trochanter to the knee 21 cm. 
Do. from the knee to the end of the middle toe the 
foot being brought into line with the leg 32 cm. 
Do. for the whole limb (last two added together)53 m. 
Lo. of humerus 
Do. of radius 
Do. of ulna 
Do. of femur 
Do. of tibia 







Do.of 3rd.metacarpal 5.7 cm. 
Do. of the first phalanx of the same digit 4.5 cm. 
Do. of 3rd. : etatarsal 4.5 cm. 
5o. of the first phalanx of the same digit 3 cm. 
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ro!i ti. se f i rares it will :e seen that it is in tiid 
upper limo that this ape differs so markedly from mani 
Ouain p,ives the average human humerus as being 13 
inches in ìenp,th in the male and 12 in the female. 
As this ape was a female it is with this sex that we 
must compare it to in man,and here we find the humeru1 
of the ;ibcon is to that of qias the human female as 
2'ti is to 30.4 (12 inches equal 30..4 cm.). Now in an 
the nu erus is nearly equal to one fifth cf 'the statue 
of the individual,so that a person with a humerus of 
12 inches would stand a little over 5 ft.,say 5 ft.3 ns. 
Gaìcuiatin; the height of the gi.bo ,,supposing it wa' 
capable of eNtending its knee and standing; upright to 
its full hei,ht, a think, it is :quite incapable of doing, 
, we should , ;et 41 cm. for its trunk,20.8 for its femur i 
and l';.g for its tibia;these added together would give us 
ISOM cm. The amount .rained by the fact that the acetabulum 
is at a higher level than the ischial tuberosity is more 
than enough to compensate for the loss in not accoun- 
ting for the os calcis ana astra`alus. So that the hel.ght 
of the ape will not exceed 3134 inches,or 2 ft. 7M ins 
Judging the stature of the ape from its humerus,acco.d- 
ing to the rules formulated for the human sub; ect,the 
helot of the ape should be 1Q5 cm. (25 multiplied by 
5),this means a stature of 4 ft. 13 ins. at least. 
The creat difference in proportion of the two humeri 
is thus rendered apparent,even when the calculation 
is made with every tang unfavourable to the ape. 
T17e anti-r)rac?-.iúl or umEro-radial index is calcula 
by multii l, inj the len th of the radias by a hundred, 
and d'._viri _ng by tti F: ler.: tr of tL_;, humerus. T;_ereThre 
?- e rc the length of the radius (29) by 100 
and divided b, the len.-th of the humerus ( ) equals 
an index of 116. i} ?s may be compared iiith the table 
ted 
given in Quain for the different races and the ántrroioids. 








European is 74 
Australian is 77 
Negro is 79 
Andama.nese is 81 
Gorilla is 80 
Chimpanzee is 90 
Oräng is 100 
None of the above figures rise to the same height as 
those of the gibbon, so if we have seen that the humerus 
is prolonged out of all proportion to its body length 
we see by this table that the radius is greatly elon_ated 
as eon ̂pared 'with the humerus. 
The hu-'an foetus and infant it is noted has a 
higher index than the adult ; this means that the foetus 
and developing child are less differentiated from the 
antb ropo i ds than is the adult human being. 
'o 
HAND AND FOOT. 
The hand of this animal is very remarkable for its 
great length as compared with its width;measured from 
the wrist joint to the end of the riddle digit it was. 
c.m.long while its width at the widest part,just 
below the root of the little finger,did not exceed 
34 c.m. This great length is due to development of both 
metacarpals and phalanges, and of these the proximal 
phalanges are the ones which seem to have developed mOst. 
short 
The thumb isn proportionatbly to the rest of the hand, 
reaching only to j *st blow the level of the metacarpo- 
phalangeai articulation of the 2nd. digit, and not as 
far as the free ede of the web between the index and 
the middle digits. In an the thumb reaches to about 
the level of the first inter pnalangeal articulation; 
Aile the inter pnalangeal articulation of the thumb 
is at the level of the metacarpo pnalangeal articulation 
of the +Esd. digit. The web of the thumb is very smalls 
not reaching to half way down the lst.metacarpal, 
giving the appearance almost as if the hand and thumb 
sprang separately from the region of the wrist. The 
thenar and hypothenar eminences are very small and ílß 
developed ;the latter can hardly be said to exist. The webs 
of the fingers are much more extensive than in man, 
reaching nearly half way down the proximal phalanges, 
and by this means the palm appears. longer and the 
fingers shorter than is really the case.This extensive 
webbing also prevents the fingers being separated to 
any marked degree. The fingers are placed parallel t 





HAND AND FOOT. 
inclination to -wards the thump ;the middle finger is 
the lonGest. 
The colour of the skin on the palm is verydar ::(dar ;.ear 
than shown in the plate). Owing to the sodden condition 
from lon;:, immersion in spirit the superficial horny 
layer of the skin was inclined to come ofi in flakes. 
ihe chief creases seen on the palm were as follows. 
Opposite trie radio- carpal articulation there is a 
transverse groove due to the flexion which takes place 
mere ;from the mid point of this groove another groove 
runs downwards arid outwards to become the deep cleft 
which intervenes between the pollen_ and the palm; this 
is due to the opposability of the thumb. An oblique line is 
also seen passing from this region downwards and in- 
wards to about half way down the palm,The cause of this 
line is not so evident as the muscles of the hypothenar 
eminence are very rudimentary,A certain amount of 
shrinkage must also cue allowed for due to the storage 
in spirit for many years but still a line similar to 
this one will be noted later in the foot. Crossing 
this last line is the first or highest transverse live 
of the Lamm situated about 1 c.rì. in front f the 
wrist line,this is tue least marked of the three tran4- 
(2) verse palmar lines. The second transverse palmar 
line is somewhat curved with the concavity upwards,t e 
lowest part being about 3 c.m. below the wrist line. 
3) The third or lowest transverse palmar crease is the 
best marked of the three,situated about 4 c.m. from the 
wrist crease,bein_. also curved with the concavity 
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HAND AND FOOT. 
directed upwards ;this is just aoove the level of the 
metacarpo-phalaneal articulation. These three lines 
are due to the fle :<ion caused by the lonï tendons of 
ti,e f,ners, for it should have been noted that ti'e 
natuiai position of the hand of the animal iras that of 
0. hook formed ;.y the palm and fingers, it hein, ìnl oasible, 
without usine conaiaerable force,to e.,tend the fingeiis 
completCly when the wrist was not in a position of 
fle_<ion,The cause of the curve will be touched on a ;din. 
Running down the centre of the palm to the root of See (ate .I 
ßt1 cc . 
tae :diddle digit was a well :narked lon,itudinal grease. 
to t,.e outer side of this was a less marked crease 
passin, to the cleft between the index and the middle 
di;its,These together with the cleft separatin=, the 
polle>; from the palm waiae caused by the adductors of 
the tnumr,,the contrahentes and the palmar iterossei 
w.:icu Burin, f leion cause the digits to converge to- 
wards tae central digit,This is probably also the cause 
of the curve on the two lower transverse creases of 
the palIÌ,owin,_; to the convergence of the metacarpals. 
At the roots of the f in= ers anal level of the webs 
there ieie creep creases,trnsverse in the case of the 
middle aì fits and sloped in the case of the others, 
so that the concavity presented oy continued line was 
as before,curveci owing again to the cause given aoov 
The fingers are lon and slender, with remarl,:ably flat 
palmar surfaces;thev al' to a greater or less extent 
show a crease running up the centre on the palmar 
HAND A';D FOOT. 
surface,Thi- is }.r.,± marked on the middl-e digit. There 
are two lin?.., opposite the first _nterphalangeal joint 
1 
'with about lc.T.between thern,This is what gives the. 
appearance of there being four elements and three ¿oints 
in the long fin-er as seen in the Alate,No.1: The lines 
onnosit the second interphalangeal articulations are 
marked by any lines except in the case of the- little 
f 
inr,f r, 
,;here one wetl marked line takes the place of the 
many faint ones of the other fingers. The thumb has a 
series of oblique lines on the ?hypothenar eminence ;vita- 
;.marked lines opposite the oints,two being opposite the 
last. The terminal p'.=ilanges of the fingers and thumb 
are patulous and oro;.ectin ,the Ra44 free part of the 
nail being some distance from the bac': of the phalanx, 
This Kvas more -narked in the-case of the thumb. 
The nails were absent e-:cept that of the little toe, 
h t t e nail bed showed the character of the attached 
part of the nail;how far the n-ial_- projected. was unknown. 
The nail on the thump: was shorter,broader and less 
árched and therefore more human.than on the other 
dit;ite,which became longer,narrower,more arched and 
blaw -like as one passed inwards to the little finger. 
Wiedershei-n notes that the same change is present 
yin man as one passes from the thumb to the little finger. 
The nail fold was well marked in all, as was also the 
!lunule,Ther.e were fine lines seen running longitudinally 
cn the nail bed parallel to one another as in man. 

2.3 
7_L1Ti AND FOOT. 
The fine lines on the hand of the animal are much 
;coarser and stronger than those on the hands of man, 
This is shown by the fact that they pass uninterrupted 
Iacro :s_ the creases in the palm. When one remembers tha 
it is the friction of these lines that the hand is 
able to take such a firm hold on ob, ects,it is not to 
'be wondered at that in the hand of an animal which is 
used as an organ of graso simply the lines should be 
f setter marked than in t}je hand of man where the hand 
is not used always to take a firm grasp of objects but 
i. used as an organ which carries out many and varied 
hi_-h1_ specialised movements. 
The arrangement of these fine lines is as follows; 
t _:e is a whorl on the thenar and hypothenar eminence4r 
e t t e r r k a t 1 n tne p . ma ed on the a per; i_. :. palm, which is very 
flat,the lines pass parallel to each other longitudinally 
Jown the palm, going as stated uninterruptedly through 
the palmar creases,a thing they do not do in man. 
On the fingers they are pecul iar, for they present the 
¡appearance of mountain marking (the way mountains are 
depicted in mapsï) the lines converging on the 
;crease which has already been described as running 
down the centre of each finger,This is Getter seen on 
the first and middle phalanges where the weight of the 
!body rests when the hand is in its ordinary hook -like 
!position and the animal swinging from a bough. The 
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EO M AND FOOT. 
4th digit, not being so distinct on the first pialang =s 
of the little and index fingers, where the lines have 
a tendency to pass do :n the digits and converge on th . 
middle diE 1t, .were presu nabl;, the stress of vrei t 1111 
be greatest. In the human hand there is still a tend ncy 
for the fine lines of the index and little fingers to 
converge towards the middle finger. Mechanically 
there is an advantage in the lines- not being placed 
transversely, for tyre is less tendency to slip in 
lines placed ir. a slanting -canner than in lines place 
transversely to the force which in this case is the 
weight of the ape's body. For this reason the wheels 
of steam traction envines arc provided 4-ith lines on 
their ,hocla ..7: icr ara Flol ed in the same manner as 
these lines on the fingers. 
Professor Goodsir' pointed out many years ago that t e 
hand of man was the only perfect hand, that the rand of 
an ape was fitted to grasp a cylinder such as the bra ch 
of a tree, but was unable to grasp a sphere in the seme 
way as the hand of man. f epburn has compared the han t s 
of the four anthropoids with: that of pian, and chewed 
how the development in the latter of the muscles of 
the thumb and little finger has modified the lines. 
in man the increased amount of opposition, and the 
increased development of the muscles which produce 
that movement, has caused the lines to become more 
obliciuely set. In e gibbon the fingers are capable 
(q) 
HAND AND FOOT. 
of flexion into the pale parallel to one another, and 
also of a certain amount of con.erence towards the 
central oik,it,thus causing the transverse and longitut 
creases respectively. The diagrams opposite illustrate 
the difference of the movements in the hand of the ape 
as compared with that of man. 
Tt ?Ñ, POUT. 
The foot, from the point of the heel to the end of 
the middle toe, measures 14 cm. in length, Of this 
length two thirds belong to the sole and one third 
to the toes. The width of the soie exclusive of the 
hallux, at its widest part is only 2.6 cm. The hallux 
reaches to the level of the second phalanx of the 
¡second toe; it is not bound up in the foot parallel 
to the other toes, as is the case in man,but is free 
from lust beyond the mid point of the sole, being mar 
off before this point by a deep crease. The hallux is 
a much more powerful digit than is the thumb. The toe - 
all have a tendency to point outwards, being set at a. 
angle to the long a:.is of the sole; in flexion they 
bend inwards towards the hallux The web reaches near 
half way down the first phalanx and prevents any 
marked separation of the four outer digits. 
CREAS ̂ S.- On looking at the sole of the foot it is 
seen to be divided into two unequal parts by a. longit 
udinal oreaae which starts on the inner side of the h 
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the one half carryinz the great toe the other the four 
outer toes. 
($) A creaCe starts with the last one and runs obliquely 
forwards and outwards in front of the heel (see plate 1 . ) 
It is situated about 3 cm. in front of the point of the 
heel. A better marked crease is situated about 5 cm. 
in front of the point of the heel, This passes almost 
transversely acros-. the foot and even on to the hallu:. 
A still deeper crease passes transversely across th? 
foot at a distance of 7 cm. from the point of the hee[. 
This crease is the best marked of all the transverse 
creases mentioned so far,and corresponds to the meta - 
tarso- phalanoeal articulation, the flexion of the dig 
causing the crease, It .corresponds to the place where 
the two lines of the foot meet at an angle, the one 
running in the long axis of the sole and the other in 
the long axis of the middle toe. At the root of the f 
its 
our 
outer digits there is a double crease caused also by the 
flexion of these digits. Hepburn notes another line 
which he figures in the sole of the foot of the gib` 
This runs loncitudinally down the centre of the sole 
towards the middle digit. This line he ascribes to the 
action of the adductores (contrahentes) muscles, It ruas 
not present in this ape, and it is extremely interesting 
to note afterwards that the adductores muscle were nct 
found either,except in the case of the great toe. 
The creases and lines on the toes correspond to those 
found on the fingers, but were not so well marked. 
'IiTI 3,TF 
:1 . _. _{ 
The fine lines on the sole, exclusive of the part 
a' 
bearin? the hallux, starte =d frog, the mid .ei, t the , p n of  
heel and passed in wide curves to the margins of the 
Those on the outer side passéd forwards and outwards ì s
those in the centre passed forwards with a slight inc 
ation inwards, while those on the inner side passed 
r 
forwads 'and inwards to the cleft between the halm:., 
and the rest of the foot. This same arrangement repea 
itself on a smaller scale starting from the mid point 
of the 'thenar eminence' of the great toe. 
The same remarks that were made upon the nails of 
the fingers apply to the toes, The terminal phalanges 
of the digits of the foot were if anything more 




The above description will show that there is much 
less in common in the feet of the ape and man than th -re 
is in the hand of the ape and that of man. The ape's 
foot resembles a hand, and some think that it resembiels 
a hand more than it does a foot. As we shall see later 
the middle digit of the ape's foot and hand arc the sane, 
namely the third, while in man the middle digit of the 
is the second. The apparent difference between the rr 
two extremities in man is due merely to specialisation, 
The hand,to use Goodsi is words, is used 'as an instru- 
ment for acting on matter, in terms of his human faculty 
of thinking in space; while the foot is simply used as 
an organ of Support and i;rogression,enclosed in a bo t 
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European at 211 event._. In the natives of India whe_c 
custom does not confine the foot to a- boot ,the foot 
has preserved to some e ¿-ent its prehenzible power. 
In the ape it is a more useful instrument as a hand 
than is the e%tremit;T of its upper iimb,beìng far more 
capable of grasping a sphere than the hand is grasping 
and progression in arboreal animals being to some 
degree synonymous. The reason why the digits can not 
be spread out in the ape is due very largely-to the 
fact that the digits are re i;ed so far down; both in 
the fingers and toes the web reaches to the middle of 
the first phalan , -the thumb and great toe are less 
webbed and are very eificier digits in the ape. In an 
where the great toe is webbed and bound to the rest of 
the foot it is useless for independent action, except in the 
case of the natives cited above. Goodsir's diagrams 
shew the difference of the opposition found in the 
foot- of the ape to the flexion found in the foot of 
man._ In the ape the di :its flex towards the hallux, 
and may, as in this case, be set at an angle the bett r 
so to do, while in man the digits flex away from the 
hallux. 
Cdr 
uec,1111, it.. tüo Of tu baCk: pt 
of tau erector spinae will not be touched on,only tiie 
three supurfic:_al lai s beia;.; dealt witn nere,tne 
Jiuscles uf tae neau and aech uescribeu else4nerel. 
Inese laytis i41b rrn,eu iI tn ianner izs tnQe 
in 4ian,tne first consisting of tne two iiiuSoie5 trapel,is 
aau latissi,bus doisi;tne second layer,of the illOriibOi(16 
anu levatoi aaLuli scal,diaerine tnird layer,ui t,le two 
serrati postici,inferior .nu superior. 
Ti i; FlhST LAitn Cri Thk; iALK. 
THE TRAPEZIUS. 
C)AU;Iti.- Owing to ide Iiu section of the specillien 
tne orlOn coulu not wit n certainty be Atade vut,ut 
aidarently the .huscle d1 t iCtC4 üp to the occiput. 
As fai as couiu be z-scertainea it arose frol, (i) 
lower two-tniras of the il& tU nuchae, the spinies 
of tì o 7tn.cer4ioal rtjc ii tAt al:1u 6i..;;fò. 
SplriO4 ui. 1nt uf t 7 clo0.1 ,veiteLrae, 
ijuu tì fauia the 
IgSLATIUA.- Into tne u!..per and ::,osteiior surfaces 
oi tne outer tiiiru ci tae ciavicie,inner 
111:pur SütiáC6 üi tL iO1o1i process,aad tne uper ad-,e 
of the siiie ci tne in its outer two-tairds. 
inert: was no tubercle at the Lase of the spine for 
tao insertion of the lowei fibres as in 
NERVE SUI=FLY.- Froa, tne spinal accessory and the 3-1.d. 
a 4h. vj.i whj, Suet Ylit uncle]: 
1,12: 1;,e ULti 11 
16 L;o,i-exed a very dense 
, 
CI:r.. the ou7,.rse fib. tovet 
IThei.e r, nctAble %en.:ehc.ey f r 1.11t, f-sGia and 
the oite ç !ia-,1(..le,e,ieh fur thr: 
f tu tas:. o,,ei the 01',(; into the v,scles whiuh 
lie- uh the upl;ositi, side ;iz.the 6eltoid and peolui- 
an, 
hELAUONS.- Supeifioi..11y the lusole is soutaneous 
the cutaneous bianohes-of the 1.ost- 1 
-blivi jii.r ciisi. uf the spinal nerves. Deeply ! 
there ar. the sLleniito::,o-hyold,le-vator anguli 
a;:d the -1-)steiioi pail 
Uf spihal auoessory 
1.1.t 
THE 2 . lga 'MUSCLE. LATISSIMUS DORSI. 
aain to the r..id eti(, the ori:,h 
fru -the culu:,,n was rathei uhoeitaL,. 
Cl) flom the 7th. au d perhaps flora the 6th. doisal 
to the 12th. dual spihe -4ith the supia spinous liga- 
-ments,C2i D3, means of the poteriol layer of the 
lumbai aponeurosis,from the spines of all the lur4ba1 
and the uppei sacral 7iertebrat and the posterior half 
of the il i.0 crest, (6) fluili the 6th. to the 12th. ribs 
bY di7,itations whiol"ih the case of the lower ones, 
interdijtate with thus e of the external obliquelbut in 
the case of the utPoi oi-.Les the fibies uf the two 
thusules are uontinuous,(4) flufli t fasoia 
G1e th tc s. There is hu slip f):ull 
the hauk of th. lue1 an,71e uf the scapula. 
uf 
t,nfhur, 
rlátr,There is an indirect insertion 
!through the dorso-epitrochlearis muscle into the inner, 
head of the biceps and so into the forearm. 
STRUCTURE.- The upper fibres pass almost straight to 
Htheir insertion with a slight inclination upwards,the 
Anterior fibres pass upwards and backwards,While the 
intermediate ones show all degrees of obliquity. As 
the muscle passes to its Insertion it becomes twisted 
on itself in such a way that the fibres which arise 
highest behind are inserted lowest,while those in front 
Are the highest at the insertion,the posterior surface 
. 4 
of the muscle behind becoming the anterior at the axllia, 
the teres ma-or muscle being lodged in the groove thus 
formed. The tendon splits, the larger part going in front 
of the teres ma:or, the smaller behindothey togethef 
and The tendons of the two muscles join together and 
from the front of the fused tendon the dorso-epitroch- 
Ilearis muscle arises. 
RELATIoaS.- The muscle is subcutaneous except at its 
!insertion;the lateral cutaneous branches of the inter-,' 
costal nerves pass hack over its anterior border; 
lbehind,the muscle is not overlapped by the trape-Aus. 
Deeply there are the inferior angle of the scapula 
with the muscles attached,deltoid and teres ma:or,the 
erratus magnus,lower intercostals and ribs with the 
livertebral aponeurosis. The muscle is pierced by the cut- 
aneous nerves posteriorly. 
VuLOCY TFd;[ t4_,iS>%r;S rV,8 
NERVE SUPPLY.- This is double as in man,being chiefly 
supplied by the long subscapular which enters the muscle 
near its insertion and sends branches over the deep 
surface;it is supplied to a lesser extent by the 
middle subscapular nerve. 
THE RHOMBOIDS. 
These are not differentiated into two muscles as in 
man,but form one continuous sheet. 
URIFIN.- From the lower part of the ligamentum nuchae 
the spines and supra spinous ligaments of the 7th. 
cervical and upper 3 or 4 dorsal vertebrae. 
INSERTION.- Into the vertebral border of the scapula 
in its lower three -fourths. 
NERVE SUI -PLY.- By the nerve to the rhomboids which ruas 
down the anterior surface of the muscle. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is composed of parallel bundles 
of fibres which run downwards and outwards to their 
insertion. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle is covered by the trapeTius, 
except at the angle of auscultation,where the lower 
border of the muscle is seen,Anteriorly there are the! 
vertebral aponeurosis,serratus posticus superior,the 
nerve to the rhomboids and the posterior scapular 
vessels. 
THE LEVATOR ANCULI SCAPULAE. 
ORICIN.- The tran77erm r o, ses of the upper three 
- 
ctr- i^cl Tertebr%e by three tendinous digitations. 
T N 1 T:I r T i O !'i . Into t î e superior anó 1 e and up p e I part 
the 7ertQbr2ll border ^f the scapula. 
v,.7T.OT,7 OT 711: 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle arises by its pointed digit- 
.ations from which the fibres arise,These remain separOte 
till near their in.,zertin, f the three parts te upper 
is the smallest, he middle te la gest and the lowest 
is intermediate in size. At the insertion the fibres ¡ 
¡ 
blend very markedly with those of the upper part of t "Fle 
serratus magnus. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- The upper digitation from the loop 
I between thh third and fourth cervical nerves;the two 
!lower divisions are supplied by the fourth by a lar_7e 
1 
Inerveolloth nerves enter the muscle on its superficial 
surface under the orno cervicalis muscle. 
RELATIONS.- Superficially the muscle is in relation 
to the trapezius,splenius capitis,omo hye4d- cervicalis, 
1 
¡spinal accessory nerve and its connections with the 
3rd cervical;the ascending cervical artery and a 
!large vein going to :-oin the transverse cervical vein 
an coming from the splenius. Deeper than the muscle 
lies the splenius colli,deep muscles of the neck,verte.,- 
1-bral aponeurosis,serratus posticus superior and the 
;posterior scapular artery with the nerve to the 
irhombobids. The muscle is twisted on- itself in such a- 
lway that the surfaces which at its origin are anterior 
and posterior are at the insertion muter and inner. 
M Y+1LOGì', T:i BACK. 
THE SERRATUS POSTICUC SUPERIOR* 
From the lower part of the ligamentum nuchae, 
and the spines of the 7th.Cervical and upper 2 or 3 
,dorsal vertebrae;the mid section of the body had rend 
lered the exact origin uncertain. 
INSERTION.- Into the outer surfaces of the upper 4 
ribs and the upper border of the 5th. and into the fascia 
over the intercostal muscles. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- This was not found entering the muscle, 
but branches of the 2nd. & 3rd.intercostal nerves were 
found passing backwards at the posterior part of the 
intercostal spaces,which Were believed to be the branches 
of supply. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is flat,thick and fleshy 
abovelbut tailing away below where it could not be sep- 
arated from the vertebral aponeurosis. That part which 
went to the upper two ribs was fleshy. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies on the posterior part of 
the chest wall :situated deeper than the muscle are th$ 
erector spinae muscles,ribs and intercostals,while 
superficial to the muscle are the serratus magnus, 
rhomboids and the posterior scapular vessels and nervi. 
THE SERRATUS POSTICUS INFERIOR. 
ORICIÑ.- From the spines of the 9th.or 10th. Dorsal 
to the 2nd.or 3rd. Lumbar by means of the posterior 
layer of the lumbar aponeurosis and the vertebral 
aponeurosis. 
'-'_'IOLO r::7 OF T Fi;_, 
INSERTION.- Into the outer surfaces and lower borderas 
of the 9th. to the 10th. ribs inclusive,and into the 
fascia over the intercostal muscles. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- Not found, lower intercostals P. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is fleshy near its insertion 
into the ribslbut its origin is all tendinous fibres 
which pass from the spines upwards and outwards to the 
fleshy portion which is placed obliquely the lower part 
being the furthest out. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies under cover of the latissi- 
mus dorsi,superficial to the erector spinae,ribs and 
intercostals.-The 12th. intercostal and the last dorsal 
nerve are seen passing from under cover of the lowest 




The origin of this muscle waspartially destroyed, so it 
was difficult to be quite sure of its exact extent;it 
did not seem to reach the occiput, but may have done so,- 
it certainly did not pass below the 7th.Dorsal spine. 
In other anthropoids Hepburn notes it larger and the 
occipital part more extensive in the gorilla and orang. 
t. 
Duvernoy on the other hand found the upper part atten- 
uated and the muscle not passing down below the 9tti.Darsal 
spine in the gorilla,Cratioiet and Alix1'found it more 
extensive in Troglodytes;Aucryi and Testut did the same 
in Troglodytes niger.Pri.mrose,while noting that in his 
orang the muscle was distributed like that in man,points 
to the shortness of the upper fibres in that animal, 
together with those. of tbelevator anuli scapulae,as 
the cause of the short neck in that animal. 
The tendency seen in this animal for the fibres to 
as it were overflow the clavicle and acromion into'the 
deltoid muscle must be-looked on here as amodification 
acquired by the creatures habits,The continuation of these 
two muscles is seen normally in those animals without a 
6 
clavicle, such as the horse and according t'o Meckel in 
the beaver in spite of the/fact that there ishere a 
clavicle. 
THE LATISSIMUS DORSI,(Comp.Anat.) 
here the muscle had no attachment,except through the 
the lumbar aponeurosis,tothe iliac crest but is carried 
forwards to get origin from the ribs up to the 6th. 
showing a marked tendency for these lower fibres to be 
continued into those of the external oblique muscle, 
In this way when the animal hangs by the arm the entrance 
to the axilla is almost lost, as the latissimus and pect- 
oralis major :.re only separated by a narrow slit,and 
both are more or lesscontinued up from the external 
oblique . 
It is not out of place here to draw attention to certain 
factsin renard to the musculature of the upper limb 
which will have to be constantly referred to with the 
various muscles. The great fact that strikes one looking 
at the muscles which connect the upper limb with the 
body is their want of differentiation as it at first 
sight apPears,but,on examining more closely and more 
especially when the animal is suspended by the hand, 
the want of differentiation nisappears,or rather gives ! 
place to the idea of a musculature that is of a hi hly' 
specialised nature,and which has been modified to suit 
the animal for special functions. The muscles appear tao 
run into each other in an extraordinary way;we have 
seen that trie external oblique is continued into the 
latissimus dorsi and the pectoralis major,how the trap - 
ezius tends to over run the clavicle and outer end of 
the acromion into the deltoid,but when the various muscles 
come to be considered individually it will be seen that 
the latissimus dorsi is continued into the large inner 
or short head of the biceps by the dorso-epitrochlearis, 
and that the biceps is directly continued into the 
flexor pronator mass on the front of the forearm;that 
the pectoralis ma;or is blended with the deltoid and the 
short head of the biceps and so on down to the forearm 
again;that the deltoid is to a lesig large e>.tent con- 
tinue; into the short head of the biceps and to a less 
extent into the triceps and brachialis anticus;that 
about a third of the brachialis anticus casses directly 
into the supinator longus muscle. From this it will be 
understood how the ripple of muscular motion can pass 
uninterruptedly from the level of the umbilicus t 
to the muscles that :nove the hand,Such an arrangement 
of continuous muscular fibre without the intermediation 
of tendon must be caused by the neea of the animal for 
a very high degree of muscular co- ordination;this tne 
animal possesses to a marvellous extent. The closure 
of the axillary opening by the approximation of the 
pectoralis mac,or and latissimus dorsi gives the appearance 
of the limb being surrounded by the primitive muscular 
sleeve,but it is chiefly due to the forward emigration 
of the origin of the latissimus dorsi so as to tae a 
better grip of the bodyl not only by attaching itself 
to more ribs but through the mediation of the external 
oblique to the pelvic girdìe,it is by this specialised-- 
musculature that tne animai is enabled to perform those 
wonderful watch- spring -like movements which have rightly 
gained for the animal the title of'Agilis'. 
The gorilla exhibits a developaent in its tattissilus 
dorsi which is probably caused by the great weight of 
the animal, for Bischoff' reports tnat- trie muscle took 
origin not only from the crest of the ilium in its 
whole length but from the region or Poupart's ligament 
even. 
p I. o-P . ,.:, Udl . 3 . 1+ 
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THE RHOM3OIDS,(Comm.Anat.) 
There was nothing. :rluch to note of interest in these; 
they were fused into one,a condition found in many of 
the lower animals,There was no occipital origin as noted 
1 
the oran by ep urn and Prilrose.aR4 4ií 4h6 ge -F4440.- 
ky and the former noted that in tne gorilla the origin 
went as low as the Sth.dorsal vertebras showing that 
the muscles in man are the remains of a very much more 
xtensive sheet in some of the lower animals. 
THE LEVATOR AN^'ILI SCAPULAE,(Comp.Anat.) 
' This muscle -..hick arose from tne three upper cervical 
vertebrae is pouch more extensive in some of the other 
oes. In the oran *rimrose found it attached to the 
peer 3 C.'iert.,Fick;'to the upper 7 C.Vert.,while 
Hepburn found it from the upper 3 C.Vert.with aslip 
from tae mastoid process,This last slip was found in 
the :rilla by Duvernoyyan i o d n the chimpan4ee by 
s. 
--ratiolet and Alix. When the serratus magnus comes to 
e considered it will be seen that that muscle encroaches 
n the lower 4n cervical transverse or costal processe4, 
o that it becomes evident that the levator anguli and 
the serratus manus are merely portions segmented off 
from the one originally continuous sheet of fibres, 
as in the Siphneus where the sheet is attached to the 
transverse processes of all the cervical vertebrae and 
6 
to the first 10 ribs(milne- bd4ards). 
THE SERRATUS POSTICUS SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR,(Comp.Anat.3 
Both these muscles were larger than in man, and showed, 
by the tendinous structure of the vertebral aponeurosi 
ah in, ication of their to one continuous 
sheet. 
i1T 41 FjI!\ T 1 TA :"ti! ,. r .J I1lwiJIJ.J ix . } í .;rL CIL I 
`.;`.'hese riìuSC!';s include tie torú.ilS major ana CIlinor, 
tue suDC:laVius ano Î:1 Ccn'Jelliet>I.;e tue serratus !liéLóiltla 
muscie. Tne first turee of these úluvCies are arran ea 
t(iL'ee layers one ueiìinCi tue Otrier;t;le;y' are well C3eJeio,ieCf 
the Ñectoralis Lla'or ano e SèiJciG.viuS seing consid- 
eraol more so tan 
THE PECTORALIS MAJOR. 
GRIGI!I. -(l) From the front of the nanubrium sterni 
and the sides and front of the gladiolus,(2) from the 
anterior and partly from the lower surface of the inner 
three- quarters of the clavicle and the front of the 
sterne- clavicular articulation,(3) from the cartilages 
of the upper six ribs,(4) from the aponeurosis of the 
external oblique which stretches up on the front of the 
retus abdominis. Some of the fibres of the external 
oblique are continuous with those of the pectoralis 
major. 
Il1;F,RTION «- fl) Into the outer lip of the bicipital 
groove,being here blended with the short tendon of thel 
biceps and anterior border of the deltoid into both 
of which muscles it is inserted,(2) into the capsule 
of the shoulder joint by a slip which is reflected up 
and helps to bridge over the bicipital groove which 
here very deep. 
N717477, =PLY.- From both the external anterior thorácic 
nerves and the internal,the latter supplying it after 
having pierced and supplied the minor. 
STR'JCTLTRF.- The muscle is composed of thick bundles of 
M7 O.y.r, /V`,ÇT T 'r n7 LIMB. 
fibres which arise fleshy from their origin,except 
where the muscle is attached to the costal cartilages 
where short tendinous fibres are seen on its under 
aspect. The muscle can be divided,though not without 
some artificial aid,into three parts. An .bdominal 
part which arises from the aponeurosis and fibres of t.e 
external oblique and the 5 -6th., costal cartilages, 
This passes up under cover of,tke and becomes lost on 
the deep surface of the sterno- costal part. Tie sterno 
costal part is very incompletely divided from the 
next or sterno- clavicular part,but a slight indication 
lof division does etist,This is the largest part of thé 
muscle,the fibres of which pass outwards and downwards1 
to the arm where they become largely continued into t?ose 
of the short head of the biceps. The third or storno -1 
clavicular part is thick,the inner fibres passing out-; 
wards and 'downwards slightly superficial to the last 
the outer fibres passing nearly vertically downwards, 
both largely continuous with those cf the deltéid. 
f 
RELATIONS.- Anteriorly the muscle is subcutaneous, 
The platysma does hot arise below the clavicle. The 
mammary gland was very il developed or had wasted,it 
was not certain which. Under, cover of the muscle lie 
the pectoralis minor,subclavìus,serratus magnus and i;ter- 
i 
costals,the corticoid process and the coraco- brachialiS 
muscle and the third part of tiffe a: :iilary vessels and 
nerve trunk. At the lower border of the muscle there 
is seen the pectoralis minor appearing below the musc . 















































'T A TT A T I OH OF PLATE. 
The Plate spews the A.xi i la ry :Region. 
Pect.Min The Pectoralis minor. 
Pect.Maj . ?he pectoralis !na,jcr. 
S.M mhe serratus magnus. 
The cle_vile. 
Sub.C1 "le s'áoclavjus. 
I .H...1 ,2,3 The interco.sto- humeral nerves. 
1 .V The axillary vein. 
I =.A The a i 11ary artery. 
C.A 7 The common a:. i l iarÿ nerve trunk. 
C.. `.he cephalic vein. 
C.P T'he corac0id process, ,lust above lie 
cutaneous branch of the external thoracic ne 
The deltoid. 
!:. The circumflex nerve. 
The circu::!flen vessels. 
C` The nerve to the coraco-brachialis. 
Cor.;ra The coraco- bráchialis. 
.'t The teros major. 
Ext.A.Th The cutaneous twig of the external 
anterior thoracic nerve. 
D The biceps. 
Dor.r;p The dorso- epitrochlearìs. 
Lat.norsi The latissimus dorsi. 
1.rat..C.B The lateral cutaneous branches of 
the intercostal nerves. 
Note that the attachment of the pectoral's mad °or 




Mtí'OLOW ,UPPER LIMB. 
are a brand-, of the thcracicfxis artery,the cephalic 
vein and a cutaneous branch of the external thoracic 
nerve. 
THE PECTORALIS MINOR. 
ORI. ̂;I".- (1) I?:' fleshy fibres from the upper korders 
and anterior surfaces of the 2- 3- 4th.ribs and by a 
¡thin tendon from the corresponding place on the 5th. ib, 
(2)from the fascia covering the intercostal muscles i 
' the 2 -3 -4th. spaces. 
I?I ̂ rPTIO!I.- Directly into the coracoid process and 
slightly into the tendon of origin of the coraco- 
hrachia.l is ;,lusc ie,while indirectly it is attached to he 
tip of the clavicle and acromion by the coraco acromial 
ligament,many of the fibres of which are the direct 
continuation of the tendon of this muscle. It should 
be noted that the acromion process overrides the this 
outer end of the clavicle complete]¡T.In addition to t4s 
which is the main insertion there is a curious little 
slip of tendon which leaves the fleshy upper border of 
the muscle to be inserted into the front of the junction 
of the inner three fourths with the outer fourth of te 
I 
clavicle. 
NFR E SUFIS.- By the internal anterior thoracic 
nerve which enters the deep aspect of the muscle nearer 
its lower than its upper border and after supplying 
it leaves the anterior surface to enter the maor. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is triangular in shape with 
a serrated base situated on the chest wall, the apex 
being at the coracoid process;the fassiculi of the 
4 4 
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muscle are of a fine character. 
RELATIONS.- In front is the pectoralis major, and bellow 
the lower border of that muscle a small part is sub- 
cutaneous. The deep surface of the muscle is in relation 
to the anterior thoracic nerves,the lateral cutaneous 
branches of the first three dorsal nervus,then external 
to them;appearing irom under cover of the subclavius 
muscle are the bfae axillary artery,vein and nerve an 
some of their branches. 
THE SUBCLAVIUS MUSCLE. 
T1) From about 134 cm. of the anterior surf ce 
of the first rib, (2) from the front of the anterior 
extremity of the bony part of the second rib,and from 
,ltg 
`1 
tr.. " ¡MICA{ L. 3rá. Rd? . I 
its upper border for 2cm. 
r 
7 (3) from the fascia over 
the first intercostal spaces. 
INSaRTION. -Into the inferior surface of the outer tl.ird 
!of the clavicle. 
!ÎERvE SUPPLY. - From the nerve to the subclavius which 
!comes from the front of the fifth cervical in common lith 
fibres for the phrenic nerve. (see plateXHl.Vd3130) 
STR'IOTUR .- The muscle is flat and tendinous at its 
originlbut becomes fleshy and round towards its insertion 
into the under surface of the clavicle. 
REL!tTIONS.- Superi ially from above downwards there re 
the following structures in front of the muscle the 
plavicle,pectoralis ma gv strong band of fibrous tissue 
corresponding to the costo coracoid ligament in man, 
and then the pectoralis minor. It is also in relation to 
FiYOLOGY , ITPPEII L I M3. 
some branches of the a ::iîlary artery,the cutaneous 
branch of the e :sternal anterior thoracic nerve and thel 
communicating branch from the cephalic vein. 
Between this muscle and the chest wall covered here 
by the serratus magnus are the lateral cutaneous branch 
of the first intercostal nerve,the axilary sheath contain- 
ing from within outwards the vein,t :rye artery,and the ;erne. 
Lastly behind these structures there is the nerve of 
Tzell suppl7in, the serratus Magnus. 
THE SERBATUS MAGPTUS MUSCLE. 
ORIGIN.- (1) Prom the upper 11 ribs by digitations, 
(`)) the fascia covering the external intercostals in 
the corresponding spaces. 
INSERTION.- Into the vertebral border of the scapuláei 
its upper part being blended with tree ievator an uli 
scapulae. 
NER'iE SUPPLY.- Prom the external respiratory or the 
nerve of ;sell. 
STR CTURE.- The muscle arises by digitations from de 
ribs along a curved line,whìch starting below and beh ¡rid 
passes upwards and forwards to the 6th.or 7th.rib where 
a change of direction takes place and the line now pases 
upwards and backwards. Prom the second rib a very lare 
digitation arises from a large area on the outer surface, 
of the rib. The muscle is not arranged in one sheet, 
but is cleft into an upper and a lower fleshy part. ' 
The cleft is triangular with the base at the tnsertior, 
It is filled up by a layer of dense fascia which is 
continued from the upper to the lower portion. 
I4YOLOGY,ÜVp ER LIMlá. 
The upper portion comes from t-e i irst ri'b and the back 
part of the second ;it forms a thick strap -like muscle 
and is inserted into the front of the superior angle 
of the scapula, Ming blended with the levator anguli 
scapulae, and even receives a twig; from the posterior 
scapular nerve. The .lower portion is formed by tie 
front part of the digitation from the second rib and 
the digitations from the ribs below the secona;these 
form a muscle which is thin above but Liecowes thicker as 
one passes down,It iH inserted into the ventral part 
of the inferior angle of the scapula and into the lower 
part of the vertebral border. 
RELATIONS.- The lower dart of the origin of the muselle 
lies under cover of the latissimus dorsi,which cuts t hje 
i 
muscle off from the external obiique,In iront of the 
latissimus dorsi the muscle is slishtly continuous witk 
the fibres of the external oblique. Above the muscle 
lies under cover of the two pectorals and the suhclavius 
muscles,fron whick it is separates by the structures in 
the axilla. 
THE COMPARATI'¡E ANATOMY OF THIS GROUP OF MUSCLES. 
THE PECTORALIS MAJOR.(Comp.Anat.) 
In this ape the muscle was very imperfectly divided lip 
into its four primitve portionsviz:- the clavicular, 
the sternal,the costo- chondral,and the abdominal porti ns. 
In fact the upper three of these were fused, here 
was a separation of the lower part, which we may take 
to represent the abdominal portion *Although it was 
,d kGunA w. 11-4,4 . ! ! 1.3 
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kpartially attached to the ribs as well as to the abdom 
aponeurosis,its direction indicated that it was passi 
upwards and outwards to the great ze tuberosity, 
nal 
g 
which is the old insertion of this pbrti.on,and well 
seen in Primrose's plates of the orang,but it was completely 
fused with the deep surface of the parts above it. The 
clavicular portion was partially separated and extended 
right out to the deltoid. The sternal and costo chondral 
portions of the muscle were quite fused. 
According to Bischoff 
w 
the lower apes never have a clayr 
icular portion,while the goriila,chimpanzee,and e +ang I 
gibbon possess one. It would appear that the orang is 1 
the only anthropoid that the clavicular portion is notj 
a. s. 6 
constantly met with, Primrose,Hepburn Jhapman,and Owen 
did not find the muscle attached to the clavicle,while 
Pick' was a ~:le to find the clavicular portion in both 
his oranr s and Bischoff found it in one. It would see:: 
as if tine clavicular portion had been an extension out- 
wards of the sternal portion of the muscle,and later 
a segmentation off with the development' of a cellula 
interval,In this ape there was no cellular interval 
although the extension was so great as to cause the 
fusion of the outer part with the deltoid. It is this 
portion which is left if possible aeP when the brea* 
and muscle are taken away,in the human subject,for 
cancer of the breast;it is then able to hypertrophy 
t4 
such an e: ;tent that very few movements of the 
arm are 
impeded. 
I. 64..47 it.,vcr1 ? p.-1. 
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PECTOPALIS :4AJOR.(Comp.Anat.) 
This !Auscle has Considerable interest attaching to i 
ion account of the iarieus ligaments which arise and are 
Fittached to the coracoid process into which it gains 
!insertion,so that it is well to examine the condition of 
the muscle in the other apes and lower animals. The des - 
Ícription given here coincides entirely with the descrip 
ftion ?iven by Hepburn,It is evidently a mere slip on 
1 
phis part inserting it into the combined tendons of the 
coraco- brachiales and short head of biceps as he descr bes 
i 
¡the short head of the biceps subsequently as arising 
from the humerus. ?lepburn states that the insertion 
of the muscle in the gorilla was into the tip of the 
coraccid process,in the orang near the base,In the 
chimpanzee the tendon passes above the process,and is 
continued outwards to he inserted into the capsule of 
the shoulder ioint and the tendon of the supra- spinatu 
The same observations have been made by other observers 
in the chimpanzee,Huxley,uroca ,Fick,] ¡rolik,Testut,bischoff, 
n- 
and rratiolet and Alix;The two last observers in 
Troglodytes Aubryi founn a very complicated insertion 
into both tuberosities and into the back of the coracoid 
bTac process by a reflected tendon. In the orang Bisch ff 
found it resembling that of man and passing to the 
coracoid. Primrose however found in the same species 
that it was inserted into the clavicle and acromion 
by fibres which were produced onwards from the main in- 
sertion into the coracoid. From a consideration of these 
I. A. et. . 5-6 ia-k91, 
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different insertions and their constant occurrence in 
the lower apes,Anatomists have been led to the belief that 
the gleno- humeral ligament in really only the degen- 
erated end of this muscle. This view is however denied 
by Band Sutton who formulates the theory that the 
lend-humeral ligament is really associated with the 
suhclavius,a.nd points out that the gleno -humeral 
ligament is inside the 'oint and that the peatoralis 
minor tendon when inserted into the humerus is always 
outside that structure. fie moreover points out,I think 
conclusively, that the fileno- humeral ligament is part 
of the tendon of the levator humeri,which is the homo- 
logue of the subclalius muscle in birds. Sutton then 
states that he thinks the coraco- humeral ligament of 
the shoulder joint is the transformed tendon of the 
pectoralis minor,iut here Primrose'soins issue with 
him. Primrose noting the various insertions met with 
in the apes,and the special insertion in his orang 
into the tip of the coracoid and over that into the 
clavicle and the acromion process,is induced to belts e 
that the trapezoid portion of the coraco- clavicular 
ligament and the ae -fe coraco-acromial ligament may 
be derivatives of this tendon,and he holds that Sutton 
is not warrantee in coming to the conclusion he does. 
As far as this dissection goes it furnishes evidence 
in favour of the opinion of Primrose as to the connec- 
tion of the tendon with the coraco- acromial ligament. 
Although there was no slip to the clavicle,}oyond 
the 
coracoid process,different to the slip to the acromiol 
- rJ 
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I think that this one slip could Nuite represent the 
doubl4arrangement found in the orang by Primrose,for 
the end of the acromion overlaps tue outer end of the 
clavicle to such an extent that the ligament is attach 
to both bones. 
I SUBCLAVIUS.(Comp.Anat.) 
was comparatively a much larger muscle than is 
the case in man, for it arose from the upper three rie 
passim< down under cover of the pectoralis minor muscl 
It is stated that this muscle is poorly developed in a 1 
I R. 
the anthropoids 'Primrose),Hepburn's account does not 
seem to tally with this,for in his orang the muscle 
arose from the first and second ribs and in the gibbon 
from the second and third. Huxley however found the 
muscle only a mere ligament in the gorilla. In any cas 
the muscle can not be of any very great importance. 
THE SERRATUS MACNUS.(Co©p.Anat.) 
This muscle was of interest because of the increased 
number of digitations by which it arose,by its divisio 
into two,and by its fusing with the leveator angulá 
scapulae. The increased number of ribs from which the 
muscle arises is found in many of the apes thus 
Hepburn found the muscle arising from 10 in the 
}i,amee,orang,11 in the gibbon and chimpanee,from all 
13 ribs in the gorilla. Frimrose'.found it arising frog 
11 in the orang,Fick4from 12. In the gorilla Macalist 
6 
found the muscle arising from l0,and bischof f from 
11 
in the same species. So that in all the apes though 
n 
.r. ea_.Ubl.3.)Q./3. 
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the exact number seems to vary there is always a greater 
extent of origin than in man. 
The division of the muscle into two portions,an uppe 
and a lower, is apparently an uncommon thing to find i? 
the anthropoids ,Testut,llepburñ,i- rimrose,and Gratiolet 
ana Ali:: mention nothing about it in their dissection 
It is true that the second of these observers notes 
that the insertion in the gibbon was destroyed before 
there was an opportunity of examining it,this being tle 
explanation of its not being reported in the gibbon. 
in the other apes however the muscle seems to always 
:e inserteu into the whole vertebral border as in mant 
In man,however,it happens not unfreauently,that 
the muscle may .e divided into three portions (Quaid 
and sometimes the middle portion is defective. 
This division of the mtiscle into two portions is the 
usual condition in some of the Cheiroptera, 
?aisonneuve,in the baCvespertilio murinus),found the 
muscle in such a complete state of division that he 
described it as twe,Le grand dentele superieur et le 
grand dentele inferieur. 
n 
Wood4once noticed in a human sub.-ect,in whom the muscle 
did not arise i'eyona the 7th.rib,that on the right 
side there were two fleshy bands complete and distinclt 
from the muscle which arose from the .9th.& loth.ribs 
and were inserted into the lower angle of the scapula, 
with the lower fibres of the serratus; on the left 
siÍie 
the same kind of supernumerary fibres were seen arising 




are the homologue of the depressor scapulae of :girds. 
Eirds,according to the same author,have a muscle 
separate and distinct from the the serratus magnus 
lying posterior to it,arising from the lower e nd of the 
scapula and inserted into the outer surfaces of the 
rihs;this is greatly developed in the birds of prey 
the heron,and the penguin. In this ape only the lower 
fibres of the lower half cuuid act in depressing the 
bone,the rest would powerfully rotate the scapula and 
dram it forward. Having a muscle arranged to control 
the upper and lower ends of the scapula,and produce 
powerful rotation round a pivot which would correspond 
to the attachment of the rhomboids might be -of servie 
to the animal in swinging with its arms above its hea 
I find no explanation for the fact that in this ape 
and in man there should be a more powerful attachment 
developed in the case of the second rib than with any 
other. 
Lastly the fusion with the levator anguli scapulae 
is to be explained by the fact that in many animals 
the two muscles form a continuous sheet of fibres; 
the serratus magnus arises from the thoracic ribs,whie 
I 
the levator an -uli scapulae arises from the costal ri s 
or their remains,This is seen in the cat,horse,rat an$ 
many other of the common animals. 
M'IOLO á'j, 7PPÑJR LI'd,. 
The muscles of the shoulder .joint comprise the follo 
r+ 
c^ 
e r s ink musl ,the deltoid,supra spinatus,infra spinatus, 
iteres ma.;or,teres Minor and subscapularis. 
THE DELTOID MUSCLE. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the front and under surface of the 
outer fourth of the clavicle, (2) the tip and outer 
'border of 
the some of the scapula in its ,hole iength,(4) by 
means of a thick a::or_eurosis from the vertebral bor=er 
of the hone below the some and from the inferior angl 
the infra spinatus taking origin from the deep surface 
the acromion process, (3) the lower border off 
and tne teres ma.; or from tne 
sane anoneurosis . 
INSERTION.- Into tne outer surface of the shaft of 
the humerus in its uoper nart,the insertion extending 
for a distance of 10 c.m. being. broader above taan 
below and occupyin the bone on tne outer side of the 
Are 
e, 
superficial surface of the 
bicipital zroove in common with the share head of the 
biceps and the pectoralis major. Below and in front it 
is inserted into the septum between it and the brachi lis 
anticus,below and behind into that between it and the 
triceps. 
NERVE S'J°PLV.- By the circumflex which n:Issina roun 
the back of the humerus supplies the muscle on its de p 
surface,some of the twigs piercing the muscle and bec ming 
cutaneous over it(see circumflex nerve page ). 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is not. so coarsely fassicula ed 
'QYOLOGY, iJPPER LIMB. 
in man. From the region of the clavicie,ácromion 
and outer third of the spine of the scapula an aponeurctic 
tendon is snread out over the surface of the muscle, 
trianfular in she l i te trie muscle itself,Tnis ives 
Mise to many of the fibres which pass to short strong 
étendons on the un.ier surface by which the muscle is 
inserted. The anterior part of the muscle is folded on 
itself in such a way that tae outer surface of the 
muscle forms the anterior border, and becomes fused to 
a larTe extent with the sterno- clavicular portion of 
t-:e nectoralis major and the short head of the biceps. 
RELATIJ',S.- inerficially the muscle is subcutaneous, 
th,:, cire. :nf 1 e :;,supra acro: :sial and anterior external 
thoracic nerves supplying the skin over i t,: Near the 
inferior a.n_ le of the scapula the origin is overlapped 
by the laticsimus dorsi and tae teres major muscles. 
Under cover of the muscle there are the slip of the 
~lectoralis ma,ior un to toe capsule of the shoulder 
o int,insertion of the pectoracis minor,the teres 
,minor,the cires:mflex nerve and oranches,long and middl 
heals of the triceps an i the infra -spinatus. In the 
sulcus between it and the nectoralis major lie the 
Cephalic vein,abranch of the thoracic axis artery and 
is branch of the external anterior thoracic nerve. 
1 
' TAIE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY will be considered when all 
the 7,roup of muscles of this reion have been dealt 
with. 
S e e. talatE, 111 
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tate. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 
This plate skews the -)ach_ of the sïioulder and upper 
Trap The trapezius. 
Lat.Dor The latissimus dorsi. 
T.M The 4e44e4-6 teres -r.ajor. 
T.L . The long head of triceps. 
Dor.E The dorso- epitrochlearis. 
h The biceps, inner head. 
. tt The internal intermuscular septum and 
trie tendon of t :e Corso-epitroohlearis. 
The luter head of trie triceps. 
The deltoid, note appneurotic extension 
down to the inferior ansie of tue scapula. 
S.0 The spine of t he scapula. 
rl /1 




THE I TFRA -SP I NATUS. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the infra -spinous fossa and lower 
urface of the spine of the scapula,(2)the deep surfac 
f the aponeurosis of the deltoid and the intermuscula 
epta between it and the teres ma,ior,minor and long 
head of the triceps. 
INSERTION.- Into the back of the middle of the 
reat tuberosity of the humerus above the teres minor 
nd incorporated with the capsule of the joint,a\ ursa 
interveneing between the muscle and the bone previous 
Ito insertion. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- Prom the supra scapular nerve. 
STRUCTURE.- The iuscle is characterised by a singula 
ack of tendons either of insertion or origin,the fibr 
passing outwards to their insertion. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle is completely overlapped by 
the deltoid,inferiorly to it lie the origins of the 
ong head of the triceps, teres minor and teres major, 
rich also overlaps t slightly near the inferior 
angle of the scapula. 
THE SUPRA- SPINATTJS. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the supra spinous fossa and upper 
surface of the spine of the scapula,(2) the fascia over 
the muscle to a slight extent. 
INSERTION.- Into the upper part of the back of 
Ithe great tuberosity of the humerus and into the carsul 
if the shoulder joint. 
s 
e 
M`?OLOGi', 'Jr'PEIt LIMB. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the supra scapular nerve from the 
back of the junction of the 4th.& 5th.cervical nerves, 
it enters the deep surface of the muscle at the supra - 
scapular notch. 
STRUCTURE.- Like the last muscle there is very little 
or no tendon in its composition. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies competely concealed und r 
the tranerius ;it is in relation with the upper and 
back Hart of the capsule of the joint. The supra scaptlar 
vessels and nerve pass down between it and the bone, 
THE TERES MAJOR MUSCLE. 
ORIC=IN.- From (1) the back of the aponeurosis of 
the deltoid near the inferior angle of the scapula, 
(2)from a flat area on the dorsum of the inferior ang 
and the axillary border of the bone in its inner X, 
(3)the septa between it and the longhead of the trice 
serratus macnus and the subsca-ularis muscles. 
INSERTION.- In common with the insertion of the 
latissimus dorsi it finds attachment to the inner li 
and bottom of the bicipital crooveeSome of the upper 
fibres of the coraco- brachialis are also inserted witi 
it;some of the fibres are attached to the slip of the 
tendon of the latissimus dorsi which is sent in behind 
the muscle. 
NER7E SUPPLY.- By the middle subscapular wnich enters 
the muscle about half way down the axillary border 
after giving off a branch to the latissimus dorsi. 
s 
MYOLOOY,UPPER LIMB. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is twisted on itself in such 
a way that the lowest fibres which arise at the inferior 
ancrle of the scapula are the highest at the insertion 
the posterior surface at the oriin becomes the anteripr 
at the insertion. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies in the groove formed 
by the twistin Ï of the latissimus dorsi,that muscle 
'geins in front of its insertion and behind the lower 
part of its oriMnThe long head of the triceps is 
behind the insertion and behind the upper r,art of the 
origin,which it completely separates fromthe teres minor. 
At the insertion the tendon lies some way behind the 
im-oortant axillary structures,artery,vein and nerve. 
THE TERES MINOR MUSCLE. 
-- : (1) the outer half of the axillary 
order of the scapula and-the- tack of the bene adjoining 
1(2) th ,oc- between it and the infra -spinatus and 
long head of the triceps. 
INSERTION.- Into the loyer part of the great tuberas t 
of the humerus and into the capsule of the joint. 
NERVE 7TTPP 7.- 'q T a branch from the circumflex which 
enters the deep surface of the muscle after having 
gi7en off a twig to the joint. 
ST^TrTURF .- The muscle is triangular, becoming broad:r 
as it passes out towards its insertion;it is devoid of 
tendinous structure. 
RELATIONS.- The deltoid completely hides the muscle 
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Htact with the sc2bula., the shulder joint and the 
smal' tuberosity of the humerus. 
THE CO ?!PARATIVE ANATOMY OF THIS GROUP 
THE DELTOID(Comn.Anat.) 
Here the three parts of the muscle are fused together' 
as they are in man,the clavicular,acromial and spinous 
portions all being present the clavicular part fused 
with the pectoralis ma,'.or at their insertions,a point 
also noted by Hepburn in the chimpanzee. The posterior 
part of the muscle is specially well develobed in this 
animal,as in nearly all apes,reaching down to the 
inferior angle of the scapular along the vertebral 
border,as noted in by Testut in the orang and chimpanzee, 
A. 
and aratiolet and Alin. in Troglodytes Aubryi,but Iiepbyrn 
only mentions it arising from the fascia over the infrai 
:spinous fossa;it arose by tendon from the lower part 
in this animal. In the cat all three parts of the muscle 
are separate. The muscle passed further down the arm 
CL666. j I 
in this 'animals and the transference of some of the fioires 
into the triceps and brachialis anticus have been noted 
in dealing with the -nuscle,The same continuation of 
fibres was noted by Humphry'in the chimpanzee and by 
3_ 
Duvernoy in the gorilia;in both these cases the fibres 
Iwere only prolonged into the hrachialis anticus,Testu 
has seen the. same thing in man. Both its extended 
origin and insertion give greater power to the muscle 
when used so as to act on the trunk the arm being the 
fixed point as is the case in many of the movements 
( ,,. u4.3. i o. 
n 
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M7OLO 7,'IPPER LIMB. 
this animal. 
THE INFRA- SPIIIATJS, ( Comp. Anat. ) 
There was nothing unusual to be noted about this 
muscle as it resembled the human muscle very closely 
This similarity is seen throughout the anthropoid series; 
in all it is smaller than the supra- spinatus,except in 
the chimpanzee, where Hepburn' notes that the obliquity 
of the bone causes it to he smaller. In the lower animals 
it is often impossible to separate it from the teres 
minor as in Ornithoryncus and echidna (Sabatier),in 
some of the Cercopithecidae(Testut),and as I have seen; 
in the cat. The muscle is of very large dimensions in 
the bats and in the mole,where Heckel says that it is 
the largest muscle in the body4In examining a mole 
last Summer I noted t::e large size of this muscle, 
which is evidently associated with the digging powers 
of the animal, and is more important than the látissimus 
dorsi. 
THE SJPRA- SPI:IkTJS,(Comp.Anat.) 
Like the last there was nothing special to noteabout 
this muscle.'Hepburn noted that in the chimpanzee a 
part of the tendon of the pectoralis minor was inserted 
into the tendon of the muscle. In human anatomy Macalister 
reported the lack of variation in the muscle, saying 
that it was "singularly invariable ".. 
THE TERES MAJOR,(Comp.lnat.) 
Owing to the fact that the deltoid came down to the bOlck 
of the inferior angle of the scapula this muscle arose ! 
ior 
partly from the postern surface of the deltoid aponeurosis, 
NP) lk.c «k., UA.I. k60 
U4. 
06-1. p. . . ck. 
6 
M OLOCY,?444; UPPER- LIMB. 
Of all the anthropoids this is the animal that 
has the largest teres major, probably for the same reasgn 
as was given for the large attachment of the deltoid 
and triceps,to enable the muscles to act on the body 
with greater advantage when the arm is fixed. Its 
insertion is closely blended with that of the latissimus 
dorsi and the upper part of the coraco- brachialis. 
Owing to the fact that the muscle has occasionally 
been observed to send a process to the deep fascia of 
the upper arm hlandin formulated the theory that the 
muscle was the homologue of the tensor fasciae femoris 
in the lower limb,This is not accepted by many anatom1Sts, 
the deltoid being held to represent the tensor fasciae 
and the gluteus maximus. 
THE TERES MINOR,(Comp.Anat.) 
This muscle was comtletely hidden from view by the 
large deltoid,being separated from the ma;or by the 
long head of the triceps;the outer head of the triceps' 
reached up to the muscle,Hepburn found it present in 
all the four great anthropoids. 
THE SiJBSCAPiJLAR I S, (Comp.Anat. ) 
This resembled the muscle found in man,Hepburn5noted 
nothing peculiar,neither did Primrose;Fick described 
a slip of origin from the teres major in the orang. 
:íyolo7y 
The rustles of the er arm are the cosaco-crá.cniali 
the Dic=s,the uurso -e itrochlearis,the oraohialis, 
and the triceps. 
THE CORACO- BRACHIAL.IS. 
This nuscle is sell develor,ed,and situated on the 
upper and inner aspect of t e upper ar.n,reaching near 
half way down. 
')RI :IN. roil the do of the coracoid process by ten - 
don,and slightly from the sides of that process cy 
muscular f i:; res, ï ro ., the tendon of the pectoral is 
,minor s rich is inserted into the tendon,and from 
the coca ̂ o- zcromial ligament T--Jeotoraiis :minor). 
INSSRTI03. -into the shaft of the humerus in its upper 
ari inner part for a distance of 6 p.m. The insert- 
ion corresponds to tae inner lia of the cioipital 
roove,being here fused Arita t_La combined tendons 
of t_le latissimus dorsi and teres rad or; the loser 
part of the insertio--: lies between the inner head 
of the tttcer,s and the deltoid. 
NERÌE SUS ?Lr . -Tiffs leaves the front of the axìllary 
trun'x just below the circumflex. Tne nerve then 
pas:31s iownwards and out..ards to the musole,dividing 
into two before entering the muscle. This nerve 
is not the external circu-m.fle- :,as it contains no 
cutaneous fibres. 
STIMTU E. -A tendon passes fro» trie tip of the 





M Y O L ? aH 
fleshy f 1.. res arise from tae hone, the majority proceed}- 
_ 
fro. the sides of the tendon, tendon of insertion 
is ::een on the inner and Posterior aspect below the 
tsndo _ of tne latissimua dorai by :,lean of which the 
lower f is res are attached to the bone. The only in- 
dication found in trie arran,e.ent of this muscle of 
Its rein, divided into three parts,was that the nerve . 
nivided into two before entering the ,nuscle;if this 
was ta to indicate division then the portions 
increased in size from above down.vards,tne lowest 
hein_ considerably larJer than t=e other to out 
to ether. 
Ri,ATI )NS. :err ioia" -W, there are tne oectoralis 
a or,.-eïow t ìis the su: o.ìtaneuus tis.sues,and below 
tais _air t :;e short heaa of t.ne biceps crosses it 
fro + 1 t' cwt i.nwa rdsi vin?' in front of the insertion 
of trie mus e ;tie nerve supply to the outer head of 
the biceps is also superficial to the lower part. 
'e .;.nd it lie t e suos.;a_ula.ris,the circu:nfle< nerve 
and .es.>els,its own nerve,the combined tendons of the' 
latis.sinus dorsi and teres :na_,or nuscles,oelow these 
t le low, aead of tne triceps. To the inner side 
iie t e strictures in the a ;:iilary sheath. To the 
outer side the deltoid an the two heads of tac 
oicens,tae inner of .viiich crosses and lies in front 
of the lower ?art. 
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:F IOLOG'I 
was first wo11:ed out by Wood, who pointed out that 
tie muscle was really composed of three parts,a 
coraco- orachialis lonus,medius,and orevis. Bland 
Sutt.o.f-corba.res this arrangement with that of tae 
three. adductors in the thi7h. Wood stated t rat t::e 
C.-P -revis was inserted into the shaft of the nuneru 
aobve tae tendin of tae latissinus dorsi,tìe C. -E.- 
nedius was inserted about the middle,and the C. -E.- 
1 DngJs wa..; inserted low down on trie inner side of 
the shaft of the humerus in the e ;ion of the supra - 
conjylar ride. The mus ;ie is absent according to 
narccns;in the African polecat (Ictonyx),in one of 
e insectivora ( =ymnura),and trie 4izcacha. (Lagostomu 
A. 
Uepurn found it at'sent from the right side of his 
6 Drila. Wood found only the crevis orese,it in the 
do7,cat,:at,and mole. aebojrn descries trie medius 
and l o: Js in the i nuan . ee and Oran ;,the l ongus 
and bra; is )oth rudimentary on one side of the ;orill 
,sent of: i..e other,an undivided .muscle in trie gibbon 
rolic found the medius and lon_.,us in his chimpanzee 
6. 
.riiro ;e the bre:-is and medius in his ()rang. Both 
Hepburn and ?rimrose, thou h describing two different 
carts of the iusclessay that the nerve passes between 
the two harts descrioed,so that it is just possinle 
that trie two Darts described by Primrose as brevis 
and medius were after all really medius and ion:rus. 
The ion -- head of tae bicp s really arose fro) 
upper par= in of the :,lenoid fosca and lenoi l i:,o:a?t 
as in Tan, but until tae .oint was o7)eae3 tn1: ,as not 
seen. The ,'reat denth of the olciDital ;roovo in tais 
animal -,ave the apnea ?ance of the tendon arisan - from 
a nit. The lircament as very Tense alnost cartilaginous, 
the °anal is tomoleted 'one in some ani.m.als,see 
under cornara.tíve anato v. 
kYOLO.-_,;Y 
In .ùn t. e ìcie i y -Lae zleaius,in tia 
variations .tat occur tne lon,us is more frequently 
than the brevis;the'internal brachial ligament'cf 
:truthers is arti a remnant of this muscle ,bei7i 
left by the recession of the J.-P.4 longus,ah:.;. 1.,artly 
a r,,mnantcf tr;e- dursc-ei,itroohlearis. 
THE BICEPS FLEXOR CUBITI. 
This musble is dell develoed,ana reaches from the 
reich of the shoulder oint to that of the elbow. 
eAIC.IN.- This is 7ery different from that of man;it might be 
described as arising by. three heads,the third from the 
inner aspect uf the shaft of the.humeruslbut this head 
I have included with the short head as they are closely 
associated. 
The Long Head arises from a pit,between and below the 
two tuberosities of the humerus,in which the upper endL 
of the bibipital Fruove enus. 
The Short Head arises from(1) thej-.;netion ef 
two tuberosities above this pits and from the fibrous 
¡fibrous tissue which forms a sheath fur the upper part 
Of the loi tehdon,('4) from an extensive septum whiuh 
intervenes between it and the insertion of the dorso_ 
pitrochlearis musclelmany of the fibres being continuous, 
1(s) from the frunt of the intermuscular septum on the 
inner side of the arm in its whole length, and from the 
inner side of the humerus in its lower half down t, the 
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_ . .« 
'he pectoralis minor. 
Insertion of pectoraiiS minor into th 
i shaft of the ciavicle. 
The coracoic process. 
The claricle. 
The coraco-acromial ligament. 
The acromion process. 
... The head of the humerus. 
she pectoralis major. 
Gor.b........... The ccraco-brachialis. 
The long head of biceps. 
The short head of biceps. 
Fibres of biceps passing to the flex r 
pronator mass on the front of the forearm. 
. internal cutaneous nerve. 
r'.P The f le; or pronator mass of muscles. 
?i. *i The ulnar nerve. 
I.i The internal intermuscular septum ancl 
the tendon, of the dorso- epitrochlearis. 
T The triceps. 
Dor.Fp The dorso- epitrochlearis muscle. 
Lat.i?or The latissimus dorsi. 
T.M The teres major. 
e 
.%1OLOC:,:j??a 
INSil,RTION.- This is double,the muscle di,diding into 4 
part which is inserted by tendon and a part which is fleshy 
4rid continuous with the common flexor prunator mass 04 
the flout uf the fureaim. The smaller and tendinous 
portiuh,-Nhich is ruun 4.6 it dips into tne anticubitol 
fussa,basses forwaids ih fitilit of the tendon of the 
biachiolis ant bus tu spreod out into a thin tendon 3 c.m. 
wide, which is insertea into the back uf the tuberosity 
of the railius passing up to the outer side of the tendon 
Of the brachiolis anticusoThe tendon is set On the bond 
obliquely, as the lower part is much more in front of 
the bone than the u.,pei part;o large bursa intervenes 
between the tonuon and the bone previous tu insertion. 
The larger fleshy part is directly continuous with tio 
flexor prchator mass of muscles alising from the internal 
tundyle,especiaiiy the pronator radii teres and the 
Ilekor carpi radiolis;o-,er tne muscles it sends a weak 
inseition into the fascio uf the fuiearm. 
CFV SMPPLY.- From the common brachial trunk near 
its cummencement,ty a large branch which runs downwards 
in front uf tìit biachial -vessels to supply the muscle at 
lifferent ie-Jeis,sume of the twigs becoming cutaneous 
piercin;L: the fibres un the inner side uf the arm. 
STRUCTUTAE.- line muscle is di.vided into two parts 
by the lung head, not joining the short head till 5 .m. 
from the web uf tUe elbow. The outer hedd arises by a 
long tendon which on-ly :-ives 1.ise tu its moss uf fibre 
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:Jelly runs dowh in front and to the outer side of the 
rest of the musc l e; a:,uut half of it goes into the tendon 
a.tlu half il.tu the ,.us:,las of thé fureárm. 
Ti ac shurt cieá(l has f ic.I'es ir..lc,li l7, the upper part 
run straigilt nuwn the aril `uiaile in the lower paia, 
where ii.e fi'-res are ustly those arising tram the 
,iunneral aiaáÏ t aiiu iiatErtaaì iiatermusculïar septum, ti.e 
fires run downwards and fulwarcia into the muscles 
ul !.r lviaai.. . The wiivae muscle is twisted in such á' 
waj that t:ie iLl IaGas aie internal and e:,teiIiaî. 
Li,Ai iJIvJ.- île 1ora: íicad passes strai h t down 
its urigh :.e..ind the short he .u, R:.ieh receives 
the liiseltiuh of man-) of lise fibres of the Neoturalis 
ma :or into it litre ;t;ie lori. tendon has to its inner 
siue the curacu- Lraonlaiis muscle ä.1ìu .iehiiia the 
structuie. 1nserteu llltu t..e r'oove;luwer clown the 
short ileau crosses inwards iIa flush of the tendon, arid' 
lies tu its inner sine for the rest of the way. The 
short head :,io.SeS inwaras, nut only over the long ileac 
the ut in front of trie ouraou- brraohialis and úraohi 4 
lies;- -1s Qnu nerves,su ì:u:ûiT1g into relatlúli with tue 
dursu- epitruc;alearis ::,uscìe, T], whole Ilitiscie lies noire 
on the inside uî the art, ti.an does. the muscle in Ilan, 
Su that in the lu:rer l..i,rt it is lying side by side 
with the i.ìaultlaais ausuieltne se.selS and nerves 
being between tueln,The ulnar anti internal cutaneous 
nerves pierce the muscle low duwn, and are seer above 
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This plate shows the appearance of the outer side 
of the arm. 
The deltoid. 
B The biceps, outer head. 
{:.`r The cephalic vein. 
h.A The arachialis anticus. 
T .F3 The tendon of the biceps. 
F xt.Cut.N....The e- .ternal cutaneous nerve. 
5.f.:' The semi lunar fold of fascia from the 
brachia lis anticus on the outer side of arm. 
Fxt %.R The e::tensores carpi rani 1 is longior et 
brev ior. 
Sup.L The supinator fongus. 
T.T The tendon of the triceps. 
F .t.` ut.b The e.:ternai cutaneous branch of the 
musculo- spiral nerve. 
Mus.Sp The musculo- spiral nerve. 
T.F.G Twig from the external cutaneous nerve 
piercin the brachialis anticus. 
The eternal intermuscular septum. 
T ...... The triceps. 
D.br.r The descending branch of the circumflex 
which takes the place of the upper external 
cutaneous branch of the musculo- spiral nerve. 
Y.0 A perforating twig from the circumflex 
nerve piercing; the deltoid muscle. 
7 
the internal condyle accompanies: the inferior pro- 
funda artery and vein. 
THE BRACIIIALIS AidTIC1JS. 
(1) ,_,, ,:.ole of the front uf t:.e luwtr 
hall of the humerus, (.`G! _rom the iiurit uf the % 
of the ev.:ternai intermuscular septum, (5) fiu;i: the fí.v it 
, of the Seù LTi :.etweera it aLd the front Uf the lower part 
uf ti,e insertion of the deitoiri,tt.c insertion ùf wiìich 
it cioCs nut e.., . raC,e. 
Ilrt,KlIvtrt- : IG.L the Iront ía.nL. outer ÿ4lt of the itiLsie 
a strGr.?' semi lunar fold of fascia roes to tiìC fascia on 
the upper ait 
that 
the iuieraí.t `.uGi better marked than 
iru-;i the f.ìceüs.R.lilÿ a t:iirC. of tc:b ii..:res of 1:i.0 
:ii..S..e á.ro directly c.u[tlriuU:.S with those U? Lt.b iJCl:t- 
O*ee436-4.1a-A* SL,t lnatul lui,:,ùs, tiae rest of the muscle 
_e,,u.,:C. í,iul,.e.. Äil.ia Lcit(11HUtaS fivreá and are inserted; 
tito the f iui:t uf tisi curonoid process of the ulna, 
pasit _ tu t_ìe iianer sise of the :.iceps tehour awe aft!er 
GlUssin g E7fìlrij it ;it 4iióii uucs not ieaG.i1 so fax u0irrt; 
the :,UiC aa the _ 1Cei:.b te,iuU1,:_Ot extending mole than 
I 
4 c.,o. :blow the .oint. 
Sur!'LA .,- A large branch is given off the common 
brachial trunk just about the level of the trunk's divi -- 
ion into ulnar and median nerves,Tnis branch after divid- 
ing into two halves,both halves of which enter the muscle, 
the lower division being the largest contains the cutan- 
eous branches of the external cutaneous nerve in man, 
emerges at the anterior barder of the -nuscle }and is 
MYOLOC7,LojaER t.ttri. 
-?is} ributed as the external cutaneous nerve supplyin 
the skin on the outer side of the forearm. -In addition 
to this supply 4 small nerves leave the common brachial 
trunk at different levels and supply the :muscle. 
STR J ;TURE .- The fibres arise from their origin fleshe lys 
and have a ?general direction downwards and forwards;a 
tendon appears just above the elbow on the eiitea+ inner 
or bicipital side which bassin; behind the bicipital 
tendon reaches the ulna. 
R7LATIONS.- The muscle lies in front of the lower part 
of the ?eltoid and the outer part of the triceps,To thle 
outer side the muscle is subcutaneous between it and the 
lower part of the external intermuscular septum the 
usculo- spiral nerve and its external cutaneous branch 
(onlv one in this animal) are seen above the condyle. 
To the inner side lie the biceps separated by the brachial 
vessels and nerves with the branches of each;the cephalic 
vein runs al, -in the groove between the two muscles1 
and the external cutaneous nerve emerges from the fron 
of the muscle above the supinator longus. 
'O'dPARATI , ANATOM?.- will be dealt with later. 
(see mare 7' ) 
t 
THE TRICEPS EXTE4SOR CU3ITI. 
This muscle occupies practically the. whole of the post- 
erior division of the upper arm. 
OR'(.- ^v three heads along,a short and a middle. 
The Long {ea.d arises from the outer half of the axiïl,ary 
7/. 
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aborder of the scapula and from just below the glenoid 
¡ca7ity. 
Ì . 
The Middle or Outer Head arises from the back of the 
shaft of the humerus above the musculo- spiral groove a 
.high as the teres major under which it ex.tends,from 
the back of the intermuscular septum which separated 
it from the deltoid above and the brachialis anticus 
below. 
The Short or Inner Head arises from the back of the 
¡shaft of the humerus below and to the inner side of t l 
musculo- spiral grooveland from the back of the internal 
intermuscular sntuc which separates it from the biceps 
INSER'TION.- Into the olecranon process and the fasci 
om the back of the forearm. 
NERVE S1PL' - Il The . ong head gets its nerve supply 
i 
from two ner, es, one of which leaves the back of the 
co-n-7.on axillaev trunk and winds back around the lower 
border of t:le tendon of the latissimus dorsi to supply; 
the unter nart;the other leaves the ,nu.sculo- spiral 
soon after its commencement and passes down the muscul 
spiral ?roove, leaving the lower part of the canal to 
supply the lower part of the long head. The other two 
heads derive their nerves from the musculo- spiral at 
various levels in the canal ;of those to the short head 
Itwo long filaments can be traced down to the elbow 
through the substance of the muscle. 
MYOLOCY,U??ER LI?-f?. 
STRUCTURE. On the outer side of the long head there 
anpe_ars a tendon before that Mari joins the :riddle. This 
its continued on into a large superficial tendon which 
covers the muscle posteriorly,tne fires being inserted' 
into the deep surface of the tendon. There is only 
a very slight amount of fibrous tissue over the musculp- 
,spiral groove,the roof being formed by muscular tissue. 
RELATIONS.- The long and outer heads are both in the 
upper part of the arm under cover of the deltoid , 
the outer being under cover of the insertton of the 
teres minor to a slight extent and the long between the 
teres major and mior at its orign. In front and to the 
inner si-?e of the long head is the dorso- epitrochiearís 
muscle,a portion of the tendon of the latissi. nus dorsi 
passing between them. The musculo- spiral nerve lies 
between it and the bone and then between it and the 
brachialis anticus just above the external condyle, 
being accompanied by the superior profunda artery and 
!the external cutaneous branch of the ner7e. The ulnar 
nerve holds a similar position above the internal con - 
-dyle between the muscle and the lower part of the 
bioeps,as it passes down to the back of the internal 
condyle. 
7 
THE DORSO- EPITBOCHLEARIS MUSCLE 
The dors.- epltrochie rls or latissïr;o .:o:.üyioideus 
is well marked. 
ORI¡sIN. -Prom the front of the fused tendons of the 
latissimus dorsi and the teres rias or muscles. (See Plate 0...h.G6) 
IN' : :j .'R . -(1) Into the septum between it and the 
short head of the , iceps; (2) into the fascia of to 
u..per ar::: eseciailj over the triceps;(3) by a long 
slender tendon whcih ,,asses down to the internal 
coridyle,more or less incorporated with the internal 
inter,ruscular sei:turn ail the way. 
!tiE. _ _. -r ro.L: the back of the axillary trunk 
a nerve ;,asses te the muscle 'tehinü trie vessels,w nicn 
in co :.ipa'-Ly wit's some small vessels,enters the deep 
surface of the muscle. 
TP:i,T:TR. -Tne muscle arises by a snort tendons tnen 
flattens out into a broad belly wn1Cn is twisted some 
',ghat on itseil. The anterior and upper border is 
snort, and after a course of 3 c m.is inserted into 
t'1e septum etween it and thee snort head of the ticeplse 
The posterior and lower border is fleshy for twice 
that lengthy and is continued into tiffe tendon and the 
fascia;tne muscle is threfore very oli, ue the tendon 
being 11 c.m.long. 
RELATIONS. -The anterior and inner surface is subcut- 





The posterior -.:.n.d outer surface is in contact with 
the tendons iroia which it aris..s,the long head of - 
the triceps,the axillary v s.,;ls and nerve trw) ky thesel 
ecoming the brachial structures at the lower border 
of the h-ctissius dorsi tendon an c se parate it from 
the insertion of the coraco-. rachialis. The tendon of 
trie muscle runs down between the triceps an the 
ciceps,tde ulnar nerve passing backwards beneath, 
Ì 
and then running down behind it. 
COMRARATIVE ANATOMY.- This muscle is widely found 
, 
tiro io . t ;he animal series,and is esecial ï- re_uia 
I 
- I 
in its C)cc'.?"CreT1c., in ?= :s,Al1 writers 'mention it not I 
- I 
only in `.hä anthronóids hut in the lower apes as :velli 
r : 
Primro_;e and T(eßhrr; both mention the slip described 
i 
here which passes from the latissimus dorsi in behind; 
the te7es najor(see latissimus dorsi), but this does not 
seem to have any thing to do with the dorso- epitroçh= 
learis. Its insertion seems to vary a great deal, 
'Iepbur-i states `_hat "In no case did it reach the int- 
ernal condyle, and its insertion was into the internal; 
Intermuscular septum between the coraco-brachialis and 
internal condyle ". But other writers have found it 
extending ?own to the internal condyle- Duvernoy in 
the gorilla and Primrose in the orang;it seems to depend 
on how mush is looked on as internal intermuscular 
septum and how much is tendon of this muscle and of 
the coraco- brachialis as to the exact insertion. In 
ea' p. 5-. 
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other antellt where ft i5.thoTer deveiopmd th wrasc1e s ems 
to possess a variety of insertions. Cunningham found 
in the- Phascogale that the muscle was inserted into . 
the inner head of the triceps and tip of the olecranop 
process ;the Cuscus had much the same origin-, whiler 
the Thylacine chewed the muscle joining the triceps. 
In the Civet (Jevis) the muscle was inserted into the 
fascia of the forearm,the same thing being seen in the 
Lemuridae,In the Seal Testut states that it descends 
further still and reaches down to the palmar fascia. 
so that it becomes "a strong retractor of the whole' 
arm;' -The same author found that in the Bear the musci 
was very urge, being inserted into the olecranon 
process and Ahe fascia covering the muscles which arie 
from the internal condyle of the humerus. The muscle 
is sometimes met with in man,/ was shewn one this tim 
last year in the dissecting room at Hinds College - 
London,where the muscle passed to the internal inter 
muscular septum of the arm. 
THE BICEPS.(Comp.Anat.) 
Thr gibbon is the exception amomg the higher apes 
in regard to the origin of the biceps;in the other apes 
the muscle appears to be arranged as in man,but in t is 
animal both heads shew differences. The short head h s 
left the origin from the coratoid process and become 
attached elsewhere. Hepburn described the origin from 
the short head as being similar to the method found 
here ;bischoff noted it from the lesser tuberosity, 
Huxley from the tendon of the pectoralis minor. 
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The first of these three anatomists notes that there 3s 
a considerable amount of blending of the muscles 
in the region of the elbow;this will be referred to 
presently. The long head of the muscle arises as in 
man from the upper part of the glenoid fossa being 
continuous with the glenoid ligament,but it passes out 
of the joint under the ligament from which the short 
head arises lying so deeply between the two tuberósit es 
1 
that it appears to arise from a pit between them,Unle s' 
the ligament is severed,when the true nature of 
the attachment is seen. Thed4th of this groove ih 
the gibbon is of some interests as we find that in 
Moschus moschiferous,the musk deer,the -ligament is 
actually replaced by a bridge of bone (Sutton)'°and in 
Talpa europaea ,the common mole,the long tendon plays 
in an osseous tunnel(Austin Freeman). in the 
gibbon with its arm constantly above its head,as in 
hanging and swinging,the need of a strong ligament to 
keep the tendon in its place can be readily understod; 
the reason is not so obvious in the other two animal 
The biceps muscle seems to be made up of two origin -lly 
distinct muscles,a coraco - radial and a gleno- radiàl 
muscle,and in some animals only one of these two is 
to be found. The coraco -radial is present in the p 
Fchidna,ostrìch and frog (Macalister)% The gleno- 
radial is present in Cie a great number of different 
families,beaver racoon,dog,seal and cat,in the Martel 
(Meckel),Stenops(Macalister),Nycticebus (Mivart and 
Murie),and ' ,a Ursus americanus (Testut)'' Many other 
Lt 
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variations of this muscle are found in the animal king- 
dom which can not be touched on here,such as the different 
insertions into the ulna and radius. In man occasionally 
a third head is seen in man coming from the upper part 
of the humerus,There was an example of this in the 
Clew School of Medicine,Royal College of Surgeons,Edinblxrgh, 
last Winter session,where the additional head of origip 
came from the front of the lesser tuberosity. Testut' 
thinks that this is a portion of the long head which has 
become aetached and joined the humerus external to the 
oint. The large 4nseTt4 origin from the inner side of 
the shaft of the humerus and the internal intermuscular 
septum found in this animal can haruly have that ex- 
planation;it is probably developed in accordance with 
the needs of the animal on account of its peculiar 
arboreal habits. 
The semilunar fascia was not well marked in this anim 1. 
really there was a better marked fold in connection with 
the brachialis anticus than with the biceps ;it was absent 
altogether in the orang dissected by Fick!' Here however 
this was not to be wondered at, for a great part of the 
muscle was directly inserted into the muscles of the 
forearm,there being no need therefore for an attachment 
to them through the mediation of the fascia. 
The fibres from the muscle found their way largely into 
the pronator radii teres,ana here we have an example o 
what small importance to the lower animals is the acti 
of pronation ana supination,for all the advantage of s 
ination which the muscle possessed by its attachment 
t 















The gibbon seems to differ from the other anthropoids 
in the fact that the brachialis anticus does not 
embrace fhA head of the deltoid insertion,but is alto- 
gether in front of it,In this my dissection bears out 
who 
the account given by Hepburny'ound that in all the 
other three apes he dissected that the muscle was as 
in found in man',he also noted the insertion into the 
supinator longus. PrimrosAt.reported that,in the orang, 
a slip from the outer part of the muscle passed to t 
'supinator longus i'rí front of the muscthlo spiral n Re,- 
Holleston and Duvernoy'having noted the same condition 
in the chimpanzee and gorilla respectively. AS this is 
the case in the higher apes it is no surprise to find 
rle 
4 
that Wood and others have reported the same condition 
J.1.1 man. There was a well marked fold of fascia on to 
that of the forearm from the muscle. 
THE TRICEPS.(Comp.Anat.) 
This muscle differs little from that found i. 11 man;the 
long head has a more extensive attachment to the axill.ry 
border of the scapula. This is found in all the anthropoids, 
and woula naturally give the muscle greate -r power to 
fact on the body-of the animal when the arm was a fixed 
point, as is so often the case in arboreal animals. In some 
the dorso- epitrochlearis muscle has-been found inserte 
either wholly or partially into this muscle. Primrose= 
found that in his orang the musculo- spiral nerve 
was separated from the bone jay the inner head of the 
muscle. 
sa 
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THE MrJT.:OL7,S ON THE !?AO's OF THE FOREARM. 
The muscles on the back of the forearm are the extensor 
and sutinator group,Thev are more easily differentiate 
at their origin than the muscles on the front of the 
;arm, and can be divided up into two rouns,superficiaï 
and deep. Those in the superficial group are the supinr 
ator longus(brachio- radialis),the extensor carpi radiai - 
.-is longior and brevior,e=:tensor(communis digitoru:m) 
sublimis digitoru:n,extensor minimi and the extensor 
carpi ulnaris. The extensor minimí diziti and the sub - 
-1 unis dititoru- are only incompletely separated from 
each other, Put will be considered as two musciepfor 
ease of description. The muscles of the deep group are 
t!le three extensors of the thumb, the extensor(indicis) 
profundus di.itorun and the suT,inator :revis. 
The anconeus,or rather its remains,wiii b.e'.onsiciered 
at the en -i of t'ne su..erf icial _ roup of :muscles. 
THE SUPI'NATOR LONGUS ?!USCLE(Brachio- radialis). 
rom(1) the upper half of the external 
supra condyloid ridge, (2) the front of the lower part 
of the external intermuscular saptum,(3) the outer side 
of the brachialis anticus nuscle,many of the fibres ofl 
that muscle being directly continued into this muscle, 
(4) the fascia over the muscle below the semilunar 
fascia on the outer side of the u_ -per part of the 
forearm which is quite free from it, T!le muscle at its 
on in is nuite free from the next muscle to he considered. 
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INSERTION.- Into the frórit` of. the outer side aS 
of the shaft of the radius 12 c,m. from its lower ends. 
having an attachment of about. 3 c.m. long. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the musculo- ,spiral nerve by a 
branch which enters the deep surface of the upper 
part of the muscle. 
STRUCTURE. - The fleshy fibres converge rather sudden- 
ly on a tendon which appears at the junction of the 
middle and lower thirds of the muscle,although it is 
seen fully 6 c.m. higher up on the inner surface. 
RELATI _ANS.- Superficially lie the semilunar fold of 
fascia given off by the brachialis muscle to the fascia 
of the forearm,the external cutaneous branch of the 
musculo- spiral nerve,the external cutaneous nerve 
and the cephalic vein. Deeply lie the brachialis ant - 
1 
cus,insertion of the pronator radii teres,the nusculo., 
spiral nerve and its division into the posterior inter - 
osseous and the radial;the latter runs down under 
cover of the muscle and turns back round the outer side 
of the forearm under the tendon of the muscle,3he 
muscular belly forms one of the boundaries of the ant - 
cubital fossa. 
THE EXTENSOR CARPI.RADIALIS LONCIOR. 
ORI :IN.- 7ror (l) the lower half of the external 
intermuscular septum,(2) the lower half of the extern.1 
supra condyloid ridge,(3) the septum between it and 
the extensor carpi radialis brevior. 
MYOLOGY,UPPER Lliß:. 
INSERTION.- Into the base of the 2nd. :n.etaparpal on 
its outer side with a slip given to the back of the 1st. 
NERVE SUPPLY. - From the musculo- spiral by a twig 
which passes down under cover of the supinator longus.Ì 
STRUCT1JRE.- The muscle consists of a belly of only' 
5 c.m. in length with a tendon which measures fully 
25 c.m.becoming narrower as it descends the arm. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies between the last muscle 
and the next to be described ;its tendon is crossed by 
the radial nerve as it passes down the arm,Reaching 
the posterior annular ligament it passes through a 
compartment Dv itself after being crossed by the two 
short extensors of the thumb, *t its insertion it 
is crossed by the remainingextensor of the Ist.digit. 
Deeper than the belly lie the brachialis anticus, 
musculo -spiral nerve and its two branches of termination. 
THE EXTENSOR CARPI RADIALIS DREVIOR. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the com.ùon origin from the external 
condyle of the humerus,(2) the septa between it and 
ad acent muscles and the fscia covering the muscle. 
INSERTION.- Into the ad, acent sides of the 2nd. & 
3rd. metaparpals for a distance of N c.m. and into 
the posterior carpo- metacarpalligaments of these bone. 
NER. E S'J --LY.- By a branch of the posterior inter - 
osseous nerve which runs between it and the supinatori 
' brevis muscle and enters on the deep surface. 
MYOLOGY,liPPER LIMB. 
STRUCTURE.- Although the disproportion in length 
between the belly and the tendon is not so extreme in 
this as in the last case,still the be13y is very 
short compared with the tendon, rio fibres passing furrier 
than 12 c.m. below the external condyleiTle tendon 
measured from here is 20 c.m. long and in reality it 
starts some 5 c.-n. higher up on the anterior border 
of the muscle,and as the tendon of origin extends 
down on the posterior surface for 7 c.m. the muscle 
fibres wriich pass from one to the other form a very 
small part of taie w.,ole structure. The tendon is 
larger than that of the last muscle and broadens out 
considerably at its insertion. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle above lies betweenthe longiok 
and t_ -.e extensor sublimis digitorum on the supinator 
brevis,and below this on the extensor ossis metacarpi 
pollicis,which in company with the extensor brevis 
pollicis crosses the tendon lower down.The extensor 
longus pollicis crosses the tendon. just before its 
insertion. 
THE EXTENSOR SUBLIMIS DIGITORUM (Communis). 
OIiI Ird.- :rom (1) t..e co:<<a,on extensor origin, (2) the 
erior bordel of trie ulna in its upper two- thirds, 
(3) the fascia covering it and the and the septa 
between it and adjacent muscles. 
IPS t IOÿ.- Dtr :mans of tùe dorsal expansion into 
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4th. digits,with a small slip to the tendon of the 
extensor minimi di?iti. 
NERVE JP7L7.- From the posterior interosseo s -on 
Othe back of the forearm. 
..nr 7 f`T -r >IUCT RE.- The tendon begins on the superficial 
aspect of the muscle about the middle of the ar .,the 
fibres being inserted into it as low down as 6 c.:n. 
from the wrist on the deep and inner aspects of the 
tendon,On the dorsum of the hand the tendon spreads 
'out in an aponeurotic nanner,the tendons to the three 
:duits being connected to_:ether as if by an aponeurotic 
weh,the tendons only becomina free at the roots of the 
fingers while from the inner side the web is connected 
with the tendon to the little finger. Each tendon as 
it passes on to the back of trie first phalanx spreads 
out into a dorsal exdan$ ion into which are inserted 
;the lumbricals and soie of the interossei muscles, 
The tendon then spread into three, the centre one being 
;inserted into the base of the middle phalanx, while 
the two lateral portions,i Ito which the lumbricals and 
interossei can be traced,are,after joining together 
and subsequently splittinr,inserted into the sides of 
ithe base of the terminal phalanx on its dorsum. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies between the muscle last 
;described and the extensor minimi dìgiti,superficial ti 
the supinator brevis,the extensors of the thumb and 
the extensor profundus digitorum (indicis),the posterior 
Ir 7ï_E LIi rl J L .'a << , 
'nerve and its branches lying under cover of the muscler 
On the dorsum of the hand the broad tendon lies on is 
broad tendon of the deep extensor,As the tendon passes! 
under the posterior annular ligament of the wrist it 
is accompanied by the deep f lexor,t.e extensor longus 
nollicis and the posterior interosseous nerve,The tendi on 
of the latter muscle Ofli `_as a si;ecial compartment in; 
Ì 
the lower part of the ligament :zici branches off this! 
lar er compartment in an outward aRae-p direction. 
THE EXTENSOR MINIMI DIGITI. 
ORI ;IN.- This is the same as the inner part of the 
last musole,the main -.. :ortion :_o :ing from the posterior 
.iorier of the ulna in its middle two- fourths and the - -- 
fascia covering it ,the upper end being lost in the 
orifTin of the last muscle from which it is only imper - 
fectl. separated. 
INSI1fION.- Into the middle and terminal phaiang 
of the little finger by a dorsal expansion in the usual 
way, whici need not oe described agai ni see page t41.). 
i 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the same branch of the posterior 
interosseous which supplies the last muscle entering 
the upper part which is oomnon to both. 
STtJ3TU;E.- The thin slender oelly,only separable in 
the lower part from the extensor sublimis dì=;itorum, 
?;ives place to a tendon shout 12 c.m. from the wrist, 1 
!passes throu-h a special compartment of the posterior 
lannular ligament,becomes flatter and broader as it app 
i 








$xtensor sublimis digitorum. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle is really the most internal 
part of the extensor sublimis digitorum;it lies dorsal 
to the inner part and to the inner side of the tendons. 
THE EXTENSOR CARPI UL1IARIS. 
ORI;IN.- From (1) the back of the common origin, 
k(2)the posterior border of the ulna in its upper third, 
(3) the fascia covering it and the septa between it 
;and neighbouring muscles. 
INSERTION.- Into the outer and back aspects of the 
shaft of the 5th. metacarpal bone about 1 c.m. beyond 
its base. 
NE;;: SU:-?1,Y - From the posterior interosseous by 
twig which pierces the supinator brevis and remains 
of the anconeus. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is clothed with the strong 
fascia of the ur.per part of the forearm,The belly which 
forms only one third of the length of the tsedea whole 
muscle tapers to a tendon which is thin and oval. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle is bound to the upper part of 
the shaft of the ulna, and lies over the remains of trie 
anconeus muscle ana the supinator brevis,The tendon 
passes through the innermost or 6th. compartmentrof 
the posterior annularligament. 
THE ANCONETJS. 
This,as a muscle,is absent,but stretching from the 
back of the external condyle of the humerus to the 
g1 
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junction of the upper and middle thirds of the ulna is 
la strong shining band of tendinous fibres about S or 7 
in m. broad on the average in the tnihk part, but spreading 
out down a forearm as a thin layer of mass4 fascia 
over the muscles,Posteriorly and above, the structure is 
sharply defined and the fibres of the supinator brevis 
can be seen running at right angles to the direction 
of fibres which are the remains of the anconeus. 
l4E DEEP LAYER OF ::.iS .L_S ON Tris LACK Or THE FOKEARM1 
In the case of the muscles of the thumb the same nomen- 
clature is used as in man, although the action or insert- 
ion is in some cases essentially different. 
THE EXTENSOR OSS I S METACARPI POLL I C I S. 
From (1) the bac_ -: of the upper half of the 
shaft of the radius,(2) the back of the interosseous 
membrane and the septa bet.ieen it and neighbouring muscles. 
INSERTIO1i.- into the front of the outer side of the 
base of the first metacarpal bone by means of a sesamoid 
bone,into the fascia and muscles (short) of the thumb, 
into the anterior annular ligament,and indirectly by the 
ligaments of the sesamoid bone,aihich articulates with 
9 awl_ &foL & 
the ride on the trape:iui,into tige trape.,:ius and some 
of the anterior carpal liaments. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the posterior interosseous nerve 
which enters the upper part of the muscle while still 
under cover of the supinator ,revis muscle. 
':"IOLOGY, iJ?fLR 
STRUCTURE.- The fleshy belly forms about one half of 
the whole muscle, the tendon the other half. 
RELATIONS.- At the upper part of its origin the muscle 
lies under cover of the ej4e 6* supinator brevis 
'then under the extensor sublimis digitorum,and below 
this under the extensor carpi radialis brevior;then 
with the extensor brevis pollicis tendon it passes 
between these t. +o last muscles and crosses the two 
radial extensors to gain the 1st. or outermost compartC- 
-ment of the posterior annular ligament, where it lies 
on the outer side of the styloid process of the radius. 
At the insertion the tendon is quite close to the 
place where the flexor carpi radialis plunges into the 
short muscles of the thumb and disappears from view. 
THE EXTENSOR BREVIS POLLIOIS. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) slihtly from the middle two - four -Os 
of the back of the inner -Part of trie shaft of the 
radius,(2) the corresponding portion of the inteross -¡ 
leous memurane,(3) the septum between it and the last 
muscle. 
INSE'TION.- Into the outer side of the base of the 
first metacarpal rather on its dorsal aspect. 
NERVE SUPLY.- Prom the posterior interosseous nerve. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is thin and narrow and slihtly- 
bipenniform with a narrow flat tendon. 
RELATIONS.- Lying rather under cover and to the inner 




other-that of the brevis lying to the inner side, 
Passim, through the same compartment in the posterior 
annular liament,they separate at their insertions. 
THE EXTENSOR LONGUS POLLICIS. 
- 'rom(i) the outer part of the middle third 
of the shaft of the ulna,(2) a corresponding portion 
of the interosseous membrane. 
INS; TION.- by means of a dorsal expansion into the 
bases of the two phalanges of the ;sol i ex. 
S 7-=L7.- By a twig, f ro.m the posterior inter - 
osseous nerve,which enters it on its deep surface. 
S 'Oi TURC.- The muscle is slender,The tendon is long 
in comrarison to the length of the belly, and appears 
first on the outer part of the muscie,ùecomin_ very 
rounded and thin as it passes under the posterior annular 
ligament-at first in the same compartment as the exter.- 
-sors of the digits, and then in the lower part enterirg 
a separate compartment passin_ more outwards,It next 
crosses the extensores carpi radialis tendons,and shoitly 
before it reaches the metacarpo-phalangeal joint of tige 
thumb it spreads out and divides into three,being 
,inserted in the usual .gay of a dorsal extensor 
ex -cans i on. 
RELAT'IOI1S.- The muscle is in series but higher up 
than the extensor orofundus digitorum,to be described 
next,and is under cover of the extensor sublimis to 
the outer side of the extensor profundus,The tendon 
:11OLOGYO Grr,R LIMB. 
crosses,in addition to the structures already mentione 
the posterior interosseous nerve. 
THE EXTENSOR PROFUNDUS DIGITORUM (Indicis). 
This is in series with the last muscle. 
Or,I ;IN - From (1) the lower half of the outer part of 
the posterior surface of the ulna,(2) a corresponding 
"portion of the back of the posterior interosseous 
rmembrane. 
INSE'RTION.- Into the dorsum of the proximal phalange 
of the 2nd.,3rd. and 4th. digits near their bases. 
NER7E BBy twigs from the posterior inter- 
osseous nerve which enter its deep surface. 
:bTR`J:,T-JRL.- The tendon begins to appear almost at th 
,upper end and runs down the outer side of the muscle, 
On the dorsum of the hand the tendon spreads out under 
that of the sublimis and in a very similar manner,the 
three tenions being webbed together till near the root 
of the fingers in the same way. 
RFLATIuNS.- The muscle throughout its whole length 
lies under cover of the extensor sublimis,passing thro 
the same compartment at the back of the wrist;the ex- 
tensor lon^.us oollicis lies to its outer side in the .rm 
and at the wrist. 
THE SUPINATOR RADII BREVIS. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the back of the external condyle, 
(2) the external lateral and orbicular ligaments, 




the outer part of the shaft of the same bone below 
Othe lesser si;moid notcn,(4) to a slight extent from tike 
tendinous remains of the anconeus muscle. 
INSI'.RTION.- Into t_ze front and outer side of the shaft 
of the radius, limited in front and behind by the oblique 
lines. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- 75y several twigs from the posterior 
;interosseous nerve, which leave that nerve some before 
and some while the garent trunk pierces the :muscle. 
STrt'J(,TTJRE.- The superficial part of the muscle is 
tendinous posteriorly, the deeper surface of tris tendon 
7ivin7 ori7in to many of the fires;the rest of the 
!muscle is fleshy. 
. nELATIONS.- The muscle lies under cover of the other 
!muscles which arise from the outer condyle and laps 
round the bac,cuter and anterior aspects of the radius 
and el,ow ;oint. Deeper than the muscle behind is the 
upper end of the extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis, Thb 
posterior interosseous nerve pierces the muscle in 
front and to the outer side of the radius,and, behind 
the nerve lies between the muscle and the extensor 
oss:s meta-carpi poilicis,tiil it appears at the lower 
border of the muscle. 
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, THE CO'4UArtATIVL A.bTOY úF THE MUSCLES ii-ii; bACü OF 
THE F O FARM . 
SUPINATOR LONO.US,(Comp.Anat.) 
The chief points of difference between this muscle an 
!twat of man are the direct continuation into it of man 
of tue fibres of the brachialis anticus and the high 
insertion 12 c.m. above the wrist. Duaernoy noted this 
':i+,tie .F44ee blending of the muscle with tie brachialis 
!in the case of a gorilia,'Hepburn in the gibbon. The 
latter author together with ischoff and Huxley noted 
the hih insertion in the gibbon. The high insertion 
'may Le .lue to the great length of the forearm,for as 
the muscle does not act on the wrist joint there is no 
'aavanta e,mecnanical or otherwise,of prolonging the 
insertion down the bone more than a certain length,for 
what it _:ins in leverage it loses in quickness. 
In some other anthropoids the muscle has a much more 
extensive origin,nepburn. found it in the chimpanzee 
arisin; as high as the insertion of the deltoid. rrimrose 
¡found it as nigh as the middle of the shaft of the 
humerus in his oran'. In lower animals it is still mo e 
extensive in on in,arisin- from nearly the whole length 
6 
of the humerus in the Otter ( eckel).The same conditi n 
of affairs was present in a cat that I examined. xlix' 
found t_iat taie muscle was attached to the whole length 
of the bone, including the head in some of the Birds. 
s- 
Extensor card radialis Longior and Brevíor,(Comp.Anat.) 
The disparity in length between the elly of the anus 




the tendon being about four times as long as the belly 
in both cases. In many animals these two muscles are 
fused together,a single belly giving rise to two tendons. 
This was the case with the Phascogale and one Thylacine 
examined by Cunningham';this he states to be the general 
rule in all the Marsupials. 
THE EXTENSOTS,(Comp.Anat.) 
The extensors of the fináers,the thumb being left out 
of the question,are three in number,the sublimis which 
corresponds to the communis,the profundus -which corres 
ponds to the indicis and lastly the extensor minimi 
digiti which is the same in both Iwg4A.q-0141. 
In the gibbon these three form the extensor mechanism, 
being distributed as follows. -The sublimis passes to 
the 2nd.3rd.& 4th.digits giving a slip to- "the tendon 
of the little finger.This muscle forms the dorsal expan- 
sion on these fingers,being inserted into the middle 
and terminal phalanges. The extensor profundus passes 
to the same three digits, but does not give a slip to 
the special tendon to the little finger,gaining attach- 
ment to the proximal phalanges. The extensor minimi 
digiti passes to form a dorsal expansion on the little 
finger,being inserted into the terminal and middle 
phalanges after receiving a slip from the sublimis 
tendon. 
With regard to the sublimis,there is nothing much to 
be said;it corresponds to that of man very closely in! 
all anthropoids,giving off no slip to the little 
finger except in the case of the gibbon. This muscle 
is 
very regular throughout the series of mammals, though 
i. bUw,,^.- eft etAA-At- 9l1r. Vrl kJ 
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Young found an exception in the Koala,for in this animal 
the muscle sent a slip to each digit. But it is chiefly 
with the indicis and the minimi digiti that we have to 
deal. As there is an indication that there are two sets 
of extensor tendons to the fingers in man and the 
anthropoids,we would naturally suppose that in the 
animals still lower in the scale we should find the arrange- 
ment more perfect. This we do,and as there are typically 
two long flexors to the fingers,so are there typically 
two long extensors,and a tendon from each passes to 
the individual digits,(the thumb as before mentioned is 
excluded). Where this arrangement is present we find 
muscle 
that the superficial -tendon is the one which sends the 
superficial tendon,while the deep tendon is provided 
for by the indicis and the minimi digiti between them, 
the distribution of the one being inversely proportionate 
to that of the other,that is to say if the indicis supplies 
two fingers then the minimi digiti will supply two fingers 
also,and if the indicis supplies three then the minimt 
digiti only supplies one. Thus Hepburn and Primrose& 
found in the orang that the indicis supplied the index'' 
and middle digits while the minimi digiti supplied the!, 
little and ring,The first author noted that in his 
ibbon, as here, the indicis supplied the index,middle and 
annularis while the minimi digiti supplied the little 
only. In the orant- however the superficial tendon 
fails to the little finger,in the gibbon and in man 
the remnant of the superficial tendon is seen in 
the 
slip given off by that tendon to the minimi digiti. 
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In the Marsupialia Cunningham described the minimi 
digiti going to the little and ring fingers in the 
Phascogale,Cuscus and Thylacine,but ;Hakes no mention of 
the indicis. Macalister - found this muscle passing to 
the three inner digits in the Tasmanian devil,dennet's 
Kangaroo and in the Great kangaroo. As far as I know, 
although the indicis and minimi digiti supply the deep 
tendons in this manner,they do not form the radial and 
ulnar halves respectively of one :muscle, nor do they 
appear to arise in the saine layer of :muscles. In man 
the minimi digiti is a superficial muscle,while the 
indicis belongs to the deep group,In the gibbon they 
are separated the one from the other by a portion of 
the flexor sublimis which takes origin from the ulna 
low down. 
EXTENSOR CARPI ULNARIS,(Comp.Anat.) 
This differed in no respect from that found in man, 
and the same similarity is preserved throughout the 
anthropoid series. 
THE ANCOïr'EUS,(Comp.Anat.) 
This muscle was absent,only being represented by a 
band of tendon. Trais is evidently an exception in the 
apes,for Hepburn3 found it present in all the four 
he dissected,but he noted that it was weak and ill/defined 
at the upper part in the orang and gibbon. Primrose* 
stated it to be well developed in.his orang with 
connect- 
ions similar to those in man. 
, 
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EXTENSOR OSSIS METACARPI.POLLICIS,(comp.knat.) 
Tnis muscle has been modified considerably as regards: 
its insertion,for instead'of passing to the base of 
the lst.metacarpal it is inserted into the sesamoid 
.)one which articulates with the scaphoid and trapezium 
and goes through it to these bones and to the front of 
the base of the metacarpal and anterior annular liga 
ment. This description coincides with that. given by 
Hepburn in the same animal under the name of the 
abductor longus poilicis. Although Hepburn finds the 
same insertion as here, he calls the muscle an abductor, 
but I found that the only action which was produced 
by /pulling on the muscle was flexion of'the thumb for- 
wards and inwards,and as long as the tendon was wept 
in the deep groove in the posterior annular ligament 
on the outer side of the radius, t.i_is was all. But on 
the other hand, if the tendon was allowed to escape from 
the groove by cutting the ligament,then abduction 
could be obtained. There is a great variation in the 
reports of different authors in regard to the insertion 
x 
of this muscle in tae anthropoids; for Bischoff found 
that in the gorilla, gibbon,chimpanzee,cercopithecus 
and macacus it had two tendon;one passing to the trap- 
e-lium and the other to the first phalanx of the thumb, 
while the same author says that in the orang,cynocephaïus 
pithecia and hapale the muscle was inserted as in 
man. Hepburn' reported that in the gorilla it was 
as 
in man,but in the chimpanzee the tendon passed 
to the 
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MYOLOGY, UPPER LIMB. 
sesamoid none and to the nase of the first metacarpal. 
Fick describes the sesamoid bone, and states that on 
the one side of his orang the tendon went to the trapezium 
and the netacarpal while on the other it went to the 
scaphoid in addition. Primrose9-found the sesamoid bone 
in his orang and the tendon-went to the trapezium wit a 
slip to the fascia from which the short muscles of th 
thumb took ori7,in. 3roov.sStates that the sesamoid bo .e 
is constant in all anthropoids;7,uckerkandl has report =d 
the sesamoid in man. Testutb:has seen all these variations 
which occur in the apes reproduced in the muscle in m -n. 
EXTENSOR '9REVIS POLLICIS,(Comp.Anat.) 
In this muscle we find a marked departure to the con 
dition found in man,for the tendon instead of being 
inserted into the base of the first phalanx is attached 
to the proximal end of the shaft of the metacarpal bone. 
Hepourn'found the same condition in the gibbon,orang 
and chimpanzee. In the gorilla it was inserted into 
the base of the metacarpal and also into the base of 
the first phalanx. The same author states that the 
muscle,in the ; orilla and the chimpan ee,was closely 
associated with the last muscle. This muscle is said 
7 
to be absent in most of the apes for Langer,FicK,Bischoff, 
!0. 
Huxley and Chapman failed to find it in the orang, 
althou!-h Primrose describes it in the same way as 
Hep urn. 
:1schoff states that it is absent in all apes with 
the exception of the gorilla. It is most probable 
the 
fore that the muscle is really not absent but 
is merel 
present incorporated with the extensor ossis 
metacarp 
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MYOLOGY,upper limb. 
described in so many cases. One is all the more inclined 
to this belief when it is remembered that the the homo 
loáue of these two musclesin the lower limb is the sin! le 
muscle,the s anticus. It is this fusion of th: 
two muscles in the lower limb that gives rise to the 
double insertion of this muscle,i.e.into the base of 
the first metatarsal and the internal cuneiform bone. 
EXTENSOR LONC.US POLLICIS,(Comp.lnat.) 
'this has to differ from the muscle as found in man, 
as it has to replace the brevis as weal as supply the 
terminal phalanx. iepburri' found that in the gibbon, 
chimpanyee and orang where the short tendon failed to 
reach the phalanx the long tendon supplied the del-- - 
ciencyawhile in the ymrilla,where the short tendon was 
inserted as in man the long tendon sent no slip to the 
first phalanx,but it sent one to the index finger. 
This last arrangement is significant as we find that in 
the lower animals the longus pollicis is inclined 
to replace the indicis to a certain extent. 
^unninham2"found this to be the arrangement in the 
Tnylacine and Phascogale,where the muscle had an exten -ive 
and high ori7in from the ulna and supplied tendons to 
the three radial digits,the two inner digits being supplied 
by the extensor minimi dip-iti muscle. This is the reason 
evidently why there is no mention of the extensor indi is 
From this we must suppose that tne-two muscles belong 
to the same sheet, the longus pollicis being always 
placed at a higher level than the indicis.(see extensors 
of the fingers) 
FOREARM. 
THE FASCIA AND MUSCLES OF THE FOREARM. 
THE DE-t* FASCIA of the forearm is very strong and dens 
especially un the upper part,as the biceps is partial]. 
inserted into the inner and the brachiales into the 
outer side of the fascia of that part. The deep surfac 
is closely adherent tu,and gives origin to,many of the 
fibres of tige muscles both on the back and front of 
this se ment of the li,mb,in the region of the wrist 
oint the fascia is specially thickened to form the 
two annular ligaments,anter°.ior and posterior,which 
hold in place the various tendons of the muscles which 
act on the wrist or beyond it. 
The anterior annular ligament is a strong dense band 
of fascia wiiicii stretches across the front of the wris 
attached tu the pisiform and the hooti of the unuiforr 
on tige inner side and to trie scaphoid and the prepolle 
or sesaiuid borie in the tendon of the extensor ossis . 
on the outer side, 
metacarpi pollicisx The upper border being continuous 
with the fascia of the forearm,the lower with the 
insertion of the palrnaris lurigus (palmar fascia ),soùie 
of the short muscles of the thumb and little finger 
take part of their origin from the front of the lower 
border. In front of taie ligament the following struct 
-ures pass from within outwards,uina'artery,ulna nery 
palmaris lungus tendon which is inserted gust below 
and the palmar cutaneous branch of tiffe median which 
i 




common compartment for the flexor tendons of the f inge_s 
and thumb, the synovial membrane of which communicates 
with that of the thecal sheaths of the fingers in every 
case;the median ncrvc passes through the same compart- 
ment. The flexor carpi radialis pierces the outer part 
of the ligament. 
The !''OSiLKIOF, AIYNüLAn LIGAMivT is situated in the 
same position as in man, and has the same number of 
Je 
¡ 
compart:üeits, but the tendons which pass through tnem 
arranged in a different manner. The Ist. or outermost 
compartment has tue trio tendons of the extensor ossis 
metacarpi pullicis and brevis pollicis,the 2nd. has 
only the extensor carpi radialis lonior tendon,the 
6rd. has only the tendon of the ertensui_ carpi radjahs 
brevior,the 4th. is a large cumpart.,aant wîtii tiffe tendu s 
of the extensor suúliïúis (co.ù:uuiis) and extensor prufu d- 
-us (indi:.is) digitorum with the extensor longus pol1ic s, 
and posterior interosseous nerve, The tendon of the 
extensor longus pol l icis dues enter a special coinpart- 
;,,Gnt, Lut only in quite the lowest part of the ligament 
the 5th. is for the tendon of the extensor ininimi digi i, 
while tiffe 6th. or innermost is for the extensor carpi 
ulnaris tendon. 
The superficial veins and nerves are between the skin 
and the deep fascia. 
NiULGGi o UrPLñ LI Mb. 
T':;E riU:r,LL'J 'Jlr Ti rr. F ilGivT OF Tüi_; F'Oür;Attiq. 
.i he length of tile 1 im S has been touched on in the 
intro.:uct,.on,'.,ut uf all the segments of the lim'os whic 
híl.vc deLclupcd in length in this ariiinal,noîle have deve 
uped to such an extraordinary ioiigttl as the forearm 
a1ci hand. 
In this section the description of the muscles of th 
.land will also be included. The muscles which lie on t 
fio..t of the forearm are the flexor pronator groupe and 
are mostly attached tu the internal condyle of the 
numerus,Thiey aie uivihed into a superficial group of 
b wiCI i11c1..Clc tue prouatui radii teres, flexor carpi 
radia1is,pa1ín ris lori= us,flexoi sublitnis digitorum and 
!the fle,:ur carpi ulnaris nìuscles9TThese form a mure or 
less undifferentiated mays on the ui..per part of the 
fureai.ìi, affil serin, from tìtc commun origin; the deeper 
loop only inclo:,e two muscles) the iìexur profundus 
digitbrum and the pronator quadratus,the flexor longus 
pollicis of man being here only a part of the deep 
of the digits. 
THE SUPEnFICIAL GhuUP. 
THE PRONATOR RADII TERES. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) tue common flexor pronator origin 
from the internal cundyle,(2) the bone for a short 
tance above, (3) tue intermuscular septum between it 
and the flexor carpi radialis,(4) many of the fibres 
the bíceps muscle are continued. into this muscle. 
fl or 
tot 
míA,G^Y,úr': iJx Limb. 
Ilv:)riliIOi.- Into the front and outer side of t.e sha t 
of the radius below the supiliator brevis for a distant 
of 6 c.m. 
rom the median nerve. 
.71,Ut.,L;i1r,.- The origin is fleshy,tiie insertion tendip- 
uus, the belly can not be separated f roli1 tige common 
Iìil.lSl.lilal diaJS. 
i,iJLñ IU!VJ.- lile muscle ïlc+.sses obliquely across the 
iuì:.er part of the arm to tlG OLitel side of the flexor 
. 
caiLi rauiallJ, forming one of the LiOUridalles of the 
aIl t l lìU.. 1 i.a1 f VJJa all à c rVJS ljl_r ti1G :.t r uotl.i.l G.J 4Yillvil 
THE FLEXOR CARPI RADIALIS. 
ORIGIN.- From -(1) tue common flexor mass into tvilicl 
.uany of t_!e f ib i es of the Aceos are continued, (2) the 
front of the .middle third of tiffe shalt of the radius 
b:;low the insertion of the last muscle,( ) the fascia 
coi ei iI1g it and the ihter.uùscular seta between it and 
au, oinlrl muscles. 
IïvL)Ln'1IiI .- into the Lases of the 2nd. and 6rd.ûieta- 
cart/ais on their radial aspeots. 
IVLFi: E From the median nerve in the upper 
'gait of the forearm. 
SLRUoTURE.:- The muscle is closely associated with 
the last. The tendon begins to appear on the front of 
muscle about half way down the forearm, but it 1CCeives 
fires flout its radial head until a short distance 
abo- e the wrist. 
the 
.ALS¡ 
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RELATIONS.- Below the insertion of the pronator 
radii teres this tendon is the outermost, that of the 
palmaris longus being next,At the wrist the tendon 
disappears from view by piercing the anterior annular 
ligament and origins of the short muscles of the thumb. 
THE PALMARIS LOIICUS. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the common origin,(2) the fascia 
covering it and the septa on either side. 
INSERTION.- The tendon spreads out to form the palmar 
fascia which is attached to the roots of the fingers. 
NER'oE STJ PLY.- From the median nerve. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle became separated from the 
flexor mass about the level of the junction of the 
upper and middle thirds of the forearm,The belly was 
short and the tendon long,the latter passed if.front 
of the anterior annular ligamentlto the lower part of 
which it was attached as it -spread out¡a-process went 
to the ball of the thumb,the rest was the palmar fascia 
which was not so well marked as in man,There was a 
superficial transverse ligament across the roots of 
the fingers. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle líes superficial to the other 
flexor muscles,between the flexor carpi radialis and 
the flexor sublimis;the median nerve lies behind it at 
the wrist and slightly to its inner side. 
X 
ORIGIo.- in acLiition- From tige anterior aspect of tile' 
shaft of the ulna tu within 10 c.;u. of the wrist, 
from the anterior surfaue of ti,e shaft of tige ladies 
to with in 5 c.:u. of the wrist. 
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THE FLEXOR SUBLIMIS DIC.ITORU14. 
ORIrIN.- From (1) the common origin, (2) the fascia 
covering it and the intermuscular sapta on either 
side. 
INSERTION.- Into the sides and bases of the middle 
phalanges of the four inner digits. 
NER'vE SUDPLY.- Several oranches fróm the median enter 
the upper part on its deep surfacera branch from the 
ulnar nerve passes to the ulnar head especially to 
that of the little finger. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is best described as double, 
having a radial and an ulnar half, each giving rise to 
to 
two tendons which goAthe digits on the corresponding 
side(the thumb being left out of the question) so that 
the radial half ives rise to the tendons of the 
index and long,the ulnarhalf to these of the ring and 
little fingers,In addition the tendons of the long and 
ring are situated in front of those of the other two, 
both at the wrist and in t;-_e arm, and these two anterior 
tendons are the first to become sepatated,which they d'o 
at a much higher level relatively than in man so as 
almost to have the appearance of four muscles. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle is blended above with the 
other muscles of toe group and with the deep flexor to 
some extent,superficial to which it lies as it passes 
,down the limp,`îhe palmaris longus lies over the centre 
of the muscle for the upper part.The flexor carpi 
ulnaris and radialis are superficial to the adjacent 
yiYOLOCY,UPPER LIMB. 
parts of the muscle respectively, In the hand the ten- 
dons are situated in front of the deep tendons under 
the digital nerves and the superficial palmar arch, 
and the palmar fascia. tearing this same relation to the 
deep tendons they enter the digital sheaths,which are 
strong only opposite the the middle of the phalan_es, 
but there they are extremely strong,l[ ere opposite the 
first phalanx the tendon splits and divides into two, the 
deep tendon perforating and now lying superficial to the 
sublimis tendon. The two parts of the sublimis now are 
twisted on themselves,so that the anterior surface now 
locks outwards and inwards as it winds round the deep 
tendon, and at last lying behind it that surface looks 
backwards,ehind the deep tendon in this position the 
pfesee4 4eee adjacent sides of the tendons send processes 
which decussate and so join the two halves of the tendon, 
which, as it approaches the middle phalanx, divides again, 
the two halves forming a groove for the profundus tendon 
to lie in,and are inserted into the margins of the 
phalanges. 
THE FLEXOR CARPI ULNARI3. 
ORICIN.- From (1) the back of the internal condyle 
and common origin from the humerus,(2) the inner bord @r 
of the olecranon process and inner and posterior borders 
of the bone in its upper half,(5) the fascia covering 
it and the septum between it and the last muscle. 
INRTION.- Into the pisiform bone and through its 
ligaments into the base of the 0 5th. metacarpal and 
MYOLOGY,UPPER LIMB. 
hook of toe unc i f orm. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- Prom the ulna nerve by a branch which 
enters just below the condyle. 
STRT:TURE.- The muscle is toin,slenaer and long tree 
tendon appearin ? - about c.m. above tne wrist joint 
but fleshy fibres are inserted into it as far as the 
wrist,so.ne being inserted into the pisiform bone itselfg 
these fibres arisin_ from a strong fascia which binds 
it down to the posterior border of the ulna. 
RELATIONS.- Lying on tne inner side of tne forearm 
lapped round the ulna to the inner side of the flexors 
of the fingers,the ulnare nerve enters the forearm 
between its humeral ana olecranon heads,is separated 
from it in trie arm by the ulna attachment of the 
fle: ;or suolimis,but lies to its outer side at the 
wrist ,oint. 
THE DEEP GROUP OF MUSCLES ON THE FRONT OF THE FOREARM. 
These are only two in num- er,the flexor profundus 
digitorum and the pronator quadratus. 
THE FLEXOR PROFUNDUS DIGITORU'I. 
ORIGIN.- From (1) the common origin,tnis is due to he 
fact that it is fused with the common muscular mass 
to some extent,(2) the inner side of the coroniod 
process and front of t.ie shaft of trie ulna to within 
11 c.m. of the wrist,() the front of the shaft of the 
radius behind and internal to the pronator radii teres 
MYOLOCY,IIPP'r,k LImb. 
and the flexor carpi radial is and flexor suol imis to 
which it is p-rtially blended,(4) the anterior interosS- 
i 
eous membrane. 
I ?u.ì! TION.- Into the bases of tiffe terminal phalanges 
of all 5 digits. 
NtnIVE SUPPLY.- From the median by branches which 
enter the upper part of trie muscle, and by a ìarLe 
brancr, which runs down between the bellies, which will 
eventually Jive rise to the tendons for the 1st. & 
2nd. di;its,suppìying ooth. From the ulna Dy twigs 
which enter the humeral portion,the coronoid ¡portion.- 
(already having had a twig of the median traced to it) 
and the ulnar portion of the muscle. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle is äivi'ied into two parts at 
its origin by the fact that the ulna vessels run between 
the humeral and radial portion on tue one nand and 
trie coronoid and ulnar portions on the otner,Each of 
t:.ese !,arts ives rise to tenùons,two from the inner 
and three from the outer. Although these two halves are 
separated above,thev are blended together about the 
middle of the forearm,The tendon of the inner part be- 
gins about 3 c.m.below the point of the elbow,but only 
I 
becomes separated from the radial part about ô c.m. frgm 
I 
the wrist to be bound to them firmly again as they pass 
under the anterior annular ligament,Vhen this tendon 
1reaches the palm it breaks un into two for the feg +- 
!inner two digits. The part which gives rise to the out- 
er three digits arises chiefly from the back of the 
-MTOI:O71''; UPPER 
internal condyle by a rounded belly which passes down 
to ,loin the radial portion the fibres of which oin the 
tendon which has already appeared on the humeral portion. 
The different tendons begin to separate high up the forearm, 
but there are fleshy fibres inserted into them as far 
c.m. 
as the wrist ,the bony origin ceasing about 5Afrom the . 
wrist.While the tendons are separate the fleshy belly 
remains common to all. At the lower part of the anter- 
ape -ior annular ligament the tendon for the thumb turns 
outwards under a loop of fibrous tissue,which binds it 
down to the lower part of the trapezium,and passes to its 
insertion into the terminal phalanx of the thumb. 
From the other tendons which are here bound together 
the lumbricals arise. 
RELATIONS.- Between the two heads parts of the muscle 
in the upper third of the forearm the ulna artery 
passes inwards with a branch of the median nerve.The 
ulnar nerve passes a little outwards to lie between 
the two parts, and there the artery and nerve come 
first in contact,while the branch of the median joins 
the ulna nerve,the ulnar portion of the muscle lies 
rather posterior to the other half at firstlthen they 
come to lie side by side evre deeper than the superficial 
group of muscles,The humero- radial head has the 
branches of the median in front of it. At the wrist 
the tendon lies behind those of the sublimis and between 
those of the two flexores carpi with the median nerve 
in front of it. The relations in tine palm and fingers, 
/o7 
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have peen noted in dealing with trie sublimis tendons. 
THE LJ'4BRI CALS. 
These little muscles are four in number. 
c);LN.- From the ad. acent sides of the tendons which 
they lie between,In the case of the first the origin 
is from the side of the tendon to tae index finger. 
In addittion they all arise from the dorsum of 
the tendons. 
INStTION.- Into the dorsal extensor expansion of 
the four inner digits. 
NRb SU!--Lt.- The first or outer is supplied by th 
nerve to the outer side of the index finger from the 
median,tae second was su,oiied from the nerve to the 
cleft between the index and the long fingers from the 
median,The thiri from trie nerve from the median and 
ulnar to the cleft between the 3rd.&g,d.digits;the fi 'res 
were thou'ht to come from both,The fourth was supplie+ 
by the superficial division of the ulnar to the inner 
cleft. 
STRJCTUR'n,.- They are small bipeaniform muscles 
except the outer one,They have relatively long tendon 
which can be traced uu as far in the dorsal expansion 
as the first interphalangeal iôint,being chiefly insert - 
el into taie lateral part, and therefore haying more 
action on the terminal phalanx than on the middle one. 
/o r 
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THE PRONATOR RADII OUADRATUS. 
OR I aI N. - from the front of the lower ;á of the shaft 
of the ulna. 
INSERTION.- Into rather less than the lower '/a of the 
front of the shaft of the radius,and also into the 
inner portion of the bone just above the wrist joint. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the posterior interosseous nerve 
which sends a branch to enter the posterior surface of 
the muscle low down. On tracing this nerve up it is 
found to be a mere posterior interosseous collateral, 
as it is composed of fibres which originally came from 
the median nerve higher up in the forearm, and which 
piercing the interosseous membrane joined themselves 
to this nerve. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle fibres pass downwards and 
outwards to the radius,the opposite way to the fibres 
of the interosseous mensbrane,Tìae front of the muscle 
is covered with strong fascia with tendinous markings' 
on the surface. The lower part of the muscle is the 
thickest. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies across between the ends! 
of the two hones,deeper than the flexor tendons,The 
posterior interosseous artery pierces the lower part 
of the muscle and joins the radial half of the anterior 
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43;9bQcy COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE MUSCLES ON THE 
FRONT OF THE FOREARM. 
PRONATOR RADII TERES,(Comn.Anat.) 
This muscle was poorly developed and only _Jresented 
one nead of origin,that from the humerus. The insertion 
was ratner into the front as well as the outer side 
of the bone. The muscle only has one head in most 
animals .;Flow man,.ut in the chimpanzee the muscle waS 
founa to have two heads by hepburn,'iacaíister,Champneys, 
4 s 
Testut,and Humphry. Both heads were found in the oran 
by hepburn,.-rimrose,Langer and Chapman. in the gorilla 
9 
both heads were found oy Macalister, out notoy Bischoff 
or Luvernoy. In the gibbon Bischoff and hepourn only 
found one head. Testut did not find the deep head in 
nis orang. According to :o_acalister the deep head is also 
absent in the Ruminants,.t-achyaerms,Cetacea and the 
Rodents,anu in the dog,lion,cat, and bear in taie Carnivora, 
in the mon:z.eys in :ercopitnecus,Ceous capucinus ana 
'4acacus nemestrinus. 
LanÇer notes that in his orang the insertion of the 
muscle was high ,.ust below the upper third of the bone, 
This fact led him to state that it was only the distal 
portion of the radius that was elongatea as compared 
with the tone in man. On this subject Primrose writes 
"Lan:,er's oran was young,but in the adult animal 
dissected by Fic he found the position of the insertion 
of the pronator s44i-FR similar to that occurring in man; 
he therefore concludes that either the high insertion, 
is characteristic of the young orange thus differing 
Qocolsr 1101.-An.. C.LUeI"-r Vol &b9. .3au. 
i/ 0 
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from the old animal,or that Lancer's case was abnormal 
--my specimen would go to prove the truth of the 
former hypothesis." I do not agree with Langer's 
tneory, for it requires that a muscle should be inserted 
into trie same place in the bone tnroughout the animal 
series,A -mere glance into comparative anatomy is suffic- 
ient to convince any one that such is dot the case; 
the gluteus maximus,biceps either in the upper or lower limb 
are ,00a examples. In spite of the support given by 
?ri::1rose' s orang I believe the second of Pick's hÿpo- 
theses,for,if the hic,h insertion was found in the ynnng 
and the low in tue old animal, then one of two things 
must have taken ulace,either the muscle must migrate 
as the animal becomes olaer -a phenomena which is I believe 
un- .nown,or the cone must c-row from the upper epiphysis 
in wnicn case the :_.icipital tuberosity would also be 
found mirated down with the muscle. A muscle may growl in 
size as the animal becomes older, as is seen in the 
temporal muscles of the goriila,but this is an extension 
and not a migration,the old origin bein` still maintained. 
In dealing with the muscle that is usually accepted 
as the homologue of this :muscle in the lower limb, 
r 
namely the pouliteus,it is noted that Macalister 
considers that tie true homologue of this muscle is the 
inner head of the biceps,but to me at all events his 
able paper is not Quite convincing. The same author, 
viewing the appearance of a deep head to the muscle 
in the higher aces and man, loons on this head as 
"the erm of a superior transverse muscle,tne u_;jper 
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equivalent ana coordinate of the pronator quadratus 
below: In the same way as the popliteus muscle will oe 
seen to occupy the who'e length of the interosseous 
space in the lower limb in certain animals,so does tiffe 
pronator quadratus,in the upper limb,reach up to and 
,join the pronator radii teres in the Parameles,some sp 
of Halmaturus ( Leche)'. It is supposed therefore that 
the central portion has degenerated and left the deep 
head above and the pronator quadratus below. As soon a 
the deep head appears there is only a small pronator 
nuadratus. This is very analagous to the retreat up 
tige le beat the 000liteus muscle 
THE FLEXOR CARPI RADIALIS.(Comp.Anat.) 
This muscle was peculiar in having resides the ordin 
dry origin an additional one from the front and outer 
of the rauius in common with the flexor sublimis. 
ick,Primrose and :epburn all describe this extra hea 
of origin in the orang,The last author noted the same 
in tige orilla and the gibbon as well but not in the 
uhimpanzee,In each case the muscle passed to the 2nd.& 
3rd.sìetacarpals. Primrose only found the .,;uscie inserted 
into the 2nd. metacarpal. The insertion of the :fluscie 
in the lower animals shows a tendency to pass to other 
insertions than that found in man.,for in Ursus americanus 
it asses to the scaphoid(Testut)s,ir the Opossum to 
the trapezium ana the 2nd.metacarpal(Meckel)in the 
cies 
ide 
Echidna to the scaphoid,trapezium,2nd. and 3rd.metacar 
(;ilix)7a sesamoid bone being developed in its tendon, 
in the cat to the 2nd. dnd 3rd.(Strauss- Durcheim),in 
pals 
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the Koala to the third metacarpal (Young),Cunningham 
found that in the Cuscus the muscle passed to the 2nd. 
v 3rd. metacarpals,in the Thylacine into the trapezium 
and base of the lst.metacarpal,in the Phascogale into 
the trapeium. From this list,which could be prolonged 
it will be seen that the muscle is very varied in its 
insertions. 
THE PALARIS LON US.(Comp.Anat.) 
Few muscles in the body clave been the seat of wiuer 
Cu:i.Ioi 1sity t:_ .:: ;hc.s painiaris fongus muscle. 
I t is a '!uSeie thhat is constant apparently in the 
hiuel 1.11 C ,,exception Uf tne gunllla. Iii tne 
' 
3 ee it r,«s .:.,t .it_i ÿ Hepuùili,Roiieaton; 
J" ri 7 
h a bheys,Humphry arhu leStut. In the Ularig oy hepuurn3' 
!lepburn,Pii7!iu ; e,Duvernoy and 1'iox,the latter in two 
ani,Qis. fil the _.uriiia the muscle was nut found by 
3 
Citiher Oj !:epburn of uUlieinuy9. in man the muscle is 
often absent. Before entering on the various theories 
1 this :nusL.i. We .,,ay with auvaIitage glance throuön the 
a!11 :!al .1 i1 Uo:n anu see 1h wliat an1n1ais the muSUle oec 
about 
TS, 
its uistributioii and its abseI1ce. It is absent then j.n 
the töwá4F animals below the ranirnalia, ariu is only toun 
as a separate muscle in the higher animals of that 
elass,ueing absent in the Konotrenies,PlantigraueS, 
Ruminants ana Paochyaermes. In the.Hyena anu Bear(Mec el) 
ana the angoiin(humphryí: the muscle is fused to the 
superficial flexor. In the dog it is separated irom 
tige weep flexor(Chauveaui: in the Anteater it is not 
quite separates from the flexor carpi uliiaris t numpnry) . 
,,,,.o,(. .. rgso,h. gp. 
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In the Civet 7oung found two tendons .for this.muscl.e 
both of which ended in the palmar region. In the Seal 
the muscle vas noticedby 1lumphrÿ 'to arise from- the 
olecranone- where it was to a certain extent continuot 
Tith the 'fibres of the triceps,It was inserted. in the 
s 
hand as the palmar 'fascia,giving three 'slips tb the three 




found. in some of the Marsupials what as 
we shall see later is a very interesting arrangement, 
all one which seers to throw light on the morphology 
or this mu:-c l e,The arrangement- in the. three. animals 
exa-+ined as as fo11 owa. 'In the Thylacine, '7t,springs 
from t h supe rf i. ci al aspect ot the great flexor 
muscle of `he oigits,and ends in a powerful 
tendon which penetrate.s into the midst of the palmar 
pad. He-e it braaks up into four strong slips which g 
jots the flexor sheathes of the four inner digits. 
'n 4hn T'hasnogale the palmaris longus is arranged 
upc,-, a simile- plan,t'ut in the palm it spreads out in o 
a O'_s* not palmar fascia. In Cuscus there are three 
seal: ^ruscular lips representing the palmaris longus 
a very d'licate fasiculus which springs dire tly 
f «om the internal condyle of the humerus: (9) a larger 
s'i_p which arises in common with the great flexor. of 
+h- digits: (3) and a deeper portion which issues f om 
the superficial aspect of the flexor of the -.fingers. 
They all proceed to join the palmar fascia." 
In some of the Batslas Vespertilio murinus,Maisorieuve4 
found the following arrangement: "C'est un petit 
musc`. 
MYOLOGY , UFPER LIMB. 
tres tenu qui s'insere ai la partie la plus saillante 
do l' epitrochlée,immediatement en avant du fleéhisseur 
commun auquel il est accole;tout le long de l'avant -br.s. 
Cette insertion se fait par un tendon,long d'un 
centimetre environ,auquel fait suite un corps charnu 
A A , 
fusiforme extrement grele,long également d'un 
centimétre,et qui se continue par un tendon fin comme 
un cheveu. Ce tendon abandonne celui du fleéhisseur 
commun au point oú celui -ci est recouvert par la premi 
rcacte fibreuse du poignet et passe au- dessus d'elle 
puis il se divise ,en s' panouissant á la paume de la 
zain: il forme alors une lame fibreuse superficialle,á 
forme triangulaire,de laquelle partent deux expansions 
tendineuses assez fortes,l'une destinée au pouce, 
l'autre au petit doigt. Celle du pouce se subdivise en -: 
deux tendons secondaires qui se terminent a la partie 
inférieure du premier mwtacarpien,l'un en dehors i'aut 
en dedans:celui du petit doigt s'épanouit en une mince 
lame apon4vrotique,ou plutôt en plusieurs petits filet 
tendineux qui divergent légérement entre eux et vont s 
distribuer á la membrane ae l'aile,tant en dehors 
qu'en dedans du petit doigt. En outre de la face profo 
de l'épanouissement du petit palmaire partent de mine 
lamgielles qui se portent aux trois doigts médiaux et 
aux espaces interdigitaux." 
In the elephant the muscle is large and well nourish 
becoming tendinous at the level of the carpus only, an 
inserted into the aponeurosis,and sesamoia bone of the 
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MYOLOGY,UPPER LIMB. 
side of the limb (Miall and Greenwood): 
From these accounts it will be seen that th® muscle 
varies in many different ways. Grapowt-states that the 
connection nPtween the muscle and the palmar fascia 
was first drawn attention to by Dupuytren in 1332,Thi 
has bien again laid emphasised ay bland Sutton and 
a. 
others. bland Sutton thinks that the fascia is merely 
a retrograaed part of what is a distinct muscle and 
points to the Cape anteater (Orycteropus capensis) wh-re 
the muscle is large and sends slips to help flex all he 
digits #,a proof of this theory. Grapow holds that the 
main part of the palmar fascia is derived from the lo er 
parr. cf the anterior annular ïigament,anct that only tie 
superficial longitudinal portions are the result of t 
tai;:;aris lon ,us muscle. Playlair McMurrich;in a reali 
excellent paper on the phylogeny of the foram muscle 
shews that the muscles is with the superficial flexor 
merely a segmentation off the flexor mass which is re;- 
resentea still in man as the deep flexor. The muscle 
is never really absent in ntan,he thinks,but merely 
undifferentiated. The view of this segmentation from the 
flexor mass of both the superficial flexor and the p.lmaris 
fongus are certainly favoured by the quotations giv;n 
above especially that fro: Gunningham's work on the 
marsupials. The insertion also in the various animal 
is in favour of this view,for the varying attachment 
are explained by McMurrich by saying that the muscle 
is not the same throughout the range of animais 
in w ich it 




deep flexor rnass,That this can occur is seen in the 
Cuscus (see above) ana in the Orycteropus,where these 
!animals have more than one belly to the muscle. 
The muscle could not,McMurrich thinks,be accounted for 
as regards its 'sporadic appearance among animals closely 
relatea to those which do not possess the muscle, 
as is seen in the anthropoids,the gorilla being without 
the Iuuscie,if it dia not have a representative throuvhout 
the mammalian series,ana this representative is furnishea 
by the aeep flexor, which he points out was not origin fly 
inserted into the inaiviaual digits but into a common 
tendon. 
In view of this explanation it becomes apparent tha 
the palmar fascia which is cerivea from the tenaon of 
. the muscle is merely a degeneration of the distal past 
of the muscle, but that this is a secondary part of th 
history of the muscie,whicrr shews a rise and fall of 
power of the muscle as one fasses up to the higher 
animals. 
FLEXOR SUBLIMIS DIGITORUM.(Comp.Anat.) 
Trais muscle aifierea from tha' in man by raving an 
auaitional head.of origin from the anterior surface of 
to sri thi h .s Cmn_ of the. Wris t 
the rauiusA. In dealing with the structure of the muscle 
it was statea thatit was divided into two parts, an 
outer to the 2nd.& 3ru.digits ana an inner to the 4th. 
and 5th. ana that the tendons for the ora.& 4th. were 
placea in iront of the other two,the aivision being s 
high up the limb the.4 as to give rise to the appearan 
e 
almost of four muscles being present. Trais arrangemen 
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agress with 'what Hepburn found in the gibbon-,b t Atis 
comparativly simple arrangement is not found in the case 
bf the oran and gorilla, where ` k,  , according to Iïepburn, 
Primrose and Eischoff&the tendons for the index and 
little fingers arise from the ulnar side of the muscle, 
while those to the miadle and ring arise from the 
radial portion of the muscle,the tendon for the index 
having to pass outwaras behind the others. Fick in the 
orang found the muscle disposed as has been described 
here, The nerve supply in this animal to the ulnar seg- 
bhent came from the ulnar nerve,see nerves. 
In so.9te of the apes the radial segment is absent, as 
4. 
in (..ynocephalus an uble (Champneys),Cynocephalus mairnon, 
accacus cynomolgus, and the Hapale (Bischoff), 
S' 6 
liuvernoy noticed it in the orange and Ìiacalister in the 
chimpanzee. 
7 
The muscle is really according to McMurrich nothing 
more than an offshoot from the great flexor mass which 
Íis sPF'n in the lower animais,and which will be mentioned 
with they profunns. 
THE FLE:,OR CARPI ULNARIS. (Corn .Anat. ) 
'phis muscle was arranged in exactly the same way as :n 
man,the ulnar nerve entering the forearm between its t o 
heads and the tendon passing to the pisiform,.:It_seems 
to be the same throughout the anthropoids.. I n the hyen.= 
according to Meckeitthe pisiform is the place where 
th 
tendon breaks up into processes to the ethef four 
oute 
metacarpals;in the it (humphry)9,in the Civet ana 
Koala 
('i oung ) much the same arrangement is found. 
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FLEXOR PROFUIIDUS DICITOfUMy(Comp.Anat.) 
This muscle inciue. 4, the flexor longu: of man 
which is here not separated off from the common mass; 
-the muscle also still retains its humeral attachment tp 
the internal condyle. The description given with the 
muscle agrees in the main with that given by Hepburn, 
but he found that the flexor tendon to the poliex was 
so separatea as to enable hit, to say: "T'his constitutes 
a true flexor longus oli icis;'.Here the tendon was sep 
arate from the other tendons for some distance but there 
was a .o1.17::on flesh] belly which gave fibres to each of 
the tenaorcas far as the wrist. The nerve supply also 
was ailferent, as the outer part of the rauial portion 
outaineQ fibres from both the meuian and the ulnar 
nerves. In the animals of the mammalian series below 
the ,Auadrumania we find that the flexors are not differ - 
entiated into a superfical group,but form a more or 
less common mass which springs from the internal condyrle, 
'and from both bones of the forearm in some cases only 
to each digit ;in some two to, ione tendon being suppliea 
four inner ana one to the outer digit. Examples of 
this unaifferentiatea condition are found in the Civet 
(Youne,the Marsupials reported on by Cunningham the 
Ai (hurnphry) and the Crnothorhyn kus (Heckel ).; many other 
examples could be given, but these are sufficient. 
According to i.icMurrich the original plan of the f lexo s 
of the forerm was as follows: -The flexor mass gave 
rise to a single tendon,as in Ornothorhyn4is;this tenson 
at the wrist gave rise to a superficial and a deep 
se 
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in the muscular mass. The first to segeent cuff is the 
palmaris lon ,us, which becomes attached to the sublimis 
tendon of the iittle finger as well as the palmai' fascia,, 
A portion of the conayio- ulnaris(the Dart attached to 
the condyle and the ulna). segments ana becomes the 
belly for the outer three tenaons of the sublimis. 
Later on the whole of the condylo- ulnaris segments a 
_¡oins the sublimis tenaons;the palmaris which has al eacìy 
peen differentiated now segments, the part which was 
ñssociatea with the tenaon to the little finger is 
incorporates in thn sublimis. -the other half is the 
palmaris lon ,us. "Finally in frai: the anthropoids and i 
man,ail the superfical or cvonaylar portions of the 
original flexor comniunis separated to join the sublimis 
tenàons,leatiing only the ulnaris ana radi!iis attached 
to the profundus tendon ". We might go further and say 
that the ulnaris ana radialis are in man additionally 
segmented into the profunaus of human anatomy and the 
flexor long,us poilicis. In the P hascogale ana the 
Thylacine there is a very beautiful example of tris 
process, for Cunninghami' notes that the sublimis tendon - 
sprin;: from the superficial surface of the strong rop: 
like tenaon of the profunaus near the wrist;the tendois 
are minute and have no fleshy belly. 
Examples of incomplete segmentation .are common, and o e 
is seen in this animal where the profunaus still has 
a portion of the oókilyïar head attached to it,hew Lax 
44e ex pa attaehmen. This is only what one alight exp: et 
from the attachment of the sublimis to the profundus 
MiijLi)GY,Ui"Fú){ LIkb. 
and the generally undifferentiated state of the fiexo 
pronator mass. Occaá.ionally there is seen in human 
anatomy cases where the humeral head of the profundus 
and even of. trie flexor lonrus pollicis is intact,I 
was fortunate to see both these while uemonstrating 
anatomÿ last hinter. Tsin the same nomenclature as 
Mchiurrich I should construct the table of the muscles 
for the gibbon as follows. 
MAN. McMurrien) 




Raaialis. -- Longus pollicis 
i} înaris .----- - rrofunäus 
GI bbON . 
Palmaris. , Falmaris 
Gentralis. 




vinaris. -- ) 
The centralis portion I am not sure about:it belongs 
to the sublimis in man and the orang,so it has been 
put in that position in the gibbon although the musc! 






The aifferentiation of the long flexor: which is such a 
characteristic muscle in man as compared to the apes 
we may look on as largely due to the great number of 
fine and specialised uses the hand of man is put to as 
compared with that of the ape,the thumb taking a prin- 
ciple share of all fine movements of the hand on account 
of its power of opposition. 
THE LU71BRICALS ere longer than in man on account of the 
length of the palm and phalanges ;they could be traced 
lip the sides of the dorsal expansion to the nearly as 
!far as the first interphalangeal joint,The little muscles 
were quite relaxed when the fingers were extended and 
were ónly taut when the hand was in the flexed position. 
The origin of the second was different from that of m n 
in that it had a slight attachment from the index ten on 
as well as from its own tendon of the medius. The mus les 
diminished in size from without inwards;the innermost 
was attached to the adductor (contthens 4) of the inn -r 
digit by two fleshy slips. The origin of the muscles 
passed upwards so high that there was very little int 
erval between the flexor profundus belly and the bell es 
of the muscles that was really free frommuscular fibr -s.. 
McMurrich derives all the profundus tendons from the 
reptilian aponeurosis in which the volar cartilage is 
developed.The tendons of the sublimis which arise fro 
the common extensor tendons are the remants of the 
superficial layer of the flexor brevis medius of rept 
the lumbricals being a portion of the same muscle 
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THE RRONATOR QUADRATUS.(Comp.Gnat.) 
This was found to occupy the same :ositiOn and to 
be relatively about the same size as in ?dan. When 
dealing with the comparative anatonii of the pronator 
ter- -s this muscle was referee to. It is absent in some 
animais such as the (Jrnitnorhyncus and echidna (Alix), 
ana occaisionally in the seal where Macalisterlfound 
it absent in two specimens out of three,Lut in other 
animals we have seen that it can be very large as in the 
dog ,wo 1 f and fox ( Testut );Leche4.says that in the dog 
hyena,?arameles and sonne species of _ almaturus the 
muscle reaches up to the pronator teres of which it 
is supposed to supply the deep head. being very like 
'the popiiteus muscle in the lower limb,but in the former 
case the muscle disappears in the middle leaving the 
deep head of the teres above and the pronator quadrates 
¡ helow,and in the other case the muscle retreats up the 
limb leavinG no portion above the ankle as a homologue 
of the pronator c,uadratus. At the very end of his paper 
èiacalister writes," The only instance in which a true 
pronator (!uadratus has been found in the hinder limb 
as L,r as I am aware,was in a fine alligator which die 
in the L-ublin Zoological Gardens Fe.b.1869.a distinct 
transverse fasiculus of fibres crossea from tibia to 
1 
fibula perfectly differentiated from all other muscies1 
in the locality." 
d 
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SHORT MUSCLES OF THE THUMB. ,See. late 1 /3/4. 
THE ABDUCTOR POLLICIS. 
OñIûIN.- From the sesamoid bonetprepollex) and the 
ligaments which bind it to the scaphoid and trapezium, 
the outer side of the front of the anterior annular 
ligament. 
INSERTION.- Into the outer side of the base of the 
first phalanx of the thumb at its base. 
Omission- The muscle also arises from the common 
opponens and the superficial head of the flexor brevis 
pollicis by three small fleshy slips. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the outer branch of the median. 
STRJCTURE.- The :muscle has a distinct belly from the 
other muscles of the thur,1o,except where .the three slips 
joint it,the belly is relatively broad,the tendon is 
distinct all the way to its insertion being the outer 
most and posterior tenaon inserted into this phalanx, 
with the exception of the dorsal expansion. 
RELATIONS.- Lying to the outer side of the blended 
opponens and superficial head of the flexor brevis 
pollicis,it is separated from the tendon of the extensor 
brevis pollicis by a small part of this blended mass. 
THE OPPOIIEZS POLLICIS. 
This muscle is blended with the outer head of the 
short flexor so that it is difficult to tell which 
is which. 
ORIGIN.- From the tendon into the sesamoid bone,the 
I 2.4t. 
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sesamoid bone itself,tne scaphoid and trapezium,and 
the front of the outer part of the anterior annular 
ligament. 
IKSEhTION.- Into the outer side of the lst.metacarpal 
bone and prolonged up with the flexor, from which it 
is here quite inseparable) on to the outer side of the 
shaft of the lst.phalanx. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the outer division of the median. 
STRU(;TURE,.- The muscle is composed of short bundles 
of fibres which mostly pass in an outward and downward 
direction. 
RE,LATIONS.- The muscle lies to the outer side and 
blended with the short flexor,to the inner side of the 
abductor pollicis,behind which a portion passes to bell 
inserted into the outer side of the metacarpal;this 
separates that muscle from the tenaon of the extensor 
reis pollicis,the tendon passing between this muscle 
and the proximal end of the bone. 
THE FLEXOR DREV I S DOLL I C I S. 
This muscle is composed of two ei heads the superficial 
one of which is fused to a great extent with the oppolens. 
ORIGIN.- Superficial head. From the scaphoid trap- 
ezium and sesamoid bone by fleshy fibres fused with the 
last muscle,by tendonsCnot shown in the plate) from 
the front of the anterior annular ligament. 
Deep head. From the part of the trapezium which 
pro- 
jects between the lst.& 2nd. metacarpals,from the 
Nr;RvGS,IPI'ER LIMr. 
front of the base and tne inner side of the lst.meta- 
carpal. 
INSERTION.- into the sesamoid .)one in front of tne 
base of tne lt.metacaroo- rnalangeal oint.. The 
fleshy fi:ires axe prolonged up over tnis to the side 
(outer) of the shaft of the lst.pnalanx, where they are 
inserted. 
ST: i'he Part that arises from the bone is fleshy) 
out the superficial head arises from the front of 
the anterior annular ligament by thin tendons not seen 
1 in the plate,tnese end in bellies which soin the rest 
of the muscle. The muscle is fleshy at its insertion.1 
RELATIONS.- The two heads join infront of the meta- 
carpal and lie internal to the abductor pollicis,the 
long fie:.:or tendon lies 4zternaïly to both heads,a 
vessels passes up the inner side of the thumb in rela - 
ion to the deep ea pa -a -Fers head of the muscle,from 
the deep carpal arch. The muscle has already been 
descrioed as blended with the opponens pollicis. 
T iE S íORT MUSCLES OF THE LITTLE FINGER. See. L& 
These are three small and ill developed muscles,the 
abductor,the opponens and the flexor brevis minimi 
digiti. They hardly form any prominence on the palm 
of the hand. 
te. vi lo 13,±. 
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THE ABDUCTOR MINIMI DIGITI. 
OMAN.- A slip from the pisiform and anterior annul r 
iigament,ana a deeper head from the inner part of the 
unciform behind the flexor brevis muscle. ,, 4ìy pue. /44,6 
INSERTION.- Into the inner side of the base of the 
proximal phalanx of the little finger. 
NERVE STiPFLY.- From the deep division of the ulnar 
'rrnich passes between the two heads. 
STRUCTURE.- The belly formed by the two heads is vers 
short the tendon bein:_;roportionately long and seems to 
be too strong. for the feeble belly. 
' 
RELATIOJS.- The muscle lies to the inner side of the 
metacarpal bone and dorsal to the flexor orevis ee414GA. 
minimi digiti,so that it is not seen from the front. 
THE FLEXOR BREVIS MINIMI DIGITI 
oRi';IN.- From the front and inner side of the pisifrin 
in common with the last muscle,from the hook of the 
unciform by a slip which lies in front of the slip fr 
the same cone to the last muscle and from the front - 
of the inner part of the anterior annular ligament. /1-4-R. f t 
INSERTION.- By short tendinous fibres into the sesa 
mold pone which lies in front of the metacarpo-phalan _ 
eal 
joint of the little finger,by fleshy fibres into 
the 
front of the base of the proximal phalanx 
of the litt 
In 
z6 
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finger and the fleshy belly is continued up along the 
inner side of the digit to _ive r.jlace to a tendon, 
which spreads out and is inserted into the inner margin 
(lArj 
of the sane phalanx and into the inner margin of the 
Thaikbx 
middleAIsome fibres : oin.7 to the dense pulp of the finger. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- dy two twigs from the deep division 
of the ulnar nerve which disappears between its two 
heads. 
Sf JCTURE.- The r,isiforn head is muscular the other 
is tendinous,the rest of the muscle is fleshy till 
it approaches its insertion where its structure has 
already been seen. 
RELATIONS.- That of t_-ìe ulnar nerve has been noted, 
the origin lies in front of that of the last muscle 
the pisiform heads being fused. The muscle lies to th, 
inner side of the finger and of the digital sheath. 
THE OPPONENS MINIMI DIGITI. 
uhi::,:IN. -r ro the anterior annular ligament and the 
n1oox of the unciform. 
IIvSIr: !uN.- Into the inner side ana front of the 5th. 
metacarpal in its whole length. 
NLI1VE SUTPL .- By a twig from the weep division of 
the ulnar widen is given off before that nerve 
leaves 




the 4 last musc! to ,:,.ter its aeep anu inner parts. 
-)T111.1CTO.- The ifiuscular fibres are largely inter- 
:Hi/ea with tenoinous fibies,the muscle is blenUed with 
the ;31-tali pai!:iar interosseous illuscle of this digit, 
the inner or fourth contranens is also closely associateO 
od.th the fibres of this usole. 
nnLATIWN.- The niusole is under cover of the.ilexor 
brevis tli.gi.te+ minii digiti ano is overlapped by tile 
Lith.uontrahens Inusole,the deep diviston of the uinar 
nerv,7 pierces : the Tfluscie near its origin. 
MFOLOOY,UrI'ER LIMr=. 
We come now to consider the muscles found deeply in 
the palm of the hand they will be described as far as 
possible in their three layers of Contrahentes,Palmar 
!and Dorsal interossei,or better as Cunningham described 




All four of these muscles were presentithe largest cuing 
that to the thumb which showed a se ìentation into two 
an adductor transversus and an adductor obìiquus. 
They all took ori-n from the central portion of the 
palm in the neighbourhood of the 3rd.metacarpal bone 
and from a well marked tenainous fascia which occupie 
the hollow of the balm in front of the metacarpals an 
was best marked over the )1.d.& 4th. 
i , a. ADDUCTOR TRANSVERSUS POLL I C I S. 
-ref the tfeet e} x t p ex4 a- ha44 e$ the 
3r4.»,e4aeaTpa4 aeá 4'6x, the deep laye.F 94 ¿a 4a or 
the Rietaeara.ls. 
t+EI4f't8.- 
ORl IN.- From the front of the anterior carpal liga 
ments and the bases of the 2nd.& 3rd. metacarpals 
IN_SERTION.- Into the inner side of the distal half 
of the lst.metacarpal slightly; in front of the next 
muscle. 
NEH StPPL"r.- The deep division of the ulnar 
nerve 
STnuCTURE.- The muscle isfieshy throughout 
its extent 
being widest at its base. 
t 
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RELATIONS.- It lies between the next muscle and the 
deep head of tl,e fle: :or brevis pollicis, from which it 
is separated by a branch of the deep carpal arch,the 
deep flexor tendon (longus) being in close relation 
to it at its insertion and first part of its course. 
1,b.ADDUCTOR OI3LIQIIUS POLLICIS. 
rom the front of tige proximal half of the 
3rd.metacarpaï and from the deep layer of fascia over 
the metacarpals. 
IN.->ER l'ION.- Into the inner side of the distal half 
of the lst.metacarpal, rather behind the attachment of 
the last muscle and into the inner side of the base of 
the proximal phalanx of the lst.digit. 
?+ S F -LY.- From the deep division of the ulnar, 
the fibres of which ail came from the median as noted 
onpos i te ! 
c 
':DTR'ICT'JRE.- The origin is the widest and thinest 
portion oì the muscle which becomes thicker as it 
passes outwards and the fibres convere.It is twisted 
on itself so that those fibres which arise highest up 
are inserted into the phalanx while those lowest down 
pass to the metacarpal and are posterior to the former. 
RELATIONL,.- The muscle lies over the palmar interossei 
and deep palmar arch and deep division of the ulnar, 
in front are the long flexor tendons and lumbricals. 
2nd.CONTRAIHENS. 
ORIGIN.- From the front of the 3rd.metaaarsal not fa 
from its base and the fascia over the metacarpals. 
INS L h'1ION. - Into the inner side of the base of the 
131 
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:proximal phalanx of the index. -- 
3rd.00NTRAHENS. 
ORIGIN.- prom the front of the base of the 3rd.meta- 
carnal and the proximal end of the shaft,from the front 
of the 4th. in the proximal ï& of the bone, and from the 
strong fascia. 
INSERTION.- Into the outer side of the base of the 
proximal phalanx of the 4th.digit,and also into the 
dorsal extensor expansion. 
4th.CONTRAHENS. 
Slightly from the base of the 3rd.,chiefly 
from the base of the 4th. and from the strong fascia. 
It also gets a slip from the small inner lumbrical. 
INSE.RTIO';.- Partly into the outer side of the base of the. Ist- Phalanx 
of the 5th.digit, into the dorsal expansion with 
the lumbrical and partly into the sesamoid bone on the 
front of the 5th.metacarpo- ghalangeal articulation. 
THE NERVE SUPPLY.- Thisihas been dealt with in the 
case of the adductors of the thumb,in the case of the 
others itfas found that the deep division of the ulnar 
supplied them all,and that these fibres came from the 
median nerve in the case of the 2nd.& 3rd. but it was 
not quite certailin the case of the 4th. but I think 
that this was no exception. 
STRUCTURE.- The 2nd,counting the adductorsof the pol 
as the lst.,was the smallest,then the 4th. they all 
have small tendons,which in the case of the outer two 





RELATIONS.- The muscles lie in front of the bones and 
the muscles in the interosseous/spaces. 
SECOND LAYEìt .. 
PALMAR IIITEROSSEOUS MUSCLES. 
This ;roua will be described and in it will be included 
all those muscles notementioned with the exception of 
the dorsal interossei. And of these there is one un- 
doubted palmar interosseous arranged as seen in man, 
it lies on the index digit,there is one on . the little 
finger cut it is rudimentary. Then there are other 
,muscles of which the human hand has no trace,these are 
muscles which run from the metacarpal bones on to the 
phalanges and in the case of the 1.111..& 5th. digit reaching 
the middle of the second phalanx 
Of the palmar interossei proper the one on the inaex 
is as follows. 
ORI'IN.- From the front and inner aspect of the 2nd 
metacarpal,very slightly from the base of the Ord. 
INSERTION.- Into the inner side of the base of the 
first Rie phalanx of the index and into the dorsal 
Í extensor expansion. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the deep division of the ulnar, 
the fibres really coming from the meaian nerve. 
STRUCTURE.- The muscle was strong and well develope 
tieing penniform and ending in a small tendon. 
RELATIONS.- The muscle lies in front of the '2nd. 
dorsal interosseous muscle,behind the adductors 
of 
the thumb and index,i.e.contrahentes,l.& 2. The 
nerve 
to the muscle passing up its anterior surface. 
MYOLOOY,UPPEK LI"4B. 
The muscle overlaps the metacarpal from which it aris 
in the î'roximal half of the bone,it comes in 
contact with the lst.dorsal interosseous which does th 
same on its side. but in the pipe distal portion the 
two muscles become separated by ai'hird muscles 
which arises from this part of the bone.This inter - 
mediate muscle forms one of a series which will be 
refered to under trie name of musculi accessorii,this 
being the 1st. The tendon of the lst.palmar interosseo 
is inserted ust a ve that of the adductor indicis(con 
trahens 2.). 
..a. 
Thezpalmar interosseous is entirely aosent,there 
action 
vein, no need for an adductor as thatAis brought about 
,by the strong adductor or contrahens of this finger. 
The Palmar Interosseous of the little finger or the 
tnird of human anato-:,y,is a very rudimentary structure 
ORISIN.- From a small part of the outer and froht 
aspect of the 5th.:netacarpal under cover of the adduct 
or contrahens to this finger. 
INSERTION.- Into the outer side of the base of the 
proximal phalanx of this digit and partly into trie 
ligaments of the oint. 
NERVE SUPPL7.- From the deep division of the ulnar 
nerve,the fibres being ulnar in origin. 
STROoT'JRE.- The muscle had a small belly and a thin 
weak tendon. 
R.LITIONS.- The muscle was completely hidden by the 
adductor of the digit,so that it appeared to be absen 
until that muscle vas pushed aside,behind it lay the 
s 
s 
F;t..PL.A'.7ATION OF FLAT: (X. 15'2_ N«t. 
THE SHORT Miis(:'L?,S OF THE HAN%,. 
VJ ..... - Tendon of the f 1eor profundus to the thumb, 
Ad.P..1:2.... Aductors Trans. rsus and Oolirìuus pollic is 
or Contrahen 1. 
F..P Both heads of the fìe_, :or brevis pollicis. 
Ab.P The Abductor pollicis. 
Op.P...... The Oppon r1_ oiliCis. 
Ant.A..... The Anterior annular li amont cut. 
P ...... ,. . The Pisiform bono. 
Ab.'i.O abductor minimi di ,it i . Two ;i ads. 
FB.m.D The f ì exor brevis minimi di, it i . 
Op. ?í.D The Opponens di iti 
P.1p 3 The first and third palmar interossei 
the latter is only ,gust seen. 
C.2,3%. The second,third, and fourth contrah,,:nt ,ps 
muscles. The first is labelled Ad.P. 
D.1,2,3,&. 4 The dorsal interossei a'::cordin: to 
their nu'lors. 
M.1,2,3,& 4 The Mu` cui i ite russei aoo':ssori i 
accordin__ to their numbers. 
The ulnar nerve is not shown rut it disappears 
immediately to the outer side of the pisiform Done 
between the two heads of the abductor minimi di ,iti a d 
the flexor brevis minimi ait;iti, at the spot marked ,. 
?ta:te 
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4th.aorsal interosseous. The muscle was also in close 
relation to the outer siée of the opponens minimi 
At tris point it is as well to draw attention to the 
relations born to each other by the adductors or 
contrahentes ana the palmar interossei. Cunningham ha 
,ointed out how the muscles of the palm are arranged 
in three layers,the first being adductors,the second 
flexors and the third abductors,with these latter at 
breseat I am not concerned. In the course of evolutio 
the adductores disappear all except that of the thumb 
on account of the _real use that digit is put t 
Heco es iLuch developed. The flexores are not needed 
-is they are over shaadowea by the stronger flexors of 
the forearm,they therefore .ai rate and take up the 
function of the adductores. In this hand we see a 
strii :inl example of the relation each bears to the of er, 
ior,in the index finer,there is a strong palmar inte - 
osseous orouucing adauction,therefore there is only 
a ',ery weak adductor(contrahens 2.). In the third fin er 
the is a total absence of the palmar interosseous, 
adduction being brought about by the strong contrahen 
In the case of the little finger there is a well 
marked adductor (contrahens 4.) so consequently there 
is an exteemely rudimentary palmar interosseous. 
In each finger then we see that the two sets 
of mus les 
bear an inverse ratio the one to the other,in 
the - 
middle finer there is no need for aaduction,the 
13s- 
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central line passim down the centre of this digit, 
the t.fo abductors with which it is furnished bring it 
to the central position after it 
MUSCULI INTEROSSEI ACCESSORII. 
Under this name I have placed certain muscles which 
belon to the interosseous ^rouf; of muscles,cut which 
ao not fall naturally into either the palmar or dorsal 
group. That they belon to the interossei,is shown by 
the fact that they lie posterior to the deep division 
of the ulnar nerve. These muscles all arise from the 
shafts of the metacarpal bones and are inserted into 
th e Lnalan7es,usually into the proximal phalanx,but 
in tige case of the first into the middle phalanx and 
tige pulp of the middle segment of the finger. 
MuSC.INTEROS.ACCES. 1: 
Tiis is the lar est of the series,being amuscle 9 c.m. 
in len th. It is sli -hti', thicker than is depicted in 
the plate. ,ec Fla.te h 134 
r; ICIN.- From the front of the lower half of the 2nd. 
,metacarpal oone,cetween the dorsal and palmar inteross 
of this aiit,bein closely associated with each. 
IN:ALhTION.- Into the outer side of the middle phalan 
has been deflect d. 
f the inaex,00th into its Lase and outer margin of th 
shaft,some processes of the tendon passing to the pulp 
of the finger. 
NERliE SUFPLY.- From the deep division of te ulnar 
nerve,the fibres coming from the median. 




cylinder tapered at both ends. The muscle arises flesh, 
from the front of the bone and is inserted by a tendon . 
which only begins opposite the first interphalangeal 
articulation. 
iz LA'TIO_S .- The muscle lies on the front of the meta 
carpal,infront of the outer part of the metacarpophal 
angeal ,oint,the outer -argin of the first phalanx and 
then lies to the outer side of the interphalangeal art'c 
ulation. On either side of its origin is an interross- 
eous muscle. The relation to the tendon of the first 
lumorical is important;this minute tendon passes betwe -n 
it ana tiffe first phalanx round the outer side of the 
hone. 
MUSC.IBTEROS. ACCES. 2. 
This is a aouole muscle situated on tne outer side o 
the middle di;it,the two halves of the muscle being 
placea one in front of the other. The muscle is aoout 
'6 c. n. in length. 
The posterior part arises from the outer 
side of the head and shaft of the 3rd.metacarpal in 
¡front of tne dorsal interosseous tarough which it may 
have a slir,ht attachment to the proximal half of the 
! 2nd. metacarpal . 
The anterior half arises from the front of the head 
and lower part of the 3rd.metacarpal'on its outer 
aspect. 
INSERTION.- The two halves are inserted together 
or 
very close together. The posterior half passes 
to the 
outer side of the base of the first phalanx 
of the 
middle digit,but chiefly into the dorsal expansion 
irQLdGY,UPPER LIMB. 
of the middle digit. The anterior half is inserted 
partly with the tenaon of the posterior half and parti 
by fleshy fibres into the dorsal expansion ,gust in 
front of tìiat tendon. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- The deep division of the ulnar sends 
the nerve to these two bellies,the fiares coming 
from the median. The twig that supplies the muscle 
appears from under corer of the adductor layer and 
runs ut on the front of the metacarpal,sending a twig 
right up the proxi.mai phalanx of the digit;what the 
distribution was up there was uncertain,but it proaab 
formed a communication with trie branch of the median 
¡which supplied this digit. 
a 
STRUCTURE.- As alre,dy said the muscle was in two 
halves,of which the anterior half was situated lower 
down the metacarpal and was not so long as the poster 
measuring only 4 c.m. while the posterior measured 
at least d a.m. The little muscles or each half of it 
was tointed,arisin from the bone fleshy and being 
inserted chiefly by tendon. 
RELATIONS.- The two jellies lay the one in front of 
the other,between the adductors of the pollex and ind 
on the one hand and the ;end.dorsal interosseous 
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MUSC. INTEROS4 ACCES. 3.1 
his is situated on the inner side of the metacarpal 
of the 3rd.di7it,and extends up on to the first phala x. 
ORIGIN.- From the inner and front aspect of the low :r 
half of the 3rd.metacarpal bone,and from the fascia 
which dives rise to the adductor layer of muscles. 
INTIOA.- Into the inner sicle of the dorsal expan 
ion of this di it nearly at the first interphalangeal 
articulation. 
NERVE S',? P1 ;' the deep division of the ulnar,tï 
fibres coming from the median nerve. 
STRUTU E.- The muscle is small,arising from the bote 
fleshy and becowin thinner as it passes down till it 
ends in a small tendon of insertion. 
hLATIj 3.- The muscle lies to the outer side,and 
on a sli7htly posterior plane at its origl.n,to the 
adductor of the 4th.diYit (contrahens 3). Between the 
muscle as described and the dorsal interosseous of th 
third space is a small part of the Ale muscle,Uut whi h 
ham not been included in the description. This is in 
itself a minute muscle with belly and tendon,but 
only measuring 21/i c.m. in length. This portion arises 
from the inner side of the cone between the rest of t 
muscle ana the 3rd.dorsal interosseous,There is a short 
u 
rond belly which ends in a thread like tendon,which 
gains insertion into the inner side of the base of t 
proximal phalanx of the finger..: To the outer side 
the muscle is in contact with the corresponding muscl 
on the outer side of the same metacarpal bone. 
M VOL f! .F`i ,'J A?ER L lkb . 
MUSC. I rTE:IOS . ACCESS. 4. 
This miscle is situatea on tr e inner sine 
aigit and extended o "ito the phalanx. 
,.,KICIr,.- From the front ana inner aspect 
in its lower three quarters. 
iliSRTION.- into the inner 
of the ,4th. 
of the 4th.lnetaca- rP4-1. 
margin of the first phalzinx 
of the fourth digit and into the dorsal expansion. 
ST.JPPL ?.- : rom the deep division of the ulnar, he 
fibres coming from the ulnar. 
STRUCTURE.- The Muscle is very similar to trie last,but 
p 7.y , es no secona part. 
-t.. ATIONS.- 1iehina the muscle is the 4th.aorsal intlr- JJ 
o3seous,w hi le to the inner sida ana rather to the front 
: the adductor of the little finger. 
that the exact morphological relation these muscles 
bear to the other interossei is difficult to say. It as 
pointed out above see that as the aivision of the ul ar  P 
nerve passeu in front of them,they must belong to one 
the two groups of interossei,palmar or dorsal. 
The dorsal interossei are,we find on exaruination,all 
well representen and occupy the positions in which ti: 
are found in roan. They exhibit however a tennency to 
wander onto the pale; of the hanci,especially is this 
well seen in the case of the ist.interosseous. 
'I'! 1..lanr1 tar interossei are,on the other hand very 
poorly represented,a well marked muscle being furnish 
to the inaex ana a ruaimentary muscles is seen on the 
appear 
tittle finger. It would li -kely therefore that these 
of 
ci 
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muscles which have been dest-ribed urhaer tne natie of 
muscoli interossei accessor11,are really portions of 
t?i9be this pal7aar layer of interossei. 
"unction has has a great deal to do witn the snifting 
of the : Iuscles dowNn the diOts,for these muscles neip 
to maintain the nook -like positon of the ihand,ana 
this in spite of tne fact that these muscles are inser ed 
into t:e dorsal expansion. !he aorsal extensor expansin 
passes so far round the phalanges of digits that there 
is ()Ill; a s:iial: r....,Vunt of e:;teiisioIl of the first inter- 
DÌta. __: «rticulat10 :i ciou_ht aoout,the chef action 
these muscles is therefore flexion of the metacarpo- 
pthalangeal joints. Zile muscle on tue index has a strung 
f lexin, action on the middle phalanx also. 
Professor ^unningha.n has shewn that the type of palm -r 
interossems muscles is a double headed muscle for eac 
digit. The muscles will be found to correspond accu- See. Plate 
ately with a such -a type arrangement. In the present- ase Y1(. htak. 
the index finger shews the inner head or the typical 
muscle situated as the lst.palmar interosseous. I con.ider 
that the outer head is represented, :by the nusculus 
ì nte-rosseous I,which has s.l.ipped- downto the lower 
haTT of the metacarpal bone. The fact that the muscle 
hast{ slipped down the digit does not militate against 
such a theoi,other muscles whose identity i's unquest- 
ioned shew the same tendency. A good example is found 
in the case of the flexor brevis minimi digiti 
which 
really the inner head of the same originally two 
head =d 




digit to the middle phalanx. In the middle digit both 
heads of the typical muscle.are present,situated on 
either side of the front of the metacarpo- phalangeal 
articulation,and¡described as the musculi interossei- 
accessorii 2.& 3. In each case the inner and outer head 
has become segmented into two parts,of which the ante for 
has passed further down than the posterior. On the 
fourth digit . one of the heads of the type is 
wanting. Usually in man one of the heads of the type 
muscle is wanting ;in human afi atomy it is the inner.he d 
which is wanting the outer head being the 2nd.palmar. 
interosseous. But in this gibbon it is the outer head 
which is wanting,the inner being placed on the front 
of the inner side of the 4th.metacarpo- phalangeal joint 
and described as the musculus interosseous acces.soriu 
4. 'dhv the outer head should be absent in the 4th. 
digit is not easy to explain in a satisfactory manner 
For the need of flexors is evidently great,asSis see 
by the developement of the other digital flexors,one 
might suppose that the outer head had become an adduo 
ing palmar interosseous before there was any great ne d 
for flexors,and that then its need as an adductor was 
not felt as there was a large adductor or contra -hens 
supplied to that digit,so that the muscle disappeared 
This will I think explain in a ,satisfactory manner' 
what the morphology of these curious muscles is. Ther= 
is one point that it is well to mention,and that 
Is 
that the tendon of the first lumbrical passes between 
the first phalanx of the index and the first musculus 
/42.. 
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laccessorius. This Might be taken to indicate that thes! 
muscles really belonged to the other and dorsal group 
of interossei. But quite apart from the fact that there 
is rio room for them in the posterior layer,as we shall 
see when those muscles coma to be described,there is 
nothing to shew,as far as I know,that the tendon of th 
lumbrical should pass to the outer side of this muscle 
In man the only lumbrical tendons which come into 
relation with the palrar interossei tendons are those to 
the 4.& 5th.digits,and here the lumbricals are 
:inserted into the dorsal expansion in front of the 
'interossei :muscles. If now the interossei muscles begin 
to dvelope and become large there is no reason why they 
should not pass down to the outer side of the tendon 
of the lumbrical instead of on the inner side. 

143. 
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DORSAL INTEROSSEI. 
These muscles all abduct from a lineiwhich passas 
through the centre of the riddle digit as ire the hand 
of man. They are four in number and are arranc:ea as 
follows. 
. No . l . (ABDUCTOR 12?D I C I S) . 
,ThnIN.- (1) 7rom the base of the metacarpal of the 
thumb on its inner side,() from the whole length of the 
outer side of the -:; etacarpal of the index,being rather 
more on its anterior than its posterior surface. 
INS KTIuN.- Into the outer side of the base of the 
!first phalanx of the index and slightly into the dorsa' 
extensor expansion. 
ì ;.:j E S5!-PLY.- From the deep division of the ulnar, 
the flores coming from the median. 
5Tî'Ú,TiRL.- the muscle is penniform and is inserted 
by means of a tendon. 
RiLLAi 1 )N.- The muscle lies on the outer side of its 
diit,tle proximal ena being covered in front by the 
adductor of the thumb. On the front of the metacarpal 
it comes into relation with the 1st. paliar interosseous 
hein, separated from it further down by the 1st. musc lus 
interosseous accessorius. 
THE 2nd.,3rd.& 4th. 
These are all bipenniform muscles. 
ORI:IN.- From the siaesof the two metacarpals betwe:n 
which they lie,receiving more fibres from the metacar 
pal of the digit into which they are inserted. 




of the base of the proximal phalanx of the middle digit, 
and into the dorsal expansion. No.4 is inserted into 
the inner side of the base of tr.e proximal phalanx of 
the 4th.diit and into the dorsal ep expansion. 
NERVE SUPPLY.- From the deep division of the ulnar, 
the fibres in the case of Nos.2 & 6 coming from the 
median and in the case of the 4th.from the ulnar. 
STRUCTURE.- They are all bipenniform muscles with 
small tendons. 
RELATIJNS.- The muscles lie dorsal to all the other 
structures in the interosseous spaces,but can be seen 
from the front. 
,c-., VOI . 3, p- 3 ti. 
,. . 
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MÛSCLES OF THE HAND.(Comp.Anat.) 
some of the points in reference; to these muscles have 
been dealt with when the muscles themselves were con - 
sidered ana little remains to be said. 
THE SHORT MTISCLES OF THE ThTiMB. 
These as & whole were well 'ie,ieloped but shove-, a 
----t, -tT +1? -s-Lr a marked want u f differentiation. 
I t is this want of di f f ei ent sat ion that has caused th! 
differences in the ac%ounts gi -en of the niusc; les ùy 
liepbu rn: anci r! ys e l f , t ituugh the blended oppunens ami 
short flexor seen in his limb to have extended furthe 
down the digit than in Tine, as he inserts them as far 
down as the terminal phalanx on the radial side,whilp 
mine nia not extend gown further than half way down ti 
first phatanx,see plate ,thé same arrangement 
i Pwic in hepburns plates No.b l. 
In the flexor hrevis polliois both heads were presen 
anr, while it was certain that the median supplied the - 
superfiGiai one I could not be quite sure afterwards 
whether the sarde nerve had supplied the deep one,on 
further examination however I carme to the conolusion 
that Wh''441'"r : . uiu or not was a matter of little imp, 
tance,ior if it aid not then the deep head of the 
uinar n -rve !must have crone so. On separating the 
large branch of communication which the med -ian given 
to the ulnar in the upper part of the ìorearm,fro!ac 
the flores of the ulnar itself,it was found that this 
branch of the median supplieu all the radial half. of 
the hang. Therefore the fibres to the deep head of tir 
e 
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muscle 
rmust have corse f roar the mecuian. ner.r.ä. The -degp .lxmaa. of 
'the muscle is closely associated with the outer and 
upper part of the adductor pollicis which is slightly 
segmented off from the rest of the adductor pollicis, 
in this case certainly the adductor has not suppliea 
the muscle with a deep head. 
THE S?!i ST hA.I Cr;T 7. m or TNT, 1 I TTT, ! Nrr, 
`hese beside :i ehew ng a lacy of developement differe 
little from the sae!e muscles in man. 
The abductor and the flexor brevis both arose by two 
heads the ulnar nerve sending its seep division between 
;'ye n two heads. The flexor brevis sheaved the same 
tendeley tc wander down en to the phalanges as the otl er 
muscles of the same layer,the flexores breves of 
ru:-:1i: ,ham,in this case reaching the middle phalanx. 
The abductor minimi digiti received a twig from the 
oorsal cutaneous branch of the ulnar by the aìgital 
nerve to the outer side of the ìnaex,this has been omitted 
in the aescription of the muscle but is mentioned in 
connection with the distribution of the nerve. I have 
endeavourna to show that I consiaer. there is no 
importance to be attachea to the theory that the musc e 
is the end organ of a nerve,and that if they are to 
be considered the end organs of anything then they 
must be considered as the end organs of the cells in 
the spinal cord from which the axons which supply the 
are aerivea,irrespective of the nerve tracts that the 
run in,this is dealt with in the section om the nerve.. 
Oh 
rquite. 
,11 tt . re 6,17- 
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The relations which she -adauctores of Cunningham or 
the cantra.hente.s of q_ä1 f orcf bear to the pali_sar inter- 
hate been consi.l'.reo with those muscles, 
in the same way the correct,as I consiaer,position 
of the muscles were oescribeu under the naine Of 
also been dealt with .::u^cul i i-rt erosssi 
when those mr-isc 1 es 
I t r.r,n remains. to 
acoessoríi- have 
were ciescribea. 
cor_siceI how far the muscles of th 
hand conform to the three typical layers of the mamma ian 
manus as 1ai-o b, Cunningham. It rruu ,- - g 1 be perhaps 
w e l l -, ÿ;, f e ;}, j t,: ;s ,. Iaers are, so as to be quite 
clear as to `?t we re_^r,the;r may Le saia to he as 
follows:- 
A T AYr?,------- - AviD1'Crl.'ORES . 
L.HYFh FLEXORES. 
"11 SAL LAlFt ABDUCTORES. 
as 
These layers consist in the typical condition of the 
foii1c++ing musoles.- 
PAL; ATi . This teas one muscle supplied tu each 
a 
`aigit with the exception of the midge orie,which does 
not need it as r._11 the otr_er digits are adducted to- 
ward_: it. '=rais layf -r is separatea from the next or 
internieaiate layer by the deep branch of the ulnar 
nerve. 
I''!'}?',i ATL. This consists of a layer of double 
riealed 
mt,cies.one c:eui,le her.úeca 
LAYE. This t.o.:sists 
muscle L.eing supplied to each 
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four of whi J are plan ed in the four interosseous spates 
the other two are place; one on the inner sine of the 
inner ai tatar .al a-e:( ene on the cuter side of the outlr 
motaearp? i bone. 1'lß te.VI1 ïg.I, 
I;n the gibuon we f iAe that the first 1a eï of muscle 
is a oumpiete one,an ac:ciULtor or contrahens musule 
;..Fein, su,piieci to every ciigit with the e <ception oÌ tie 
:,ti u.l e ons,ae is the typical arrangement. 
Tee tar i .e of the ac: uotor of the thumu- is accounited 
for e:, the :,reat use that aìgit is put to and its oppos- 
ability. This muscle shews the commencing segrnentatio 
1.1 
into two portions which are found in the hand of roan 
vi'!. the adductor oblic?uus and transversus,the greate 
segmentation in man being again due to the still Brea er 
use to which that digit is put. 
I n the second layer the muscles are not only not so come* 
plete but they have also departed more from the origi al 
type. In the. description they were divided up into 
the palmar interossei and the nusculi interossei accessorii 
of which there were two of the former and four of the 
latter. but there are other muscles which we must include 
in this layer,these belong to the special muscles of Othe 
first and fifth digits being the flexor brevis muscles 
of both these digits.The two opponens muscles will not 
be disscussed at present. In arranging these muscles, 
so that there are two heads to each digit /we find that 
for the first digit the two headsof the flexor brevis 
constitute the whole muscle. In the second digit 
the 
h1USCLESTTJPPEP LIMB. 
arrangement was notat first sight apparent,but 1 have 
spent a good deal of time in dealing with the question 
of the musculi interossei accessorii and the palmar 
interossei when those muscles were considered,and I 
believe I have relegated the former muscles to their 
proper place when.sayingg,that they are the modified 
heads of the other wise absent flexores breves. So th t 
returning to the second digit we find that there is a 
well marked palmar interosseous muscle which constitu es 
the inner or ulnar head of this double muscle,the out r 
head being represented by the first rnusculus accessor us 
This :usc1e though modified in position still retain 
its primitive function which was f lexion,the inner 
head is an adductor its function being modified more 
than its position. It is needless again to point out I 
the relative sizes of the adductores of the respectiv0 
di:its and the relation they bear to the sizes of they 
rsp;etive palmar interossei muscles as it has bee 
fully done already with the discription of the muscle . 
In the third finger,being the centre of adduction,there 
are neither palmar interossei nor adductores supplied! 
to this diit,but the double muscle to this finger o1 f 
the second layer is well marked being situated on either 
side of the front of the metacarpo- phalangeal joint 





musculi accessorii Nos.2 & 3. 
doubtless of the need for muscles to prodelce 
the digits,owing to the habits of the aninal, 
headsTof the muscle have been segmented into 
placed one in front of the other. 
441 
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Tn the third digit there is only one head present,it 
has been described as the musculus accessorius mil; it 
represents the inner head of the muscle. Of the outer 
head there is no trace its adducting function which 
it performs in man is here performed by tie contrahen 
of this di ,it. 
In the fifth digit there are both heads present,a 
larr,e well marked one which goes by the name of the 
f le: or brevis digitorum which represents the inner 
heao,anr a smaller poorly de'veloped outer head the 
palmar interosseous of this digit. The inner head 
shews the same tendency to wander away down the digit 
onto the phalanges as the other muscles of this 
layer,in this case it reaches the middle phalanx. 
If the outer head is wear there is a strong adductor 
to take uU its function. 
The opponens muscles I ha' :e left till now to be con- 
that of the thumb is I consider plainly a 
segmentation off from the flexor brevis rnuscle,either 
the inner or the outer heads,prooably from the outer 
for it is hardly differentiated off from that head. 
In the case of the little finger the opponens was 
pobrly developed,but sufficiently so to cloth the front 
of the bone it was fused with the unciform head of the 
flexor brevis minimi digiti and one would classify it 
as a segmentation of that muscle or from the other 
half of the flexor brevis of this finger,nanely the th 
palmar interosseous muscle,it was to the latter of the 
that I referred it,but I find that huge has shown by 
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mentation off from the flexor brevis digitorum. 
It will have been noticed that I have included the flexor 
brevis minima digiti in the layer of the flexores breves, 
and that its origin was different from that in man for 
it arose from the pisiform by one head and the hook of the 
unciform and anterior annular ligament by the other. 
This dissection goes to chew that the muscle although 
pierced by the nerve is not altogether gxternal to it 
hand in this animal there is no more reason to include 
it in the palmar group of muscles than the abductor 
minimi digiti which is pierced in exactly the same way 
by the nerve, }laving the same attachments only situate 
'dorsal to the flexor. Moreover we have seen that the 
palmar layer is complete, and has no more room for an 
additional muscle. The fact that a muscle can travel:. 
across a nerve is proved by an observation which 
'Hepburn' made in the supinator brevis of the chimpanzee- 
" the posterior interosseous nerve of the chimpanzee 
which deserves special attention because it affords 
1 some explanation of the position of 
this nerve in the substance of the supinator brevis 
muscle. As the nerve passes from the anterior to the 
posterior aspect of the forearm it is neaver. hidden 
altogether from view being merely covered by very 
thin aponeuretio fascia on the surface of the supina4r 
brevis and it can be readily understood how an 
increate 
in the size of the muscle and in the amount 
of its 
fibres taking origin from this investing 
fascia 
would cause a submergence of the nerve 
and produce th 
oe ,,.vo.-- p b, 
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charaoteristic appearande of tho nerve piercing the 
I thi.1k tho sam,, r,lasoning may justly applied 
7.11,s01.=, is migrating ciawards, 
half 1-)jn, and half external to the nerve. 
In of w- fin vi the rAuscle wholly external 
14 +h h,-,r? I t,link the lauscle has passed com- 
, 
1W14-1V ar,!r2ss norie,'out it still belongs neverthe 
inter:Ileaiate group of Iquscls. Quairton the 
)4 hr hana think that the irer afiductontrahens ) 
not ,;isNapptar in man but that it segments into 
rtii iii an half of the oppon 
at tat is the diagra7a that he has constructed 
CunnnlghaN" thouv_h I can fina nothing 
of that author that warrant this 
T he ri-,rpaucea hi3 aiagram in FlatoW 
2. t, 
third or dolsal lavr of uusclies this ape 
pr.,.!:ItF, a co2iplot? the four dorsal interossei, 
a'!.+dllr of the thumb, anct the alJcLuotor of the 
fihr. All these niuses at as abductors 
a C.rawn through the middle digit. The faUSOlE 
ar, 7)1 7,1.t'ahea to the two bones between which they 
:in, ut are :itore attachea to the metacarpal of the 
-Ii0t on i1ch they act, hence :the unequal appearance 
tr'-sentei in the aiagram. The abductor minimi ulgiti 
pr-,senteo. the same relationship to the deep diiiisión 
of the ulnar nerve as did the flexor breNis, 
'out 
f,ne wouln, ! think, ear place this muscle in the 
s 
/ 
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s. 
Icalrlar Tn the diauam the outer part of these 
heaZ.Aeq niusoles is not shown. See fig. page 
T411F, has tfl that all these lAusr;les hae been 
,,-1e1e(1 on the paliA of the hand, ana that is their 
in the early foetus, the nietadarpal 
pressea olosely toother0 it is only as 
aCcianues that the rAusole beconte pressed 
their adult position between the rfletaoarl.als 
sparate to a0000date then,. 
